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That Versatile Biscuit Dough
One of the many memories I
have of my childhood is Mom’s
biscuits. Instead of store bought
bread, which we could not afford,
there were always biscuits. We
carried these to school, along
with a piece of cake, and maybe a
pickle or apple, in whatever
container was available, usually
a three pound lard bucket. We
never used brown bags, as
everyone seems to now. There
were six of us kids in the family,
and although I did not think of it
then, Mom must have spent half
her life over that old Home
Comfort stove. The cake was a
simple white recipe made in an
oblong pan and once in awhile,
the cake was frosted.

would be interested in hearing of
others.
Here is my time tested recipe:
2 cups of flour
2 tsps, cream of tartar or
Bakewell Creme
2 tsp. soda
Vz tsp. salt
1 cup milk
1 large tablespoon of shor
tening
Mix dry ingredients. Add
shortening, and getting in there
with
both
hands,
blend
thoroughly. Stir in milk. Turn
out on floured board and fold
over a couple of times (no need to
knead). For cutting, I use a

But, getting back to the
biscuits, I guess having them
every day became tiresome, and
we traded with some of the more
fortunate children who had
sandwiches made with sliced

bread. Somehow, they were just
as anxious to get biscuits.
Without biscuits, a pot of
home-baked beans or stew is
unthinkable for many people.
Yet,
beyond
the
traditional
biscuit, I wonder how many
modern wives realize the ver
satility of biscuit dough.
For instance, halves of but
tered biscuits and covered with
fricasseed chicken is one of my
husband’s
favorite
dishes.
Biscuit dough, rolled one-half
inch thick, about tlnitength of a
hot dog, and eaUTjvith apple
sauce is another tiAt, one my
mother called “Vermonters.” I do
not know where she got the
name, but they were delicious.
Some prefer eating them with
maple syrup.
Another thing is a decent meat
pie can be made by filling a
baking pan with precooked beef

Fresh baked biscuits is not the only treat made from
biscuit dough. Turnovers and a variety of other uses
make it a versatile dough.

stew to a depth of about one inch,
and covering with rolled biscuit
dough. This is baked for 15 or 20
minutes.
Here’s a special favorite of my
husband’s, one he usually con
cocts while at camp. Make a

Nicatous l9dge b Camps
Secluded Log Cabins and Lodge on 12 Mile Long Nicatous Lake

Remote — Relaxing
Hunting, Fishing,
Vacationing for the
Outdoorsman & Family

Write:
Nicatous Lodge & Camps
Burlington, Me. 04417

Housekeeping & American Plan

Open Four Seasons

medium size drinking glass.
Place into greased 9x9 inch pan.
Place pat of butter or margarine
on top of each biscuit. Now
comes the important part. Have
that oven hot! Make sure it is
475°
before putting in the
biscuits. Bake for five minutes,
turn off oven and bake for seven
to ten minutes more.
Obviously, this is slightly up
dated, so if you are still using the
old wood stove, bake about 20
minutes.

Mrs. Shirley Washburn
Bartlett Road
Kittery Point, Maine 03905

A Hunter’s Choice
A New
Gun Cabinet

biscuit dough, roll it very thin,
and using a small saucer, cut the
dough in discs, fold over, crimp
the edges, and fry in deep fat
until golden brown. Make sure
you have plenty, especially if
there are hungry people around.
They disappear fast, sometimes
leaving the cook holding the
dough dish!

My dad used to like milk toast
made with biscuits, toasting until
crispy, and swimming in hot
milk. This was his favorite bed
time snack.
A good biscuit dough, dropped
by large spoonfuls into boiling
soup and cooked for about 15
minutes
makes
excellent
dumplings. Don’t lift the cover
and peek!
These are only a few of the
uses for biscuit dough, and I
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Tests
have indicated that
gasahol available in many areas
of the country is suitable as fuel
for 1978 and 1979 Johnson®
outboards, engineers for the
Waukegan,
Ill.,
outboard
manufacturer report.
They caution, however, that
whatever type of gasoline is used
in the outboard’s fuel mix —
leaded regular, leaded premium,
unleaded or gasahol — should
have the minimum octane rating
required
for that particular
model. And they recommend
that the outboard’s fuel tank be
agitated each day prior to
running, to assure adequate fuel
oil mixing.
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Editorials

Financing ‘Our’ Fish and Wildlife
It is about time we sportsmen came down of
our high horses and realized we can no longer
afford to single-handedly finance the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
We’ve always been proud to say we paid all the
bills to support “our” department through our
license fees. But when we say that today, we are
only kidding each other.
The truth is that it isn’t “our” department and
hasn’t been for a long time. The legislature has
taken away real control of the department. You
want proof? Consider this: fully-one third of the
work done by the Department is not directly
related to the care and conservation of wildlife.
This work ranges from finding drowned
swimmers to doing licensing work for the
Department of Environmental Protection. This

means that our license dollars — and we’ll pay
more next year — are not all being used to
ensure the welfare of wildlife, but to do work
that benefits all the public.
New Fish and Wildlife Commissioner Glenn
Manuel is aware of this situation, and he knows
that his department is going broke. He also
knows that he can’t expect to wring any more
money out of sportsmen through license in
creases. For that reason he says he will go to the
legislature in January to ask for general fund
revenues. That is a good idea.
Currently there is a legislative study com
mittee underway to find new sources of revenue
for the Fish and Wildlife Department. We don’t
think they have to look very far. The general
fund is the only logical pool of money available

which can help cure the chronic shortages in the
Department, shortages which have, in large
measure, been caused by the non-fish and
wildlife work that has been foisted off on the
Department by the legislature.
We want sportsmen to continue to have a
powerful voice in the management of the Fish
and Wildlife Department, but we won’t get it by
deluding ourselves into thinking we can keep the
Department to ourselves by pretending we can
pay all the bills. The way will have a meaningful
say in Department operations is by recognizing
economic reality and changing to meet the new
situation. We urge all sportsmen to support the
concept of general fund financing of the
department’s non-fish and wildlife work. (HPV)

Good and Bad of Glenn Manuel
We have to admit to being impressed by the
New Fish and Wildlife Commisioner’s first
weeks on the job. Glenn H. Manuel has shown
himself to be a man who wants to improve the
workings of the Department, and a leader who
intends to get things done. He is particularly
interested in ir ^roving the Department’s ef
ficiency and resp Wsiveness to problems. He has
set out to save money wherever possible and to
explore new sources of revenue. We like all of
that and find him a charming and personable
fellow to boot.

Now, before you begin to believe we are in the
Commissioner’s pocket, let us explain that there
are some things we also don’t like, all of them
having to do with positions taken by the Com
missioner.
We do not care for the fact that Mr. Manuel is

a supporter of Dickey-Lincoln. It doesn’t matter
to us that he promises he won’t get the
Department embroiled in the debate over the
Dickey-Lincoln boondoggle, what bothers us is
that he could ever be convinced that the creation
of a few jobs and a little bit of electricity can
justify the ruination of so many thousands of
acres of Maine wildlands.
We do not like the fact that the Commissioner
is a supporter of herbicide and pesticide use.
Even if these chemicals do prove safe, which we
doubt they will in the long run, we do not like
them being used because their only purpose is to
promote a monoculture in Maine’s woodlands.
We believe that a diversified forest is the only
healthy forest and that pure stands of trees
created by artificial means is not only bad for
wildlife, but also is asking for environmental
disaster.

We do not care for the fact that while he has
instituted austerity measures in the Fish and
Wildlife Department, he has not indicated he will
take any steps to end the wasteful and
economically depraved practice of stocking put
and take fish into Maine’s waters. People who
want put and take trout should pay for them and
the cost should not be foisted off on the majority
of this state’s hunters and fishermen, who do not
care if they ever catch a puny hatchery fish.
We’re sure that there are plenty of other
points we’ll find to disagree with the Com
missioner on as time goes by and we hope to
arouse no personal animosity because of it.
Commissioner, we wish you well in your new
job and hope the sportsmen of this state will
consider your job performance based not only on
your failings, but on your successes as well. We
can promise that is what we will do. (HPV)

Letters To The Editor

Different Outlook
To the Editor:
In reply to your replies to
letters in the July issue titled
“Murdering the Coyotes” and
“Bear Hunters Are Cruel.”
First let me make my position
clear. I am an avid hunter: deer,
duck and bear. I hunt all three
with a bow and arrow as well as
firearms. I however, have a
whole different outlook from you
or your publication. You see, I
enjoy the hunt more than the
kill. I also appreciate the love for
nature that non-hunters such as
Marcia have.
Your reply was in poor taste
since the young lady was only
expressing her opinion. Her
letter bore much more truth than
your reply, particularly with
regard to your statement “The
balance of nature is a myth.”
Although I am sure you may not
realize it, the balance of nature is
almost exactly as you stated your
“myth” to be: overabundance to

near eradication.
I also wholeheartedly agree
with Mr. Smith’s letter. I have
hunted bear, and, on two oc
casions, without the use of dogs
or bait, have made extremely
close contact, 15 to 20 feet to be

exact.
Maybe you should
little more Disney.

watch

a

LeoH. Mazerall Jr.
L 57, Brooks, Maine 04921

EDITOR’S NOTE: At the risk of
being judged in poor taste again,
Mr. Mazerail, your letter doesn’t
make much sense. The problem
is clear. You may hunt, but you
feel guilty about it. Apologists
always end up saying things like
"I enjoy the hunt more than the
kill.” We suggest that you face
up to the fact that the purpose of
hunting is to kill an animal, then
you can decide whether you are a
"nature lover”or a hunter.

Misinformed About Bear
To the Editor:

In relating to some of your
editorials
in
the
Maine
Sportsman, you, my friend, are
very much misinformed about
some of our Maine long time
residents. I wrote a letter which
you printed in June in which I
state I was against baiting for
bear. You, since then, have
inferred that most long time
Mainers know little about bear
hunting.
I would like to assure you that
for the most part I have lived in
Maine for 74 years, outside of my
educational pursuits at Nor
thwestern University. How can
you, a carpetbagger, glib of

tongue and editorial finesse,
expect us real Mainers to take
any stock in your tirades about
Maine in which you have little
factual knowledge?
As far as bear are concerned, if
a person wants to hunt over bait,
I’m dead set against it and your
survey of two months ago proves
that point.

In

Maine we don’t want to

eliminate our bear population for
the benefit of the southern
element who hunt deer with dogs
and think it is a sport. Let’s give
bear baiting the business and
outlaw it in Maine.

Fred A. Herron
Kittery, Maine

EDITORS NOTE:
Everything's relative Mr.
Herron. For example, to
somebody who lives in Aroostook
County, you folks down in
Kittery are carpetbaggers.
Shame on you, anyway, for
bragging about an accident of
birth and your good fortune to
live so long. But you are also
wrong, Mr. Herron. I did not
infer what you suggest. What I
wrote exactly was, "We are
afraid too many of Maine’s
sportsmen, having little or no
direct experience, equate bear
hunting with deer hunting.” But
you ignore the most salient
point, which is that all hunters
must hang together or hang
alone.
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Answers From a Bear
Hunting Guide
To the Editor:

An the owner of a hunting and
fishing lodge, I feel it is my duty
to answer some of Mr. Richard
Smith’s questions about bear
hunting.
1. Hunting and killing female
bears and cubs with dogs. I’m
sure that cubs are sometimes
taken by bear hunters, but not
with their guide’s knowledge. It
is not to my best interest, or to
the best interest of hunting in
general to shoot cubs, but it also
is not illegal. I’m sure Mr. Smith
has never seen a fawn tagged
during deer season. I’m sure Mr.
Smith has a proven method for
grabbing a big bear and flipping
it on its back to see what its sex
is.
2. Skinning bear and leaving
the carcasses in the woods. I’m
sure that Mr. Smith, if he were
here, would be glad to give us a
hand in hauling bear out of the
woods. I can only speak for
myself. Every bear is brought to
the lodge and dressed out. Every
hunter I had this year took the
steaks and best cuts of meat
home with him. I ask every
hunter who gets a bear to at least
take it and try it. Those who

Don’t Mess
With the
System
To the Editor:

I was astonished to read an
article on Nathaniel Hawthorne,
my great, great uncle, in the
Maine Sportsman. It seems we
Hawthornes have been visiting
your
state
for some
time.
Perhaps vhen Nathaniel visited
the area around Raymond, it was
not as populated as now.
I am prompted to reply to an
editorial in the July issue of your
publication.
In Pennsylvania there are
good, cold streams in my area
which were stocked with brown
trout which are producing a
surprising amount of good fish,
even though these streams are
no longer stocked. The fish
stocked were all over 8 inches
and many 10 to 16 inches with
the largest a hefty 23 inches. Not
bad for a small stream. So it
would seem Mr. Raychard is
correct about more and better
quality fish.
In regard to the cruelty of
hunters, we had a great number
of people in Pennsylvania who
thought that foxes were cruelly
trapped and hunted. A great deal
of controversy arose against the
evil hunters and trappers, until
rabid foxes bit some of their
children and a panic resulted
equalling Three-Mile Island.
The anti-hunter position on
moose is parallel to the anti-doe
hunter in Pennsylvania. In order
to hunt does here you must apply
for a special two-day permit. The
result is a lot of scrawny deer
which get mostly killed by cars
because the woods are over
browsed and the hunter who gets
a 200-pound deer indeed has a
rare trophy.
Maine sportsmen, you are
doing fine the way you are. Do

not allow anyone to mess with
the system.

Robert M. Hawthorne 4th
Hatboro, Pa.

don’t just help me fill my freezer.
If you’ve never tried properly
fixed bear meat you don’t know
what you are missing. Also, you
can’t properly skin a bear for a
rug or wall mount if it is lying in
the woods, to say nothing of the
fact that the animal must be
tagged at the nearest tagging
station, the same as a deer.
3. Hunting in the woods at the
height of tourist season. Neither
I nor any of my guides hunters or
guides who work for me have
met a tourist or Maine resident
hiking in the woods where we
hunt bear. After all, we don’t
hunt bear in Brunswick on
MacMillan Drive.
4. Bear
hunting
provides
sport mostly for out of state
interests. All Mr. Smith has to
do is call and book in any time he
wishes. I’m not against anyone
trying to get a bear and that’s
just what it is, trying, because
there is no way I can guarantee
anything when you book a hunt.
5. The health of Maine’s bear
population.
Besides
the
Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife, Mr. Smith can also
check with the University of
Maine at Orono. They have been
doing extensive research on bear

for the past few years. To
summarize, even though we try
not to hunt a sow with cubs,
sometimes it is not possible to
know if they have cubs or not.
Most bear are not left in the
woods. Many more bear were
left to rot when they were
considered pests a few years ago.
The myth of a tourist tramping
through the woods is silly. After
all, my baits aren’t in antique
shops. At last, but not least,
Maine’s black bear population
has never been better and a good
part of the reason is our hunting
season which helps keep the
population at its best size.
It is individuals like Mr. Smith
who do the most harm to the
image of bear hunting and
hunting in general when they
make statements without facts
and judgments on things they
know nothing about.

Edward Harris
Harry’s Lodge
Molunkus, Maine

(Editor’s note: We received a
number of letters along these
lines and in the interest of space
publish those here as being
representative of them al1.1
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Sportsman’s No-No
To the Editor:
I was amazed to the point of
shock to read the editorial “Time
to Go After General Funds” in
the August issue. If ever there
was a no-no regarding the future
of sportsmen everywhere, it
would
be
accepting general
funds. It would be the same as
volunteering to build one’s own
gallows.
I never cottoned to the use of
our warden force to do work not
directly related to the hunting
and fishing license buying public.

They, wardens, are not em
ployees of the general public.
Wardens are an independent
force of an independent group,
the license buying hunting and
fishing public.
No matter what, the hunting
and fishing public must remain
independent at all costs, and that
includes a periodical raise in
license fees.

Paul A. Papaycik
Wiscasset, Maine

EDITOR’S NOTE: You are
mistaken, Mr. Papaycik. The
warden service and the entire
Eish and Wildlife Department
are indeed public employees. The
Fish and Wildlife Department is
not the property of sportsmen. It
is an agency of state government
and that means the general
public. You say that you don't
like wardens doing non fish and
wildlife work, but you don’I seem
to realize that there is nothing
you or all the other sportsmen in
this state can do to stop it. They
are doing that work because the
legislature said they must. The
idea that sportsmen own or
control the Fish and Wildlife
Department is a myth. Just ask
yourself how many sportsmen
you know were consulted about
who the next fish and wildlife
commissioner would be.

The Maine Sportsman invites readers to comment
on all issues of interest. All letters must be signed. We
will publish as many letters as space permits. Letters
should be no more than 200 words. We reserve the
right to delete portions in the interest of space. Send
all letters to: The Maine Sportsman, Box 365,
Augusta, Maine 04330.

Build
one fire for
an entire
season!

SPORTSMANS
EXCHANGE
Bridgton, Me.

72 Main St.
647-3763

Attention!
ALL MAINE
BIG GAME HUNTERS
The Maine Antler & Skull Trophy Club’s
First Annual Records Publication
is HOT off the press
SEE pictures of RECORD Maine Big Game trophies
from our First Annual Big Game Awards Banquet
held last March in Gorham. LOOK at the listings of
trophy deer antlers and Bear Skulls from Maine. See
how big number one is. See what trophies took cur
rent award placques. See who shot last year’s re
cords. THIS quality Big Game Records Booklet is
what Maine hunters are waiting for. It’s packed with
useful trophy information. Learn which county
heads the list for highest number of bear or deer
entries and names of hunters who took them, results
of our questionnaire and much more. Who knows,
maybe your trophy is pictured! To order your BIG
GAME RECORDS PUBLICATION simply send a
check for $5.00 plus 75c to: Maine Antler and Skull
Trophy Club, c/o Richard P. Arsenault, RFD 3, Tur
key Lane Road, Gorham, Me. 04038.
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shley’s airtight cast-iron doors and excluLsive patented downdraft system extend
fire-holding capability to 12 hours and more
while automatically maintaining the heat level
you select! Amazingly economical, too, with
users reporting fuel savings of 50 to 75 per cent!
Enjoy modern convenience
while you heat with in
expensive, readily
available firewood.
Install an Ashley
America’s Favorite
and save!
House-Warmer

Telephone 622-3765
43 BRIDGE STREET - AUGUSTA, MAINE
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Good Times in the Snake Cover
Upcountry
Journal
By Ken Allen

It is a small cover. There is a
narrow,
nearly
impenetrable
gully of thorn bushes and sumac
bordered on one side by a stone
wall and scrub pine and on the
other side by a tote road and
field. With a dog, anyone can
hunt the piece in 10 minutes, and
even hit a poplar stand beyond

the gully.
Harry calls it the Snake Cover.
On any warm day in early
autumn, we usually see a snake
or two around rocks near a cellar
hole. Yet, it is such a wonderful
cover he should have chosen a
more romantic name.
cover
has treated us well t jugh so
every square yard nolds a

memory.
The first time Harry and I
hunted this spot, we talked about
how nice it would be to catch a
partridge in the gully. It would
be a sucker shot, with the bird

trying to beat its way through
the tangle while the gunner
above would wait for the hapless
bird to clear the bushes. It
seemed simple. Everything does
on paper.
The few times we hunted the
cover that first season, there
were no partridge but plenty of
woodcock and they would lift
above those thorn bushes to our
waiting guns.
It was easy
shooting.
One Saturday that year, a
northeast storm was predicted
for the next day and a damp,
gentle south wind was con
firming the weatherman was
going to be right.
Flights were coming through
ahead of the storm, and the
shooting had been getting better
all week. By that Saturday,
there
were
more
woodcock
around than I have ever seen in

MAINE’S NEWEST ORVIS DEALER!
FLIES • FLY TYING MATERIALS

BOB LEEMAN’S
TROUT SHOP
807 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine 04412
FREE CATALOG

HARDY REELS • FENWICK RODS

YOU NEED
SAM
NEEDS YOU
The best sportsmen in Maine wear the SAM symbol. They
are proud to show they support the only organization in
Maine dedicated to protecting the rights and interests of
hunters, fishermen, trappers, snowmobilers and other
sportsmen.
The anti-sportsman threat is growing in Maine.
With your help SAM will be strong enough to protect our
traditional outdoor sports.

Yes, I want to help protect our outdoor heritage
□ Individual membership $6 per year
□ Family membership $10 per year [include names of all
direct family members.
NAME__________________________________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________________________
ZIP
TEL. NO_________________________________________________

send to: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta, Maine 04330

Central Maine.
First
thing that morning,
Harry and I worked an alder run
bordering a huge squash field
and we shot a bird apiece. There
was no dew, a sure sign of the
coming rain,
and we were
keeping our feet and legs dry. It
promised to be a good morning.
We moved to the Snake Cover,
and
while
my
hard-running
chocolate Lab pounded through
the gully, I walked along the tote
road on one side while Harry
skirted the stone wall on the
opposite side. My lab flushed a
woodcock. It flew toward Harry
and I was unable to safely shoot.
Harry had a scrub pine between
the bird and him, and never saw
it, but a minute later, another
flushed ahead of my lab and I
dropped the bird practically on
her head. She retrieved it im
mediately.
At the end of the gully, Harry
told me to work the poplar stand
by myself. He wanted some
coffee and the poplar grove was
small enough to throw a rock
across anyway. It only needed
one hunter.
While he headed for the car
and coffee, I pushed my way
through a tangle. On the further
side, the poplars were downhill.
My lab was heeling. On the edge
of the poplars, I pointed and
whispered, “Go.”
She must have seen the
woodcock. She went directly to it
anyway. And it lifted high into
the fairly open stand of trees and
I shot it easily. Before she could*
retrieve the bird that had landed
only a few yards from her,
another flushed. The bird sur
prised me but I hit it.
Foolishly, I did not reload my
over and under, and while my lab
retrieved the second bird, a third
woodcock flushed, and a moment

ATTENTION!
Skeet Shooters
and

later, a fourth took off. They
both came by me and were
headed toward my car.
“Here comes two!” I yelled,
but Harry had unloaded his
pump and watched the two birds
wing directly over his head.
My lab still had the woodcock
in her mouth and looked puzzled
as if unable to decide what to do
with it. She knew there were a
couple other birds. I didn’t. My
shotgun was still unloaded. It
was seemingly impossible for
more than four birds to be in
such a small cover, but when I
hollered, “Fetch!”, two more
birds took off.
I finally loaded my shotgun,
but it was too late. There were

only

six birds in that tiny poplar
stand!
After retrieving the bird, the
lab’s look had changed from
puzzlement to disgust. As soon
as I pocketed the woodcock, my
lab walked off about 10 feet, sat
down, and gave me a look which
could only be translated, “You
stupid fool! Don’t you know
enough to load your gun!”
The following season, on a
rainy, windswept day, I would
finally catch a partridge in the
gully where I was sure of a
sucker shot. Using my small
orange
belton
setter,
Eric
Lindholm and I began to work

the Snake Cover. Almost im
mediately, my setter locked up
on a bird, and a few seconds
later, I could hear the roar of

partridge wings.
I had told Eric of my desire to
flush a partridge in the gully
where it would have to beat its
way out, and all we would have
to do is drop it. It was all so very

simple.
But with partridge nothing is
simple. It did not crash through
the thorn bushes, but rather,
rocketed low to the ground,
careening and twisting through
the tangle like a high-speed
woodcock.
By the time I could swing on it,
it was directly between me and
the road and I was unable to
shoot. I might have hit my car or
anyone else’s who might have
come along. So much for trap
ping partridge!
The following week, Harry and
I were hunting this cover on one
of those lovely autumn mornings
with a high, electric-blue sky.
There had been a heavy frost and
the air was chilled and sharp.
I was on the tote road above

the gully while my setter was
working in the tangled thicket.
On the other side of the tote road
were a few large birches in a
field, and a partridge, really
surprising me, flushed from one
of these trees. I was so shocked
to catch one in the open I missed
the first shot and knocked a few
feathers off with the second shot.
My little setter, a small one and
close descendant of George
Bucknam’s like of setters, saw all
this and quickly went to the
bird’s touchdown spot on a
wooded hillside across the field.
Loading quickly, I rushed over
and pushed into the woods and
over a stone wall. My setter had
caught the crippled bird. She
was just a pup and this was her
first
partridge,
and
quite
frankly, she was getting the
worst of it. With her jaws
clamped around the bird below
its wings and a paw on the
partridge’s head, she was getting
a beating from a wing, but she
was a birdy dog, and held on. I
quickly grabbed the bird and
whacked its head on a tree
stump.
The first time Harry and I
were in the Snake Cover last
season, a woodcock flushed, and
flying incredibly fast for a
woodcock, flew straight at me. I
was unable to see it well until it
was almost directly over my
head. I swung quickly. Almost as
soon as I started the swing, the
woodcock seemed to put on its
brakes and
gently
fluttered
down, landing right beside me.
For a moment, I thought the
darn thing was going to land on
my head!
That’s the Snake Cover. It has
a lot of memories. Memories of
woodcock and grouse and stone
walls and falling leaves and
thickets. It could be bigger. But
it is a classic setting for wood
cock, a bird that embodies the
mysteries of the season, and for
partridge,
a creature
that
symbolizes
the
explosive,
wildness of autumn.
You might have hunted this
very cover yourself. If so, I hope
you chose a better name than
Harry’s.
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Bird Hunters
Sharpen Your Skills
for the Upcoming Season

SUNDAY 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
TUESDAY 5 p.m.-Dusk
3 Registered NSSA Fields

Scarborough Fish
& Game
Holmes Road
Scarborough, Maine
PUBLIC WELCOME

LINCOLN’S CAMPS
Insulated Cabins
On The Shores of Moosehead Lake
Automatic Heat — Hot Water
Grouse — Woodcock — Duck
Deer — Bear — Coyotes
Non-Resident Licenses
GUIDES AVAILABLE
P.O. Box 295 — Rockwood, Maine 04478
Phone 207-534-7741
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State Trap Shooting Championships
By Phil Foster

It was a hot day in Maine. The
temperature was in the mid to
high eighties and the humidity
must have been equally as high.
A real “peeler”.
It was the first weekend in
August and the setting was the
89th Annual Maine State Trap
Shooting Championships at the
Richmond Sportsman’s Club in
Richmond, Maine. It was a day
that would take its toll in terms
of shooters and spectators alike.
It was also this writer’s first
experience at such an event. I
came away amazed, befuddled
and with a lot of respect for the
men, women and kids who
pursue this pastime.
I saw literally thousands of
clay birds launched at varying
angles of flight and equally as
many shots fired, many that
merely punched a hole in the sky
while the bird landed unscathed
in the field some 75 or 100 yards
from the trap house.
I saw boys and girls in their
early teens, middle-aged ladies
and men in their sixties and
seventies. All were intent in
their quest to finish “in the
money".
Sunday was the final day of the
three-day affair and titles for
some of the various classes would
be decided that day. The doubles
championship and the handicap
championship were at stake.
Other classes had been decided
during the
previous
day’s
shooting.
There were cars there from as
far away as California giving
credence to this popular sport.

The young man behind the dark glasses is 15-year-

old Lester Johnson of Bridgton who won the singles

championship with 198 X200. (Phil Foster photo)
sponsoring club. Other shell bags
were elaborately hand tooled
leather with the owner’s name or
initials inscribed on it. There
were large bags also. The kind
that were used for carrying up to
6 or 8 full boxes of ammo as the
shooter made his way from range
to range through the series of 6
different ranges during the
competition.
To the uninitiated, as I was,
the first sight and sound of five
people
moving methodically
through the 5 different shooting
stations was one of, “These
people have got to be some kind
of nuts!” A little 4 5/16” clay disk,
being launched at a speed well in
excess of 60 miles per hour.
Grown men and women standing
there trying their best to hit it
with a charge of fine shot before
it got out of range. It’s miserably
hot and those 12 guage guns,
even with light loads, have a
respectable amount of recoil.
This is fun? Well, it must be for
there were well over 100 entries
in the three-day event. And
these people take it seriously.
Very seriously. As the day wore
on and I learned more of the

There were many contestants
from
Massachusetts,
Con
necticut, Rhode Island, Ver
mont, New Hampshire, New
York, and even a squad of
shooters from over in Nova

Scotia.
I saw trap guns of virtually
every make and description from
the Remington 1100 to the highly
respected
Perazzi over and
under. Beautiful pieces.
Every shooter had a shell bag
hanging off his hip, some just
simple plastic pouches with two
compartments, one for live shells
and the other for empty casings.
The empty casings are often kept
and reloaded and I learned that
once a casing hits the ground it
becomes

the

property

of

the

The Birches
on Moosehead Lake
Restaurant — Lakeside Cabins
Northern Zone Guide Service
Special Hunters Rates

Open Year Round
P.O. Box 81-M
Rockwood, Me. 04478
207-534-7305

structure of the competition I
found there is substantial prize
money
involved
along with
“added money". Then too there
is the inside wagering and of
course the coveted trophies and
titles in the various classes.
Basically there are five classes
of competition. AA, A, B, C, &
D. A shooter is assigned a class
depending on
his shooting
average during the regular
summer season. Similar to a
golfer getting his handicap. Class
AA is for the shooters at the top
of the heap. They’ve shot 97% or
better. Class A is for those with
an average of 94% to 96% but
less than 97%. Class B, 91% but
less than 94%. Class C 88% and
under 91%. Class D for those
with 88% or less.
Sub-junior, under age 15, and
juniors between 15 and 17 years
of age shoot at the same time, on
any given squad of five shooters,
with the adults. Even though
they are competing with kids
their own age and in their own
class, should they score higher
than the adult shooters, then
rightfully they win the title.
They are given no advantage on
the range. This is exactly what
happened on Saturday when 15year-old
Lester Johnson of
Bridgton, Maine, took the State
Champion
Singles
title
by
breaking 198 out of a possible 200
birds!
A
really
great ac
complishment for this bright and
unassuming young man and it
was most gratifying, even to
many of his fellow competitors,
to see this “rotten little kid” wipe
the eye of his seasoned adult

adversaries. What a shame that
more of America’s youth are not
reared as this fine young man has
been. He’s a champion in all
senses of the word!
I would be remiss in my first
time coverage of a trap shoot if I
did not mention that Maine now
has, for the first time, a full
Junior and Sub-Junior team in
competition. Other states were
invited to send teams to the
Maine shoot but unfortunately,
the Maine kids were unopposed.
Regardless, these kids worked
very hard to get on the team.
They were required to pass a
written test on gun safety,
shooting safety, skills of trap
shooting and ammunition. They
spent many hours of practice on
the range and the team was
made up of youngsters from
throughout the state. Under the
capable hands of Nelson Towns,
American Trapshooting Youth
Instructor, the team made an
impressive showing their first
time out.
Members of the Maine State
Junior Trap Team are:
Mark Folk 17, Wayne, Maine;
Wade Purington 16, Milbridge,
Me.;
Lester
Johnson
15,
Bridgton, Me.; Scott Holt 15,
Bowdoinham,
Me.;
and
Bill
Slavenwhite 16, Monmouth, Me.

The Sub-Junior team is made
up of: Ron Cote age 13, Augusta,
Me.; Tom Towns 9, Wayne, Me.;
Scott Mercier 12, Wayne, Me.;
John Baines 14, Richmond, Me.;
and Patrick Mullen 14, Wayne,

Me.
Readers interested in signing
up their sons or daughters for
this team should contact; Nelson
Towns, P.O. Box 132, Wayne,
Me. 04284. Winners for the three
days of shooting were:
High All Around (400 targets)
Resident champ: Roger Cote,
375 X 400
Resident
Runner-up:
Joe
Ruby: 371 X 400
Resident Class Champs: AA —
Cal Stinson Jr., 366 X 400; A —
Bernard Wisda, 359 X 400; B Derril Lamb, 361 X 400; C Wayne Strout, 354 X 400; D —
Glenn Jacobs, 350 X 400.
Non-Resident Chanp: Phillip
Wright, 386 X 400.
Open Ladies Champ: Joyce
Boydd, 339 X 400.
Open Jr. Champ: Stephen
Marcelonis, 350 X 400
Open
Veteran’s
Champ:
Aubrey Wornham, 344 X 400
Open Industry Champ: Bob
Gibson, 343 X 400
High Over All, 700 targets for
three days: Joe Ruby, 650 X 700.

Roger Cote, dressed for the heat and not the oc
casion, took honors at the state trap shoot by winning
the doubles with 92 X100, high all around with 375 X

400 and runner-up singles resident with 195 X 200.
(Phil Foster photo)

SCOTTY'S
FL YING

SERVICE
TOP CANOESOld Town - Indian Etc.
• CANOEING ACCESSORIES
• FISHING EQUIPMENT
• SPORTING SUPPLIES

Now’s the time to buy
your white water canoe
SAVE 5%
FRED WESTERBERG

SACO RIVER CANOE & KAYAK
Sales • Shuttle • Rentals
FRYEBURG — ROUTE 5 — 207-935-2369 — CALL ANYTIME
A ONE-STOP SPOT
TO PUT YOU pN THE RIVER, READY TO FISH

COMPLETE FLOAT PLANE SERVICE

DOG KENNELS
All Welded—All Galvanized
EASY TO ASSEMBLE
STANDARD SIZE
6’X6’X10’6”
To Enlarge—Add Panels

PRICE $250.00
MAIN LINE
FENCE CO.
272 MIDDLE ROAD
CUMBERLAND,
MAINE
04021
207-829-5549

Shin Pond — Patten, Maine
OUTFITTING
HUNTING - FISHING
CANOE RENTALS
n-RESIDENT LICENSES
CHARTER SERVICE
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Northern Maine woods Permits

Now Booking for Choice
Hunting and Camping sites
in the Allagash Region.
Closest Flying Service to the
Head Waters of the Allagash

Scott and Louise Skinner
Scotty’s Flying Service
Box 256 S
Patten, Maine 04765
[207)528-2626
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Pity the Poor Outdoor Writer
Ask anybody. They’ll tell you.
All outdoor writers make lots of
money and are rich. On second
thought, don’t ask my wife.
She’ll only answer that it seems
funny there is enough money for
a new outboard motor, but not
enough for a new couch.
The fact is the outdoor writing
market is a damned poor way to
make money, but it is a rich way
to lead a life.
Take today for example, which
happens to be July 15, which
goes to show how far ahead
outdoor writers have to worK to
see their stuff in print. I had a
business meeting with Irving
Richardson, who is publisher of
the Maine Sportsman, and his
wife Kay, who is actually the
lady known on our masthead as
Catherine Cox, the person in
charge of getting your sub
scription mailed to you every
month. We decided to hold the
meeting at their summer place in
Round Pond, which is south of
Waldoboro. For several hours we
poured over lists of figures and
pondered ways to operate a more
efficient operation, then it was a
break for lunch and a decision to
go mackerel fishing.
Round Pond is about as pic
turesque a harbor as you’ll find in
Maine and a many lovely sailing

boats stop there. Going anyplace
with Irv is a great chance to
learn new things because not
only does he know all the wild
flowers, but he knows their life
cycles and what uses people have
found for them. On the trip from
the cottage to The Blue Skirt,
the Richardson’s wooden power
boat,
he
finally
got
me
straightened out on which plant
is purple vetch and at the same
time pointed out a guillemot,
normally an open ocean bird,
which was swimming in the
harbor.
On these mackerel fishing
trips, Kay always acts as skipper
and guide, not because she’s a
lady, but because she enjoys
running the boat. That’s good,
because Irving and I like to talk
while we fish.
“It ain’t fair,” I said at one
point, mock anger in my voice. “I
have to come down here and talk
business, and then eat lunch
overlooking the harbor and then
get out in a boat on the cool ocean
and leisurely troll for mackerel.
It just ain’t fair.”
And it wasn’t fair either, not to
those people who were locked up
inland where there was no
cooling sea breeze and the
temperature was in the 90degree range. I was glad to be

The STANLEY
It Looks
Antique
It Is
Air Tight
Come See It
at:

Off Rte. 201
Vassalboro, Me.
1-207-622-6040

The Block Stow Shop

r
1394 Lisbon St.

Stocking” 200 Stoves

Lew|ston, Maine
1-207-784-6144

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5. Fri. until 8:00

• GUNS—Buy, sell, trade...What do you need? We’ll get it!
• AMMUNITION—stocking over 300 calibers. Specializing in
hard-to-get calibers. Yes, we have 38-55.

type

reblueing,

• TAXIDERMY—Specializing in deer heads, bear heads and
game birds.

• WANTED—Buying WWII German, Japanese and Italian war
relics...medals, helmets, daggers, swords, etc.

BIG DISCOUNTS...CHECK OUR PRICES
LEE’S GUN and TAXIDERMY
351 Main Ave., Farmingdale [Gardiner], Me.
582-2274

“Yep,” she replied, “The next
land
thataway
is
Europe,”
pointing to the East.
We saw an osprey, one of
those marvelous fish hawks,
which circled round and round
when we brought the boat too
close to its shoreside nest in a tall
spruce. The sound was full of
boats. At one time we could see
16 other boats fishing mackerel
and there was a steady parade of
sail craft, loafing along in the
light breeze.
Finally the mackerel simply
stopped biting, as they often will
for reasons known only to the
mackerel. We didn’t mind a bit.
It had been a pleasurable fishing
trip with plenty of action and
plenty to see.

Back at the cottage, Kay
nipped off to the garden while
Irv
cleaned
some
of
the
mackerel. “Let’s take them down
to the shore and wash them," he
said. “They always taste better if
they’ve been washed in salt
water.”

Pine Tree Rambler

By Harry Vanderweide, Editor
And in that sense, I felt as
wealthy as any man has a right
to.
It is a good life the outdoor
writer leads, full of the kinds of
adventures one finds in the
outdoors. It’s an opportunity to
share time with people who
appreciate the natural beauty all

around us, and it’s a lifelong
lesson in the basic values that
have been time proven. And
when I have a day like today, I
don’t mind the jealousy of those
who are convinced I’m making
buckets of money. I’ve found my
own kind of wealth and I am
content.

EDDIE’S
FLIES AND TACKLE
303 Broadway
Bangor, Maine 04401
(207) 945-558"
— free catalog

BIG SEPTEMBER CLEARANCE SALE!
Buy Now and Save!

Everything in the shop reduced 10 to 50%
Here are just a few of the items available:
All Fishing Vests Reduced 20%
Books 10%
Air Cel & Air Cel Supreme Fly Lines .......... 30% off list
Pflueger 14951/2 Fly Reel ........................................ 22.50
Pflueger 1498 (large capacity) Reel 33.50 ............ 25.00
Sci Anglers System Glass Fly Rods 95.00 ............ 60.00
Sci Anglers System Graphite Fly Rods 250.00 ... 150.00
Eddie’s “Customline’’ Boron/Graphite Fly Rods
140.00-175.00 ............................................. 99.95-115.00
— Fenwick 9’ Glass Fly Rod for #10 Line 75.00 ...... 55.00
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

See “Sportsman’s Trading Post for more
specials for the Fly Tier & Fisherman

He threw the heads and en
trails into the water and soon a
flock of screaming gulls were
dipping and diving to pick up the
tidbits, appearing from out of
nowhere in that magical way
gulls have when food is in the
offing.

Back at the cottage, we sipped
cold drinks as we watched the
sun set behind the quiet harbor,
and waited for the split mackerel
to cook over the grill.

GUNS

• COMPLETE GUNSMITHING—Factory
stockwork, repair, sight work, etc.

where I was.
Like most of Maine’s coastal
waters during July and August,
there are always schools of
foraging mackerel which swim in
and out among the astounding
number of lobster pot buoys
which pepper Muscongus Sound.
This day was no exception and as
we slow-trolled along, our fish
bag took on a pleasant heft.
As knowledgeable as Irving is
about wildflowers, so Kay is
about boats and ships and things
coastal, her family all being sea
folks and she having grown up in
Round Pond. Between bites she
would tell stories like the time a
famous
Hollywood
actor
managed to stick his boat on a
shoal and when the Portland
Press
Herald
sent
a
photographer down, he begged
them not to run the story.
It was a grand day for being on
the ocean. There were no waves,
and
even
the
swells
were
negligible, and yet the breeze
coming in from the open Atlantic
was refreshing with the tang of
salt.
“Now we are really out in the
ocean,” I said to Kay as we
passed Brown’s Cove.

About the time the aroma
became irresistable, the fish
were cooked and we ate them
with fresh broccoli and potatoes
which had come out of Irv’s
garden last fall. While we ate, a
great blue heron probed the
shore against the incoming tide
in the growing dark. I wondered
how the bird could see its prey in
such poor light, but his repeated
spearings at the bottom was
proof that he could.

Finally, I was back in my car,
nose pointed north as I headed
back home on Route 32. It had
been a good day. We had made
some decisions which we hope
will allow us to continue to bring
the Maine Sportsman to you in
spite of these inflated times, I
had caught some fish, eaten good
food and enjoyed lively company.

~ Cluster Shed
is what you
make it...
A FISHING CAMP, HUNTING LODGE,
VACATION HIDEAWAY, SEASONAL RENTAL.
♦ An addition to your home
• A complete home In Itself
CLUSTER SHEDS are rugged versatile post and beam
buildings that you design to fit your needs. They arrive
precut to your specifications. Construction can take one
week or less. CLUSTER SHEDS Include:
• Unique and efficient insulation detail for walls and roof
• Anderson insulated windows
• Peachtree insulated sliding doors
• Natural hand split cedar shingles on roof
• Native white pine siding for added beauty
Get the details on this low maintenance, energy efficient
timber construction. Prices start at only $3,400.00. For a
complete portfolio of CLUSTER SHEDS and TIMBERPEG
HOMES, send $4.00 to:
.-------------------------------------------TIMBERPEG COOPERATIVE Name
P.O. Box 217 [S]
Address .................................
Freeport, Maine 04032
| City ............... State
[207)865-4893
|Tel. No.............. Zip ................
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Canoeing Through the Gas Crunch
As the price of gasoline climbs
higher and is sometimes 'hard to
find, people are finally looking
for ways to conserve and cut
back consumption. This is what
government,
conservationists
and all others concerned hoped
would happen voluntarily, but
this isn’t the way human nature
works. We have to be hit in the
pocketbook! Now, we are being
hit in the pocketbook! It is a
painful experience, changing old
way? of life styles, but change we
must.
What has this got to do with
canoeing?
We
as
canoeists
proudly point out the fact that
we are a self-propelled sport
along
with
backpackers,
bicyclists, cross country skiers,
etc. We don’t use fossil fuels in
our sport. We only use muscle
power which is a sadly under
used resource anyway. The truth
is though, this is only partly
correct. We don’t use gas while
canoeing; this is true. However,
getting to and from the place
where we are going to do the
canoeing is often very expensive
fuel-wise. We can all stand to
take a hard look at our canoeing
habits and try to find ways to

conserve.
Take, for example, a white
water day-trip in April or May.
As everyone who has done any
river running knows, shuttling
cars around is a big pain in the
neck. Two cars are necessary.
One left at the take out point, the
other transports people and gear
to the top of the river where the
day’s run is to begin. At the end
of the day the car left at the take
out is used to go retrieve the
other car whereupon everyone
loads up and goes their separate
ways. In short, two cars are
needed for two couples to get in a
day on the river. The four people
could comfortably fit into one
vehicle if the problem of getting
back to the top of the river could
be solved.
I
met
a
fellow on
the
Carrabassett one spring who had
a good solution to the problem.
He had a small motorcycle which
he carried on a bumper rack on
his station wagon. He left the
motorcycle at the take-out and
then the whole party went to the
top of the river and enjoyed their
day. When they reached the
take-out point he took the cycle
and went to retrieve the car.
This is one person’s solution, and
a good one I think.
If you are lucky enough to find
someone
who doesn’t mind

Canoe Country

Gil Gilpatrick, RFD #1, Fairfield, Maine 04937
don’t mean we all live that close
to a white water river if that
happens to be your thing, but a
quiet stream, small pond or a
marsh each have their own
appeal if we just open up our
eyes and minds and look around.
The biggest attraction of these
quiet waters for me is the
wildlife. I don’t mean just the big
animals. They are seen and
appreciated now and then, but
the thing to do is think small.
Look for the tiny creatures that
abound in and around the water.
It is surprising how fast time
slips by when you get caught up
in watching the insects, reptiles,
amphibians, birds and fish go
about the daily business of
earning a living in a small (to us)
area. It isn’t necessary to know
the name of the particular animal

although it adds to the en
joyment if you do. To some,
collecting sightings is an end in
itself and a rewarding one I
should
imagine.
Many
bird
watchers keep careful records of
their sightings. Once you get
your mind tuned to a small scale
an animal the size of a muskrat
seems huge and sighting one a
special treat. Think how im
mense a moose looks in this Tom
Thumb world.
If it’s just relaxation you’re
after this is where you’ll find it.
I’ve spent many an hour paddling
and drifting the quiet section of a
stream that runs by my house. I
enjoyed it so much that I built a
nice little 14-footer to leave near
the water so it would be con-

Continued on next page

The quiet stream — an ideal training area for
beginning canoeists.

driving and waiting while you
and whoever is with you enjoys a
day on the river then you have it
made. You can get by with one
vehicle. However, it has been my
experience that people who are
willing to do this are few and far
between, and even if you manage
to talk them into it once it is
unlikely that they’ll fall for it a
second time. So much for this
solution.
Each of us will have to adopt
methods that fit our particular
needs. Dick Mosher and I both
have motorcycles. We have left a
canoe at a particular spot upcountry where we often go so
that it isn’t necessary for us to
take a jeep or truck to transport
a canoe every time we want to go
there. Again, this is a solution
not the solution. It meets our
particular needs in this specific
situation. It works for us because
we have the motorcycles and we
each have more than one canoe.

It would hardly be worthwhile to
go out and buy a bike and
another canoe. The savings come
in making the most economical
use of what is already at hand.
We can take a look at the kind
of canoeing that we do. It is easy
to get into a rut and in doing this
a lot of enjoyable water can be
overlooked. I can’t think of many
places in Maine where good
canoeable water is not within 15
or 20 minutes driving time. I

f

ANIMAL PORTRAITS
Specializing in Dogs
PATRICIA CARTER
14 Merrymeeting Road
Brunswick, Maine 04011
207-725-8229

NOW TWO GREAT T-SHIRTS TO WEAR

WORK SAVING • TIME SAVING • HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED

LOG SPUTTERS
Professional woodcutters and equipment rental dealers
choose Bachtold quality log splitters for their
rugged construction, low maintenance and
heavy production capacity and ability to
handle the toughest logs with ease
Takes up to 26” logs on a 12
second cycle

TRAILER TYPE

Yes, you now have a choice of two designs to show the world you are a
MAINE SPORTSMAN
High quality T-Shirts for all the family. You pick the size & colors you
want
Colors

TRACTOR
MOUNT

10 TONS OF
SPLITTING
FORCE!
AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

Deer

Trout

Color

Size

Youth

Adult

Quantity

White, Yellow, Orange,
Gold, Brown, Mint, Kelly,
L. Blue, Royal B., Navy,
Red, Grey, Black, Brown.
Note: Brown, Orange and
Kelly not avail, in Youth

sizes 2-4.

_
DEALER INQUIRIES
INVITED

io1**, 14-16° Adult*346J

38-40, 42-44, 46-48

Please send me________ Maine Sportsman T-Shirts at $5 each.
(Maine residents add 25t sales tax for each shirt.) Allow 2 weeks for
delivery.
NAME

__________

ADDRESS ____________
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES INDUSTRIES, INC.

________________ _______________________________ ZIP_____________

Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 365 Augusta, Maine 04330
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How Deer Hunters Shoot Bear
Other than hunting with dogs
or baiting, the majority of bears
that are killed in Maine are taken
as a by-product of deer hunting.
Killing a bear in November is
largely a matter of luck, but not
wholly! Let me illustrate.
For many years I wanted to
shoot a bear but couldn't get a
shot at one. Later, I started to
see bears while hunting deer and
finally,
that rug became a
reality. Yes, I know it was
mostly luck. I happened to be in
the right place at the right time.
But although it may sound like
bragging, I like to think that I
helped myself in this position.
Since that rug was made, many
years ago, I have taken several
more bears, all in the same type
of terrain and under the same
conditions.
It is my opinion that if one
wishes to enhance his chances of
taking a bear by other means
than dogs or bait, it is necessary
to do some pre-season scouting.
This scouting doesn’t consist of
driving old logging roads to look
for bear tracks. It means hikes of

several miles through oak and
beech
ridges,
checking the
abandoned orchards of old farms
and other places where bear
might be lured for an easy meal.
One word of warning here.
Although dumps are excellent
places to find bears, many dumps
are now closed to hunting, so
make sure that you aren’t in
* violation of game law.
“Bear nests”, so called, are a
sure indication that there are
bear in the vicinity, and before
you get a good belly laugh
started, let me assure you that
there IS such a thing! It isn’t
really NEST of course, but
rather, the product of a hungry
bear who simply can’t wait for
beechnuts to ripen and drop off
the trees. In late September or
early October, bears will climb
beech trees, and once safely
ensconced in the upper branches,
reach out and break the nearby
limbs, gathering them into a pile,
and eat the green beechnuts.
These piles of broken limbs
appear as a huge “nest” in the
upper part of the tree and may

be seen for great distances after
the tree has shed its leaves. The
leaves in the “nest,” killed when
the branches were broken, are
still attached to the limbs.

GUN
SPORTS

Choke cherries are also a
favorite food and one will often
find where a bear has “walked
down” large bushes to get at the
fruit. Huge piles of droppings
containing cherry pits, blueberry
seeds, acorn or beech-nut shells
are a sure sign that bear are in
the area.

Now that we have determined
that our prospective hunting
area contains one or more bears,
let’s go a step further. Although
bears may feed at any time, it
has been my experience that
they like a sunny afternoon to
feed on the beech and oak ridges.
I have shot a majority of my
bears
on
such
afternoons.
Although I do not consider
myself an authority on the
subject of bear hunting, my
advice to the novice hunter is to
hunt the ridges where acorns and
beechnuts abound, and hunt
them in the afternoon!

By Monty Washburn
My first bear was taken on
such a ridge and it put me in the
hospital, indirectly. I was carfully hunting down from the high
ledges of a mountain in Oxford
County, when I stepped out to
the top of a beech slope. It was a
beautiful spot, probably clear-cut
by now, but at the time it was a
solid gray mass of beech trees.
As I surveyed the scene below
me, I suddenly saw a bear at the
bottom of the slope, pawing and
foraging in the leaves. Realizing
that I could approach no closer, I
sat down and aiming carefully,
squeezed off a shot. The bear

Canoeing Through the Gas Crunch
Continued from previous page
venient whenever I wanted it.
This was not to be though. A
couple of weeks elapsed between
uses last summer and when I
went to use it one day the canoe
was gone. Less than one season’s
use! So, if anyc’W sees a cedar
strip canoe ua nice com
fortable table ci Tying yoke and
caned seats don’t be too anxious
to buy it if offered to you because
you might get involved
in

receiving stolen goods or some
such thing. Anyway, I still canoe
the stream. It is just a little more
work each time. It does seem a
shame that a person can’t leave a
canoe by a stream without
worrying about it being there

when he comes back. The thieves
weren’t awfully smart. They
took the canoe and paddles but
left the life preservers that were
under it. Wouldn't it have been
poetic justice if they had been

nailed for having no preserver in
the boat?

There
are
plenty
of op
portunities for photography in
and around quiet water. Again,
you’ve got to tune in on them.
Think of some of those beautiful
nature photos you have seen.
The subject is often as simple as
a mushroom in the subdued light
of the forest floor. A simple thing
that anyone can find. The secret
is that the photographer was
looking
for
beauty
and
recognized it when he saw it.
Then he took the time to com
pose and perhaps wait for the
right light. Your photograph
may
not
make
a
national
magazine but it will mean
something special to you and
that’s the important thing.
You’ll
find
that
paddling
quietly through these still waters
will enable you to get sur
prisingly close to animals. A
close-up of a common thing like a
frog makes an appealing picture.
Many times birds and small
animals will favor you with a
pose, and of course, there is
always a chance that a deer or
moose will step out of the alders
at just the right time.

WANTED TO BUY

Logs, Stumpage,
Woodlots.

SUBSCRIBE
Says the wise, old Bobcat.
Then you will not only save money, but
you won’t miss a single issue of the
□ one year $5

□ two years $8
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_________________________________ ZIP__________
Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Me. 04096

• Fair prices
• Prompt payment
• Reliable operators
MARRINER
LUMBER CO.
Church Road
Brunswick, Me. 04011
[207] 729-3901

You have to be ready and alert
for opportunities all the time. I
was paddling up a quiet stream
alone one day. I had my camera
on the bottom of the canoe in

front of me. I came around a
bend and on the shore in front of
me, in full view, was a doe with a
fawn nursing. I was quite close to
them and I had on a small
telephoto lens. I quickly laid my
paddle down and reached for the
camera. When I did this a breeze
swung the bow into the bushes.
The resulting noise was all it
took to spook them and I didn’t
get the picture. If I had been
carrying the camera around my
neck I would have had plenty of
time. This was a picture I’ve
always dreamed of getting. It
will always be very vivid in my
mind, but I can never show it to
anyone else.
That same stream by my home
has been the training area for my
children to learn to paddle. I
cannot think of a better place.
The water is quiet so there are
no emergencies to contend with.
There is shelter from the wind so
they don’t have to worry about
that. Yet, the stream twists and
turns so they are forced to learn
and practice maneuvering the
canoe in order to make any
progress. Current and wind can
be extremely frustrating and
discouraging to people just
learning to handle a canoe.
Better to introduce these factors
after the basics have been
mastered.

Canoeing is such a great sport
and it lends itself to other ac
tivities as well. We all should be
thinking of ways that we can
continue to use our canoes and
still cut down the amount of
gasoline necessary to do so. We
each have to do it our own way to
meet our own needs, but we can
do it. We have to do it.

HI ITAI UC 714 Water St., Gardiner
DU I UH O
582-3790
FLY SHOP C0Xmgflv
FISHERMEN AND FLY TYERS WELCOME
FREE FLY TYING HELP
STREAMERS - DRYS - WETS
Salmon and Mackeral
Flies and Jigs

dropped,
but
immediately
regained his feet and headed for
a spruce thicket out of my sight.
Not wishing to flub the first
bear of my career, I snapped the
safety bolt of my rifle to the “on”
position and started hurrying
down the slope. The leaves were
dry and six to eight inches in
depth and before I knew it I was
sitting down, my left leg jack
knifed beneath me. You guessed
it! I disrupted the cartilege in my
knee and although I managed to
overtake and finish off the bear, I
was two miles from a road and
my knee was football size when I
reached it. A friend retrieved the
bear and I went to the hospital to
have the loose pieces removed
from my knee.
Four bears at one time? That’s
what I saw one afternoon during
a
November thundershower.
One appeared to be a large bear
and although the range was
excessive for iron sights, I sat
down and carefully aimed. At the
shot, I heard a hollow thump
resembling hitting a bullfrog in
the belly with a butter knife. “Oh
damn,” I mumbled. “Hit him
right in the guts.” When I
reached the top of the ridge
there lay not one but TWO bears!
What I had taken for a large bear
was a cub and its mother who
must have been standing directly
behind it. The cub was dead but
the sow required another shot.
Although this was an unusual
occurrence, I really wasn’t very
proud of those two bears.
Again, on a beech ridge I
turned to discover two fully
grown bears galloping at full
speed directly toward me! Of
course I KNEW that they
weren’t charging me. I KNEW
that they were more afraid of me
than vice-versa, but ya’ know
something? It never crossed my
mind at the time! I started
shooting at the
lead
bear,
whereupon
the
trailing one
turned and beat feet in the
direction from whence he came.
The
first one kept coming
however, passed me at a distance
of six feet or less and fell dead.
Upon dressing out the bear, I
discovered that all five of my
shots had connected! My hunting
partner, who was a-few hundred
yards away said that he thought
I’d stepped on a machine gun
nest!
ALL of these bears have been
taken on beech or oak ridges and
although this isn’t conclusive
proof that these are the BEST
places to hunt, I’m convinced
that they are at least the
BETTER places.
The choice of a rifle is yours.
Any rifle adequate for deer is
also adequate for Maine black
bears. All of my bears have been
taken with a .44 magnum, a
caliber I consider superb for

close range shooting.
Whatever your choice, make
sure you take a few sighting-in
shots before the season opens.
Then get out there on the ridges
and collect your bear!
This subject will be continued
next month, when we will
discuss facts and fallacies of bear

behavior.
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Pre-Season Bird Hunting Advice
I’ve spoken to more en
thusiastic bird hunters during
the past few weeks than ever
before.
Their
spirit
seems
boundless.
As
an
example,
when
I
stopped in to fill a prescription at
one of our local pharmacies last
week, Bill Graves, the owner,
started to talk geese. As we
talked, we edged closer to his
office
until
finally,
on
the
threshold, his face beamed and
he asked if I wanted to see
something in the office. I said yes
and we entered. There, on the
wall was a superbly mounted
Canada goose its wings spread in
full flight. This specimen would
be over-powering in any room,
but in the eight by eight foot
office the bird commanded even
greater attention. He went on to
reenact
the
events
which
brought down this goose. Now
Bill is a big man weighing well
over 200 pounds, nevertheless, a
man in excellent condition. As he
recounted this episode, I mar
veled at his endurance and
secretly compaired my physical
prowress to his, the results of
which are not for publication at
this time.
Whatever the quarry, it’s
important to be in good physical
shape as well as in proper mental
condition for what lies ahead.
Most of us lead rather sedate
lives winter, spring and summer,
but as the nights cool and
mornings are seen with fog in the
low places, heartbeats quicken at
the thought of hunting partridge,
woodcock and duck. A hunting
license is purchased. Then a box
or two of inexpensive shells are
bought and all is ready for
opening day. With no other

Northern
Aroostook
John Holub
Westfield 04787

preparation some expect to walk
into the woods toting a shotgun
and have a successful hunt. It is
presumed that reflexes are quick
enough, plus vision and aiming is
adaquate to bag a timberdoodle
or partridge or knock down the
lead duck as a flight of blacks
passes
over.
If
you’re
preparations are similar to this
consider yourself just plain lucky
if you score.
To have energy to walk and
reflexes to coordinate a suc
cessful shot takes exercise and
pre-season practice. Exercise
may be nothing more than deep
knee bends and a few sit-ups on a
daily basis. Long walks through
the area you’ll be hunting also

NILSON’S
Sport Shop
426 Main Avenue, Hallowell, Maine
Guns
Ammunition
Reloading
Archery
Decoys

Ice Fishing Tackle
Fly Tying Materials
Down Riggers
TopoJMaps

Tel. 622-0994

THE COAST GUARD:
In the Coast
Guard, “good
work’’ is a good
job well done.
Helping yourself
while you help
save lives and
property, keeping
our seacoasts and
waterways free of
pollution, and free
of accidents.
For you it can
mean a
recession-proof
paycheck, starting
at $419 a month
with your first raise
right after boot camp. It also means free housing, food,
clothing, medical and dental care. And 30-days of paid
vacation every year.
We ll give you valuable career training, too. And even help
you continue your formal education.
If you’re between 17 and 26, and thinking about a future
with the Coast Guard, contact your local recruiter.

U.S. COAST GUARD

recruiting office

The Village Green — 477 Congress St.
Portland, Maine — Phone 774-5415
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Wed. Eve. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

serve a dual purpose. During
these walks you’ll have the
opportunity to become familiar
with the physical lay-out of the
forest plus note the location of
game.
Next, become familiar with
handling your gun again. Since
most of us have used only fishing
tackle for the past 6 to 8 months,
we must learn to handle the heft
of a gun and the mechanics of
shooting once more. One of the
best ways is to go through 2 or 3
boxes of shells shooting at clay
pigeons. Your partner can toss
’em while you scatter ’em and
vice versa. Believe me, it will
pay off in the field.
I remember an opening day a
number of years ago. I hadn’t
taken time to practice. Before
daylight of the opening day found
me
at
a favorite spot
in
Mapleton. When it was light
enough to see I loaded up and
started walking a familiar tote
road. Twenty yards in, two
partridge flushed almost from
beneath my feet. They had been
feeding in the road in plain view
and I hadn’t seen them. Either
bird would have been an easy
shot. I just wasn’t prepared. The
gun came to my shoulder, but the
birds were already out of sight.
My heart was pounding. Sit, I
must and allow my system to
recover. That was a lesson welllearned.
I prefer a pump shotgun. My
reasoning is that I enjoy the feel
and action of a pump more than
other actions. True, I bag more
birds with it, but only because I
use it more often, not because it
has the best action.
I use one device on my gun
which has aided my shooting
over the years. That’s the Poly
Choke. Instead of having to carry
extra barrels with different
choke sizes, I just turn the
selector to the setting desired;
because a typical day of bird
hunting in this area can mean a
mixed bag containing woodcock,
partridge and duck; all with out
driving to a different place, it’s
very convenient to instantly
select the best choke to do the
job.
There are many places in our
neck of the woods, places where
the car is parked for the day and
off you go with one gun and three
pockets containing No. 4’s, No.
6’s, and No. 8’s respectively.
Like one-stop shopping. Usually
the shooting range will vary from
close flushing woodcock to 35
yard
shots
at off-the-water
blacks. That’s quite a variation.
Because I hunt the same areas

year after year, I’ve learned
where to expect to find the
game, which alder thicket will
hide a woodcock or two, what
time of day is best to stalk that
abandoned potato field
now
overgrown with a thick growth
of three-inch diameter poplar, or
which
back-water along the
brook will harbor teal or blacks.
Generally speaking, the areas
in which you flushed birds last
year will hold birds this year.
Even without a dog you can pull
off fine shots. To do this, hunt
slowly, one step at a time. As

you edge through a thicket
known to hold game try to
position yourself for a clear shot.
If you hurry, the quarry can be
up and away before you are
aware of its presence.
Where to hunt in this area?
Well the birds are just about
everywhere.
Probably the best way to find
partridge is to pick an area that
has open places with low growth,
with patches of fir and spruce
whose branches touch the
ground, plus being a near source
of water.
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Mighty Mouse of Maine’s Marshes
Fail is my season. I am
rejuvenated every September.
Fall is a tonic to my system. Fall
causes me to recollect old friends
and good times past in the field.
But more importantly fall makes
me anticipate. This particular
September afternoon I have
muskrat on my mind. I wander
down back to the small green
shed that used to be the kids club
house when they were small. I
open the door and peer in. There
in the gloom arranged according
to size, hang our traps, blacker
than a wolfs mouth from being
boiled in red maple bark and
waxed smooth with paraffin to
protect
the
matte
finish.
Propped against the side of the
shed is a large stack of green
alder poles, each one topped with
a strip of old bed sheet dipped in
red food coloring to mark the
trap location on the marsh. For
me personally, pursuing the
muskrat is pure pleasure. Not
simply for the taking of the
animal but for everything I can
observe and experience while
paddling about
the
various
watercourses we trap.
“Little brother to the beaver”
or “musquash” as the Indians
named this aquatic denizen, is
without question the most un
derrated fur bearer in our
nation. From 10 to 15 million are
harvested each year in America
making this oversized mouse
numero uno in the fur trade, and
an extremely valuable renewable
natural resource.
Contr *y to anti-trapping
propagai la
their
numbers

continue to increase even in the
face of heavy trapping pressure.
In point of fact many of the best
“rat” areas are within sight of
some of America’s largest cities.
Thirteen
sub-species
of
muskrat range over the North
American continent with the
exception of Florida and sections

of California, Nevada and Texas.
Our Maine muskrat has the
scientific
handle
Ondatra
zibethica. It is a house cat-sized
rodent belonging to the family
Cricetidae along with rats and
mice.
However,
unlike
his
equally
buck-toothed
cousins
who are responsible for millions
of dollars worth of damage and
disease, our muskrat is neat as
wax and harmless as long as his
numbers are kept in check. If
marsh
hare
populations
go
unharvested their underwater
tunneling into the banks of
dykes, levees, farm ponds, dams
and canals can create havoc.
They will also fight among
themselves for territorial rights
seriously wounding each other or
at the very least damaging their
pelts. In Maine an active colony
of muskrats can take over a good
lily pond and consume so much
aquatic herbage, area moose may
be forced to move elsewhere.
Muskrats get their name from
a pair of glands that lie in the
space between the anus and
reproductive organs.
These
glands emit a strong but not
unpleasant odor.
Houses of the “mud cat” are
characteristically dome shaped
being manufactured from reeds,
grasses, twigs and mud. Their
dwellings are two to three feet
high and close examination will
reveal that muskrats have taken
reeds, rolled them into sodden
bundles and packed them bet
ween sticks and growing aquatic
plants. These rodents construct
two entrances. One under the
water’s surface and one above.
There is usually a concealed air
hole as well.

Muskrats are most active
during the late summer and early
fall. When canoeing a river or
marsh look for active feed beds
which are platforms, sometimes
floating, where they drag their

i TRAILER HITCH SPECIALISTS
!
•
J
•
•
•

food. Uneaten material thus
accumulated forms a kind of
picnic area. Many times they will
nest here. Look for pondside
trails or paths which are good
indicators of rat activity. You
may also note a milky color in the
underwater mud trails leading to
their dens, a sure sign of their
current
presence.
Scat
or
droppings are usually present if
the site is active and are typically
bean shaped piles characteristic
of wild vegetarians. Tracks of
their large webbed hind feet and
tail drag marks are simple to
locate in soft muddy areas. The
prime time to observe muskrat is
twilight, indicating they are
primarily crepuscular animals. I
have
observed
some
musk
beaver
activity just
before
daybreak.
This
type
of
movement so typical of deer is
called matuntinual. If you can
locate a remote area undisturbed
by man you should be able to
observe rats during the daytime.
You can attempt to call the
critters by kissing the back of
your hand.
Large front incisors denote
that the muskrat is a vegetarian.
When aquatic roots and stems
are available they feed ex
clusively on these. They relish
cattails, water lily, arrowhead
and sedges. Rats have the
raccoon-like habit of washing
their food. Scavanging is not
beneath them and they clean up
dead ducks, fish and assorted
carrion
from
their
chosen
habitat. If aquatic plant supplies
dwindle they will consume clams,
frogs, fish, turtles and even
cannibalize each other. Few
wildlife species are able to switch
from herbivore to omnivore to
carnivore with such faculty,
which may be one of the keys to
their success.
Spring and
fall musquash

Maine
Wildlife
By
Ken Smith
becomes an itinerant, traveling
two to three miles from water
during
these
biannual
migrations. Last spring the boys
and I were out plinking in a
gravel pit several miles from the
nearest water source, when a
grizzled old timer waddled by.
Neither our presence nor the gun

noise seemed to concern the
critter in the slightest.
Maine muskrat habitat is most
any type or kind of water en
vironment. They prefer fresh
water but will live in brackish
water. Ponds, marshes, rivers,
streams and lakes all have their

Continued on next page
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Maine’s Two Most Popular Trout Flies
MAINE
FLIES
By
Peter G. Walker

As the “Maine Flies” columnist
for a year and a half, I have
interviewed — or generally shot
the bull — with many dozens of
Maine fly fishermen. Our con
versations almost always turn to
favorite fly patterns and, almost
as
frequently,
two patterns
predominate. Several times wellmeaning friends (most notably
my editor) have suggested that I
devote a column to these two
most popular Maine trout flies.
Well, I’m slow sometimes; but I
usually come around. So here it
is at last, friends and readers:
the scoop on our two favorite
patterns for trout — the Horn
burg and the Grasshopper.
Although very different in
color and only somewhat similar
in shape, these two flies have
several things in common. Both
can be fished either wet or dry
and, in fact, are both probably
most effective when fished in a
combination of dry float and wet
retrieve. Curiously, neither of
these exceptionally successful
patterns imitates anything very
closely. (Let’s face it.'No selfrespecting male grasshopper will
ever be caught making eyes at
the trout fly of the same name —
even at a distance!) Yet each fly
is at least somewhat suggestive
of several natural trout foods.
This must account for some of
their success.

Both the Hornburg and the
Grasshopper can be made to float
— especially if they are tied with
lots of stiff hackle. Whei) afloat,
they both make respectable
caddis fly imitations and many
good trout are taken each year
by Grasshoppers and Hornburgs
fished as dry flies.
By the same token, both make
effective wet flies as well. On a
fast retrieve, the Hornburg looks
a little like a small minnow. The
Grasshopper, on the other hand,
looks more like some sort of
nymph or drowning terrestrial
insect and can be fished ac
cordingly.
But the real secret, according
to many good fishermen who
swear by these two patterns, is a
method that incorporates both
wet and dry techniques. The flies
are
treated
with
flotation
solution to make them more
buoyant and are fished .with
floating fly lines. A fly is cast out
and allowed to drift for a short
period. Then the fly is pulled
beneath
the
surface
and
retrieved with short jerks. Trout
often charge these flies im
mediately after they are pulled
under’. The general consensus is
that the floating fly arouses the
trout’s curiosity — but often not
enough to induce it to strike. The
sudden plunge of the fly beneath
the surface apparently either

increases the trout’s curiosity or
makes it think that that the
potential morsel of food is trying
to
make
a
quick
escape.
Whatever the reason, trout are
consistently fooled by these flies
and this method.
Warden
Lieutenant
John
Marsh recently told me of an
experience that illustrates just
how important the technique of
presenting these flies can be.
Marsh arrived at a remote
northern pond just as another
angler was coming in after an
unsuccessful effort. Much to the
unlucky man’s surprise, John
promptly hooked a very nice
brookie on a Hornburg by the
method just described. When the
fisherman asked John what he
was using, Marsh paddled over
and gave him a sample. Both
anglers then set out in opposite
directions to fish the shoreline
with Hornburgs. At the com
pletion of the lap. Marsh had a
fine string of brook trout. The
other fisherman, however, was
still empty-handed. The reason
was obviously the difference in
the way the two men presented
their Hornburgs to the fish. The
defeated angler used the Horn
burg as one would use a normal
dry fly. John Marsh, on the other
hand, was wise to the secret of
the Hornburg. The cast, float,
twitch
under
and
retrieve

routine was deadly.
The Hornburg was invented
by
Wisconsin
Conservation
Warden Frank Hornburg in the
early 1950s. Accounts differ as to
just what Frank Hornburg was
trying to
imitate
with
his
creation. Some say he was trying
to copy a local caddis while other
claim he was trying to imitate a
minnow.
Irregardless,
the
pattern was a big hit right from
the start. With the assistance
and promotion of the Weber
Tackle Company, the Hornburg
fly soon found its way to the
Northeast
where it quickly
became a favorite. Today it
competes with the Grasshopper

for the title of the most popular
trout fly in Maine.
Following is the recipe for
tying the Hornburg:
Hook: Hornburgs as large as
No. 2 and as small as No. 16 are
sometimes used.
The most popular sizes are No.
10 and No. 12. A wide variety of
hook styles are often used. My
personal favorite is a 3X long dry
fly hook.
Thread: black
Body: silver tinsel (usually
embossed is used)
Underwing: a single yellow
hackle tip or a small bunch of
yellow calf tail

Continued on next page

SEBOOMOOK WILDERNESS CAMPGROUND
on Moosehead Lake - Northwest Carry

Housekeeping Cabins
Store, Gas, LP Gas &
Flying Service.
Campsites Also Available
on the Famous West Branch
of the Penobscot. Write

SEBOOMOOK WILDERNESS
CAMPGROUND
ROCKWOOD, MAINE

The NEW Hunter Orange
Maine Sportsman Jacket Patch

Mighty Mouse of
Maine’s Marshes
Continued from previous page
quota. A sound rule of thumb is
first to locate cattails and then
you may conclude you have round
suitable marsh hare territory.
Large* rat populations can be
built even in the face of natural
predation and heavy trapping
pressure because this animal is
so prolific. After the first year of
life the female gives birth to
three litters per season. Litter
size varies from three to eleven
kits, six being the average.
Maine muskrats breed from
April to August with a short 2230 gestation period. The young
born blind and almost naked, are
weaned and on their own within
a month.
Musquash is a tough customer
and refuses to hibernate during
the long Maine winter. I have

watched them countless times
swimming under the ice. Each
beaver trapping season we will
take several in our sets. One of
the most serious threats to rat
populations during the winter
season is the fluctation of water
levels which isolates them from
their houses and deprives them
of their meager food stocks.
Wild predation inflicts heavy
mortality on this rodent, but
appears undaunted by its long

roster of natural enemies. The
list
includes:
otter,
weasel,
pickerel,
snapping
turtle,
snakes, fox, coyotes, hawks,
owls, and especially mink who go
into their dens and clean house.
No one would describe a
muskrat as an attractive animal.
They have a short, squat body,
small dark beadlike eyes, ears
that are barely visible, and a
black scaly tail they dse as a
rudder. Rats weigh from two to
four pounds. Their body lengths
vary from 10 to 14 inches not
including a 10-inch tail. The color
of the body fur varies from
reddish brown to a black color
phase. Belly fur tends toward a
silvery color. To me a muskrat
pelt is a thing of real beauty. The
thick fur is durable, waterproof
and lustrous. Well-handled pelts
can be “dropped” or finished by
furriers in long strips necessary
for modern fur coat design.
When the long, coarse guard
hairs are plucked the pelt is
resembles seal skin. The fur,
after is has been dyed and
finished is termed “Hudson seal”
or “river mink.” Part of the
trapping mystique for me is to
grab a coffee, stuff my old briar,
adjourn to the cellar and examine
and compare the different pelts.

No animal, even within the same
species, has the same pelage
coloration.
It is not my intent there to
describe the various trapping
techniques for muskrat. I’ll leave
that to experts like Oscar Cronk.
But I must tell you this. Though
rats are not renowned for their
intelligence, after the first few
days of trapping they become
trap wise. Be mindful too that
mud cats have fragile bones. The
best trap to hold them in my
experience is a victor No. 1 stop
loss. It has a spring that holds
the animal by the shoulder, as
well as jaws to grasp the foot.
This trap all but eliminates
wring-off so common to the
species.
Young of the season account

for most of the marsh hare that
are trapped. About 80°/o of those
animals taken are sub-adults.
This is a key survival fact since
the older, wiser animals are
better able to overcome the
vicissitudes of winter. Muskrat
prime in Maine about mid
October not so much due to a
stop in air or water temperatures
but more because of a reduction
in hours of daylight. Biologists
refer to this a photoperiodism.

WEAR YOURS WITH PRIDE!
All new design featuring hunter orange
background. Maine outline in green and
handsome buck deer in brown tones
An ideal gift for all sportsmen

Please send me

patches at $2.66 each

NAME_________________________________ __
ADDRESS.________________________________
Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
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Appalachian Trail Moves To Old Blue
Wanderlust
CI oe Catlett
North Leeds, Maine 04263
western
Maine
mountains.
Naturalists from Maine Audubon
Society added to the pleasure of
hiking, and a fly-casting school
was run by L.L. Bean, Inc.
Evening entertainment included
Marshall Dodge of “Bert and I”
as well as local music and dancing
and some naturalist programs.

The AT in Maine has un
dergone numerous relocations
during the past couple of years to
establish the best possible route.
From now on, an act of Congress
will be necessary to relocate any
portion of the trail, so that for
the most part, the trail is
stabilized. Portions will still be

hosted the national Appalachian
Trail Conference at the Sugarloaf
lodge. The conference was well
attended by b'^ers and trail
supporters fr
t all over the
U.S., especial *1 the eastern
states.
Half the week was
dedicated to the business of
legislation, routing, surveying,
preserving,
maintenance and
future planning. The second half
concentrated on hikes and ex-

piece of the old AT — the
Clearwater Brook Trail, making
a circuit of 10 miles. The new
trail up Old Blue had been open
for less than a week, and I
touched the fresh white blazes to
be sure that the paint was dry.
Before this trail, not many
people ever climbed Old Blue, as
it had the reputation for being a
torturous bushwhack. At 3,600
feet, it missed the “Hundred
Highest” list by a few feet, so it
was never a quarry for “peak
baggers,” who might otherwise
have
found
the
thick
un
dergrowth a challenge. Con
sequently, this fine peak is, for a

Continued on next page

Maine’s Two Most
Popular Trout Flies

Islands and Scott, and a day
jaunt was led by White Nichols of
the Maine Historical Society
tracing the Benedict Arnold Trail
through western Maine into
Quebec as far as Lac Megantic.
Hiking enthusiasts split into
two groups: one to spend four
days at Baxter Park climbing
Katahdin and other peaks, and
the other group remained at
Sugarloaf and hiked in the

Continued from previous page
Wings: barred mallard flank
feathers tied flat on eithe side of
the hook shank
Cheeks:
jungle cock eye
feathers or imitations (small
sections of black and white
tipped wood duck flank feathers

Maps

NOW - the whole State in one large book
Detailed and Accurate
65 large maps, each 11 "x15", cover the entire state at a scale of
approximately
mile, except in southern Maine which
is1"=1 mile.
Each two-color map shows all roads, mountains, ponds, rivers,
swamps, streams, towns, cities and even individual houses ano
camps.
The back cover of the Atlas is an easy four-color index for moving
from one map to another
City Street Maps of Maine's 20 Largest Cities with complete street

relocated, however, from time to
time when erosion, overuse,
ecological imbalance, or natural
disasters occur. Surveyors hired
by the National Park Service
have nearly finished delineating
the AT as it stands to date.
The 277-mile Maine sector of
the AT is widely acclaimed the
most scenic and beautiful of the
2,023 miles, and of course the
wildest. The majority of AT
backpackers name Maine their
favorite stretch.
In July, five of us had the
pleasure of trying out the AT’s
most recent relocation in Maine,
the stretch from Andover up
over Old Blue and down a former

a The Maine
| Atlas

I

■

I

make excellent substitutes)
Hackles: 2 grizzly dry
hackles wound collar style

fly

One final touch is required
after the Hornburg is removed
from the vise. Put a tiny drop of
lacquer betwee your thumb and
forefinger and pinch the trailing
tips of the mallard flank wings
together so that they form a stiff
point. This final touch helps
make
the
Hornburg
float
properly. The lacquered point
serves as a substitute for the
stiff, hackle fiber tails used on
most flies.
Credit
for
the
common
Grasshopper fly pattern cannot
be given to any one individual.
Grasshopper
imitations
date
back at least to Izaak Walton’s
era. There are many versions of
Grasshoppers in use today. The
most popular Maine version
bears little resemblance to our
native grasshopper. Fly tiers
wishing to imitate the real thing
should stick primarily to shades
of green and yellow. Following is
our favorite pattern:

Hooks: No. 6 — No. 14, 3X
long
Thread: black
Tail: stiff, bright red hackle
fibers
Body, Rib and Tail Loop: Lash
a piece of yellow wool yarn along
the top of the hook shank from
the tail to the edge of the hackle
area, then bring the tying thread
back to the base of the tail. Next
attach the tip of a brown neck
hackle to be used for a palmer
rib. Form a loop with the yarn
above the tail and tie down. Now
wind the yarn to make a nice, fat
body and wind the hackle over it
to make the ribbing.
Wings: Lacquered strips of
mottled
turkey
wing quills.
Before
tying
a
bunch
of
Grasshoppers, it is wise to
prepare several sets so that they
will be dry and ready to use
when the time comes. The wings
are tied so that they lie flat along
either side of the body and curve
upward around the tail loop.
Hackles: 1 or 2 brown neck
hackles mixed with a grizzly neck
hackle collar style.

5“

indexes.

Fish species in all major lakes, ponds, rivers and brooks are shown
on the map.
Boat launch sites, campsites, ranger stations, customs stations
and gates are located, even in the North Woods.
Canoe trips and hiking trails are written about in detail, with
rapids, portages and shelters plotted on the maps.
And many articles on fishing, hunting, museums, bicycling, skiing,
access laws, parks, wildlife, history, resources and town pop
ulation statistics can be found in this book

6
r

and
Gazetteer

-IMPORTANTThese maps have the most up-to-date, statewide coverage of
logging and skidding roads available.

• • • •

Available at sporting goods stores, bookstores, general stores, newsdealers or by mail.
Money back guaranteed if not delighted with the Atlas.
• • •

P.S. We also have similar Atlases of New Hampshire and Vermont at the same price.
?______ .THE MAINE ATLAS
• quantity:

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ATLAS

NAME ___
ADDRESS

THE VERMONT ATLAS

CITY

STATE

Enclosed is $5.95 per Atlas, plus $1.00 shipping and handling per order.

TOta| Enclosed _

For Maine deliveries, add 30c per book sales tax.

Clip and mail to: THE MAINE ATLAS, PO Box 81, Yarmouth, ME 04096.

MERRYMEETING BAY

& surrounding area

Booking Now
Duck Hunting
Woodcock & Grouse Hunting
Day or Week
Large Camp Also Available
Joe Hyde—Reg. Maine Guide
Bowdoinham, Me. 04008
Tel. 207-666-5940
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September Birds
The wonder and mystery of
migration have always fascinated
and puzzled those interested in
birds, be it a gardener or farmer
who depends on them to devour
weed seeds and insects that
threaten crops, or sportsman
who looks forward to hunting
wildfowl each year, or bird
watcher who takes pleasure in
seeing and hearing the hundreds
of different species found in this
hemisphere.
With the advent of Autumn
and the departure of the birds
from our yards and woods and
fields, questions arise. Where do
the birds go? What hazards await
them on their trip south? Will the
same birds return next spring to
their familiar territory? These
questions have been asked by
man
throughout
the
ages.
Recorded
observations
on
migration date back nearly 3,000
years. In the Bible there are
several references to the periodic
movements of birds. The more I
read about the subject, the more
difficult
it
becomes to un
derstand. I discover I am not

The
Bird
Nest

By Margery Hall Johnson

A rchilochus colubris

alone in this dilemma. Various
speculative theories, each dif
ferent from the other, have been
set forth by authorities in the
field of ornithology.
Migration means the regular
movement of birds between

alternate areas inhabited by
them at different times of year.
One area is that in which the
birds breed, the other the area
better suited to support them at
the opposite season. There is a
great difference in the distances

Appalachian Trial
Moves To Old Blue
Continued from previous page
time, unspoiled by hordes of
humans. The land is owned by
International
Paper,
Brown
Company, and Seven Islands.
The Bates Outing Club has
worked
for
two
summers
clearing and preparing this four
and half-mile relocation.
This hike is a scenic fall foliage
walk, as it takes you up through
mixed hardwoods, some very
old, through spruce on Old Blue’s
summit, and back down the
Clearwater Brook Trail through
large mixed hardwoods. Except
for the all-spruce summit, there
will be plenty of birch, maple,
and other hardwood color, with
some interesting fall wildflowers
underneath.
The white blazes of the AT and
the trail sign can be seen where
the trail crosses ME 5 deep down
in
Black
Brook
Notch
ap
proximately 81/? miles north of
Andover. Canteens can be filled
in Black Brook beside the road
before you take off. The trail
leaves the road to the northeast,
climbing steeply up the nor
theast side of Black Brook Notch.
The first .6 mile rises over some
interesting shelves of yarrow,
asters, and other fall flowers,
gaining 900 feet, making it one of
the steepest sections of the AT in
Maine. However, you soon reach
the top of a cliff after which the
ascent is more gentle. While you
catch your breath, the cliff offers
views southwest close to Sawyer
Mountain with Moody Mountain
behind, both of which are on
another recent relocation of the
AT on the way to the Hall
Mountain
lean-to.
Southeast
over Ellis Pond stands the white
globe of the Andover Telstar
Tracking Station.

From here the trail rises more
gradually through mixed spruce
and hardwoods, some very old
and large with some big burls.
Beneath you is typical hardwood
ground
cover
—
wild
sar
saparilla, ferns, jewelweed, the
red berries of New Jersey tea
and Solomon’s plume, and the
blue beads of Clintonia lily.

Especially interesting is the
doll’s eye — low plants with
maple-like leaves whose summer
red berries turn to white with a
black dot, resembling a doll’s eye
with pupil.
You rise over four wooded
knobs
or
“false ' summits,”
mounting the SW shoulder of Old
Blue, beyond which you may find
cold water in a spring-fed brook.
At the base of the main dome of
the mountain, begin the 800-foot
climb of the southwest slope,
rising through spruce-fir duff,
and then sheep laurel, mountain
ash,
bunchberry,
and scrub
spruce to the open white granite
summit. The 360° view is one of
the best in western Maine, north
to the two humps of Elephant
Mountain with Bemis Mountain
behind, east to peaky Tum
bledown with Mt. Blue behind,
southeast to Ellis Pond with
Telstar behind, south to Bald
pate and southwest to Old Speck,
third highest peak in Maine. To
the west over the west peak of
Old Blue lie the Richardson
Lakes
and
Pond-in-the-River
(Rapid River).
From the summit, descend
steeply
at
first
and
then
gradually over
soft ground
through spruce-balsam woods.
The further you go, the bigger
the trees become. Cross a spring
brook of good water and enter a
virgin forest of huge red spruce.
Here you will reach a junction
where the relocation ends. The
AT continues to the right to

Elephant Mountain. Turn left
onto the former AT, its blazes
now browned out but eventually
to be painted blue as the
Clearwater Brook side trail. In .3
mile, you begin crossing and
recrossing the headwaters of
Clearwater
Brook,
and
the
hardwoods,
including some
cherry trees, begin to return.
Cross Clearwater Brook, now
large, where a hole is deep
enough to submerge in. The trail
follows the widening stream
through
birch
woods
with
partridge here and there. After
passing
vertical
chunks
of
stratified bedrock on your left,
cross back to the north side of
Clearwater Brook. You pass a
lovely set of cascades into a pool
flecked with iron pyrite glinting
gold. The rocks are stained red,
and the freezing water tastes of
iron. The trail leaves the brook
and follows an old woods road
through beech and birch, bears
right onto a dirt road for half a
mile, and runs back out onto ME
5.
Turn left and walk 2l/z miles on
the road back to your car. While
walking, you can trace your hike
over Old Blue’s skyline on your
left. You will pass a couple of
mammoth
birches
on
the
roadside, as well as the fleecy
white down of fireweed in the
fall, godlenrod, yarrow, Joe-pyeweed, and the red berries of
mountain ash. This 2'/? miles
may be cut off by spotting cars in
advance.

covered by migratory birds.
Some species that breed on high
mountain slopes descend to the
valleys or foothills for the
winter. Birds such as the tree
sparrow, snow bunting, and
crossbill nest in the FAR north,
and migrate only to our northern
states to spend the winters. It
has been proven by bird banding
records that some chickadees
and nuthatches may migrate only
a few miles, if at all, spending the
entire year in pretty much the
same place. We found this to be
true of at least three chickadees

The fall migration trip is the
more dangerous one for birds
and results in the largest number
of casualties. Stormy and foggy
weather, typical of September, is

Continued on next page

SHOWERS

CARLOW'S CABINS
AND RESTAURANT
RTE. 9, AIRLINE ROAD
WESLEY, MAINE
TELEPHONE 255-8801
65 MILES
FROM BANGOR

35 MILES
FROM CALAIS

WANTED
WHITE BIRCH
HARDWOOD PRODUCTS CO.
GUILFORD, MAINE
Contact: Fred Street, 876-2205
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DUNHAM
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• ROTARY DRILLING
• STATEWIDE SERVICE
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SCREEN WELLS

• FHA & BANK
FINANCING

BLACKPOWDER
CAMILLUSKNIVES
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TAC-1 RIFLES
WESTERNKNIVES
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WELLS
WICKLIFF RIFLES
Roy Baker Custom Leather
EUROARMS
CHACELEATHER
BUSHNELL SCOPES
MARBLES ARMS
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PLUS OTHERS
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DOVER-FOXCROFT

Route 202, Box 331, Winthrop, Maine 04364
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But the migration journeys of
greatest interest are those made
by birds that travel unbelievable
distances to areas far, far south
of here.

HEAT

PUMPS SALES & SERVICE
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
for

banded at our station. Banded
first in April, they were found in
our banding traps in November
and December of the same year.
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September Birds
Continued from previous page
a contributing factor, plus the
fact many of the migrants are
young and inexperienced.
The vast majority of birds
travel during the night. This
includes
great
hordes
of
shorebirds, the sparrow family,
wood
warblers,
orioles,
flycatchers and thrushes. We
have spent several September
nights on our boat in the cove at
Jewell Island, in Casco Bay, and
at Monhegan, going ashore in the
early morning. The woods have
been literally filled with hun
dreds of warblers, a clear in
dication that the birds arrived
during the night and are resting
and feeding in preparation for

another flight in the dark. Un
doubtedly the main reason for
night travel is because of the
availability of food. Birds con
sume a tremendous amount of
energy when flying. The need to
replenish this energy is more
easily done in daylight when time
can be spent alternately eating
and resting. By nightfall crops
are full and the birds are fully
recuperated to start the flight
until
daybreak,
when
the
feeding-resting
process
is
repeated again. Some diving
ducks alternate between day and
night flying. Those that sub
merge when in danger travel
over water by day and over land
by night.

The

Indian Store
Moosehead Lake
Greenville, Maine
Established 1927

•
•
•
•

Indian Handicraft
Moccasins
Baskets
Jewelry

Man made obstructions have
contributed
heavily
to the
demise of thousands of migrants.
Powerful lights have a strong
attraction to birds, particularly a
bright steady light. As a result
many dash themselves death
against
lighthouses or
tall
structures.
Moon watching is a means of
migration
study.
When
a
telescope is trained on the moon,
passing birds are visible as
silhouettes against it. A 20
power scope, mounted on a
tripod is most commonly used.
We have “moon watched” many
times on a clear fall night and
have been successful in “spot
ting” birds. Experts in the field
of astronomy and ornithology
have spent countless hours in
lunar
observation
of
bird
migration. The use of radar as a
tool for studying migration has
provided information as to the
volume, direction, speed and
height of migratory birds. These
two
methods of study will
contribute much to the un
derstanding of migration.
In addition to seeing “night
fliers” one can hear them. We all
thrill to the “honking” of Canada
Geese or the “chatty gabbling” of
a flock of ducks, a common night
sound of fall.

The Arctic tern holds the
record for long distance flying.
The distance from its summer
home to its winter home is about
11,000 miles, if the bird flew
direct — from the Arctic to the
Antarctic.
Studies
have
revealed, however, that this
species takes a rather circuitous
route — flying eastward across
the Atlantic Ocean to Europe,
then south along the coast of
Africa to their winter home — a
distance of some 25,000 miles
round trip. A lot of travelling for
a bird only 15V2 inches long. One
banding record reveals that an
Arctic tern banded as a nestling
in Greenland was recovered in
Natal, in Southeast Africa — a
flight of about 11,000 miles,
made in the less than 3 months it
had been able to fly. An in
teresting theory is put forth as to
why the Arctic tern takes this
long way round. Evidence shows
that these terns of eastern North
America found their way here
from the Old World, more than
likely via Iceland and Greenland.
As a result, when fall migration
time comes, there is a strong pull
to fly eastward along their an
cestral route across the Atlantic
to Europe and then along the
African coast to their winter
home.

Saib on Victor Traps
Size
Price per Doz.
110-2’s Conibear ........................................................... $27.95
220-2’s Conibear (Box of 6 $34.50) ......... ;...... .............
$67.95
No. 1 Coilsprings .......................................................... $26.95
No. 1V2 Coilsprings .........................
$33.95
No. 2 Coilsprings ...............................
$43.95

And still man continues to
study
migration.
Many
mysteries have been solved,
many still remain. Perhaps it is
good
that there
are some
unexplained varities. Let us be
thankful
that
the
federal
government
has
taken
the
responsibility of protecting these
migratory birds by legislation
and that man cannot interfere
with the seasonal travels of
birds, a phenomenon that has
been occurring ever since the
world began.

TRAPPERS BOOKS:
"Dynamite Fox Trapping" - By Tom Krause.............. $ 9.95
"Trapping The Fisher” - By Frank Gabel ................... $ 3.50
"Cronk’s Scientific Coon Trapping" - By Oscar Cronk $ 5.00

BOOKS BY RUSS CARMAN
"Professional Fox Trapping” ......................................
"Winter Fox Trapping Methods In Snow" .................
"Professional Raccoon Trapping"..............................
"Professional Mink Trapping” ....................................

$ 5.50
$ 5.00
$ 3.95

$ 5.00
$12.00
$ 8.00
$ 8.00
$ 4.25

FIREARMS SPECIALIST
$
$
$
$

6.00
6.50
2.50
2.50

No. 1 Raccoon.........

No. 2 Red Fox .. ....................... Fall

No. 2 Raccoon ... Powerful Odor

No. 3 Red Fox .. ...: Very Popular

No. 1 Mink ............................

No. 4 Red Fox ..

............ Gland

Heavy Lure

No. 2 Mink......................

Good

Attractor

Big Seller

No. 1 Muskrat .............. No Equal

No. 6 Red Fox ... ..................... Call

No. 2 Muskrat ............ Food Lure

No. 1 Grey Fox .. ....... ......... Matrix

No. 1 Bobcat........................ Gland

No. 2 Grey Fox . .................. Gland

No. 2 Bobcat ..... Holding Power

No. 5 Red Fox ... .........

Price per one ounce bottle

.... $2.50/3 for $6.75/6 for $13.50

Send for Complete List of Trapping Supplies

BILL SPEAR
3 Old Log Lane, Bellingham, Mass. 02019
Tel. 1-617-966-0190

Raw Furs - Deerhides - Cowhides - Bought

Margery Hill Johnson
15 Colonial Village
Falmouth, Maine 04105

IT’S NOT TOO EARLY
TO START!

CARMAN S LURES
No. 1 Red Fox ... ................. Matrix

What draws them to this
particular location is not known,
but some students believe that
the bobolink too responds to an
urge to return to the land of its
beginnings.
At any rate it
returns with unfailing regularity
to the wide prairies of Brazil.

The
ruby-throated
hum
mingbird compiles a very en
viable record for travel, also. It
is only 31/? inches long, but a real
dynamo. The wings beat very
rapidly — 55 to at least 75 times
a second. We have seen many
hummingbirds at one time on
Jewell
Island,
also resting
between days of travel. And well
it might need these days of
leisure, for when it once gets to
the Gulf of Mexico, it makes the
flight across this body of water in
a non-stop flight of more than 500
miles.

TRAPPERS

"Eastern Fox Trapping Methods" - By R. L. Atkins ...
"Coons Come Easy" - By Somonack and Wilson.....
"Trap Collectors Guide" - By Frodelius and Burt.....
"Arnold’s Professional Fox Trapping”
- By Walter Arnold...................................................
"Grawes’ Fox Trapping Methods" ..............................
"Grawes’ Coon Trapping and Snaring" .....................
"Grawes’ Mink Trapping Methods" ............................
"Master Trapping Methods" - By Bob Hoffman..... »..

The bobolink takes an in
teresting route to his winter
home. In fact, so few other birds
use it, it has been named by one
ornithologist as the “bobolink
route”. The bobolink, a member
of the blackbird family, is so easy
to distinguish. The white back
and buffy head patches are a
familiar sight during nesting
time in fields of tall grasses or
grain. For its size, 7’Zi inches, it
travels a goodly distance, too.
From the northern United States
to Central South America is a
distance of 4,000 to 5,000 miles.
The bobolink follows the popular
line of travel for the Atlantic
Coast migrants, taking off from
Florida to Cuba, then to Jamaica.
But then, it continues on more or
less by itself, across and island
less ocean to the South American
coast, a distance of about 500
miles. Thence they continue on
down to southern Brazil and
northern Argentina.

Browning, Weatherby, Remington, plus all other makers.
Rifles, shotguns and pistols. New and Used.
Complete line of Black powder Guns and Accessories.
Reloading Equipment, I stock many Ruger No 1. & 3 Rifles.
Many S&W, Colt and Ruger Handguns.

D.L. Fleury’s Sporting Goods Inc.
David L. Fleury

fa

(Where The “Bomb Shell” is at)

Rt 202, Winthrop, Maine 04364

207-377-8277
Mon-T ues-Thurs-Frlday
10:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

! *
Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

A touch of Fall
is here. Your
bird friends
know it. They’ll
be looking for
food and energy
sources, and
will love your
MAINE MANNA—V
the complete
suet and bird
feed — and will
stay with you
into Winter. Hang
one or two on nearby
branches — watch the fun.

$2.75 postpaid; 2 for $5.30;
3 for $7.50; 6 for $12.00.

MAINE MANNA, INC.
Box 277S
Gorham, Me. 04038
(Maine residents add
5% sales tax)
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Electronic Dog Training Collars
The puppies have arrived. It
has to be one of Elhew Alligator’s
smallest litters as a letter from
Elhew Kennels tells of spring
litters from this stud dog of 10,
11 and 14 puppies. AU three are
doing nicely and Sadie is per
forming her motherly duties
well. A decision to have their

dew
claws
removed
was
professionally carried out by one
of this area’s leading vets, Dr.
Ronald Lott of Old Town. It is
becoming more popular all the
time to remove dew claws and I
think it is a good idea. How often
have you had your dog cut these
useless
appendages
while
cruising tangled
briars
for
grouse,
breaking
through
crusted snow while chasing a
hare or bobcat, getting the claws
hung up on a wire fence?
The removal is best done after
puppies are four days old. If they
are older there is apt to be more
bleeding and considerably more
crying. Healing is rapid and in
less than a week it is impossible
to detect any sign of removal.
As a sidelight to this topic, I
asked Dr. Lott what his views
are on the item of greatest
concern to dog owners in this
area. It is not distemper or
rabies, but the new scourge of
the north, heartworm. In his
opinion,
not enough people
realize the potential danger and
ever spreading range of this
often fatal parasite.
Kennel owners and others who
own
dogs
should
adopt
a
preventative
heartworm
program as soon as the mosquito
season arrives, possibly even
before. Consult your vet about
this subject and heed his words.
If you could see the infestation of
an affected animal, you would
not need any more prompting.
“Symptoms are usually noted
in hunting dogs because of their
vigorous physical activity. A dog
affected by heartworm usually
becomes easily exhausted even
after
light
exercise.
His
breathing will be labored and he
may show a gasping cough and
excessive nervousness. He may
even refuse to hunt after only a
few minutes in the field.”
The presence of this deadly
parasite can only be determined
by a blood test. Prevention
consists of oral administration of
certain compounds (and there
may be other preventatives
involving shots or food additives)
on a proper schedule prescribed
by a vet. It is most effective
before
heartworms
becomes
present in the dog’s bloodstream.

Sporting
Dogs
By Wilmot Robinson

A camera shy sister on the left, a sleepy-eyed sister
on the left, the male in the middle is bright-eyed for
the camera. This is a small litter of Elhew-bred pups.
(Wilmot Robinson photo)

program that keeps mosquito
populations at a minimum and
have periodic blood examinations
of your dog.

♦**

Tri-Tronics is a name that has
gained a reputation in dog
training circles for introducing
electronic training collars. Many
years ago they started the
business of supplying a so-called
bark training collar. I have
always felt this was a misnomer
for the device as the collar
trained the dog not to bark.
Next
came an
electronic
training collar that allowed the
handler to deliver attention
getting emphasis to dogs that
were beyond reach of check cord

training.
There have been other com
panies
which
attempted
to

produce like equipment, but over
the years Tri-Tronics has earned
the reputation for best quality.
Recently,
this company
in
troduced another innovation to
the training fraternity, a second
button on the transmitter which
will cause the collar to produce a
quick
burst of sound,
im
mediately followed by a harmless
shock. This establishes a strong
association between the sound
and the shock. The next step in
the training process is to press
the button producing only sound
and no shock. If the lessons are
carefully followed, the dog will
respond as though there was a
shock.
The great benefit, of course, is
that the dog’s spirit will remain
at a high level and there will be a
happier relationship
between

dog and handler.
Should the dog’s response to
the sound begin to diminish, one
only has to press the top button
to reinforce
the association
between sound and shock again.
I have one of these collars and
can testify to its effectiveness. In
my own case I had a problem
getting my dog to pay attention
to my whistle commands and to

HEADQUARTERS
for
Farm, Lawn, & Garden
Equipment
Log Splitters

Hall Implement Co.
Foster's Comer,
Windham, Me. 04082

207*892-6894

Continued on next page

ENERGY C1ISIS?
NOW
THAT YOU
DON’T KNOW

C&D FURS

50 No Name Pond Road, Sabattus, Maine

RAW FUR BOUGHT
Skinned or Unskinned
TRAPPING SUPPLIES
Grimshaw’s Lures and Baits
100% Red Fox & Coyote Urine in Stock

We don’t have all the solutions, that’s for
sure. But AAA’s famous services for motorists
are now more important than ever. Vacation
planning so the gas shortage doesn’t ruin your
pleasure. Timely tips for saving gas. AAA’s
Emergency Road Service. Road reports and
up-to-the-day data on gas availability. However
you go and wherever you go, AAA can get you
there better! AAA membership . . . more valu
able than ever. Isn’t it time you joined? Call
today, 774-6377 in Portland or 942-8286 in
Bangor. Or mail in the coupon below.

Authorized Distributor

75 ST. JOHN STREET, PORTLAND, ME. 04102 • (207) 774-6191

A great idea for over 75 years
... now more than ever!

dVU FROST & FLAME SHOP
Corner Rte. 115 and Sand Bar Road
North Windham, Me. • Tel. (207) 892-3070
•

GET READY FOR WINTER!
JOHN DEERE
SALES & SERVICE
•

tering.
It was amazing to see the
reaction to just three lessons
with combination of sound and
shock. From that time on I never
had to apply any shock. The
sound alone brings immediate

the

To be sure there are com
pounds that will kill the adult
heartworms once they are lodged
in the heart, but there are also

cases of dead adult heartworms
blocking the circulatory system,
resulting in death to the dog. It
may be necessary to proceed
surgically for removal of heart
worms. Do adopt some form of

turn and take direction com
mands. I guess it could be called
line running instead of quar

Solid Fuel Alternates

•
•
•
•

Enterprise Cook Stoves
Jotul Heaters
Glacier Bay Heaters
Fireplace Inserts

|
.
>

AAA Maine Automobile Association
AAA Bldg., Marginal Way, Box 3544
Portland. ME 04104

I

Please send me complete information on AAA

I

|

membership. No obligation, of course.

|

•
■
|

Name ________________ Phone--------------- «
Address --------------------------------------------------- ’
Town ________ State_______ Zip------------- |

MS |

I
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Union River Brown Trout Action
By BOB LEEMAN
Atlantic Salmon are moving
into upriver waters and have
been reported as far up as
Deblois in the Narraguagus
River.
In
the
Penobscot
watershed, salmon are showing
in
both
the
Pleasant
and
Piscataquis Rivers in the Milo
area. Two fish were taken there
by rod and reel.
An average of two Atlantics a
day are being captured in the
Penobscot River trap located at
the Veazie Dam. Some of the fish
are being trucked to upriver
sites beyond many of the dam
barriers. Others are just being
dumped over. A few are held out
and transported to the Federal
Fish Hatchery at Green Lake.
While fly fishing the Union
River in Aurora last month, I hit
upon a dry fly that seemed to
produce much more action than
others used.
fly is called the
yellow Hornberg. I found that
spraying it with silicone to keep
it afloat caused even a greater
disturbance to the fish. All of the
action was with brown trout in
sizes ranging from 8 to 14 inches
in length. In only a few hours of
fishing, I caught and released a
dozen or more fish. I noticed the

Bangor Area
Bob Leeman
807 Wilson Street
Brewer
stockings of the species in the
upper river areas, and quite
possibly
from
Branch
Lake
Stream.

Freeman Forbes Jr. is shown with a 19-pound
Atlantic salmon. The fish was taken in June and is
believed to be the largest of the season. (Bob Leeman

photo)
worm fishermen I encountered
were all empty-handed. Ap
parently the Browns in the river
with the lowering water con
ditions are becoming a bit too
finicky for bait.
Brown trout are a strong,
hardy fish; much more so than
brook trout. All of the strikes

“ATTENTION DEER HUNTERS”

HUNTING & FISHING

Woodlander Guide Service
/posehead Lake
Trout, Salmon, & Deer
“ONLY” $275 weekly

All trips include: FIVE days of HUNTING or FISHING,
ROOM, MEALS, REGISTERED MAINE GUIDE, BOAT,
CANOE, VEHICLE. TACKLE, BAIT, & EXTRAS

Taking reservations now CALL:
GENE & SUE SUTTON, ROCKWOOD, MAINE, 04478
[207] 534-7363

were hard, fast and ferocious.
The ensuing skirmishes often
produced an aerial act or two.
From what I hear, the best
fishing is found in some of the
upriver areas of the Union River
where it doesn’t get pounded as
hard. A friend recently told me
of hooking a few pound and
better fish in certain unchartered
pools on the waterway. I don’t
doubt for a minute that they’re
there.
An 11 pound beauty of the
species, recently pictured in a
daily newspaper as coming from
Branch Pond, was rumored to
have
really
been
taken
at
Harriman Pond in Dedham. In
either case, the fish was a
handsome speciman.
Sea-run brown trout have
been
captured
recently
by
biologists in the Atlantic Salmon
trap located on the Union River
in Ellsworth. Some of the browns
have been in the three pound
range. The fisheries boys believe
the fish to have come from recent

At any rate, Sea-Run Salmon
Chief, Al Meister, is not too
happy with the situation, and is
of the opinion that brown trout
had no business being stocked
there in the first place.
The number one topic with the
hot stove league these days is the
gas crunch. What is it’s affect
upon
sportsmen? There are
many it seems.
There apparently is less gas
available for outboard motors,
chainsaws, and such things, to
say nothing of the guzzling 4wheel unit and the camper
trailer. The price, of course, is
outrageous
now,
and
still
climbing. It would appear it’s not
the price so much that hinders,
but
the
availability
of the
precious
liquid
fuel.
It’s
a
gamble, especially on weekends,
to motor deep into the bush and
return with no service stations
open along the way.
I’ve noticed more mopeds and
bikes strapped to trailers. It’s
not uncommon to see a small
foreign car being towed along as
well. There is no doubt that trips
are being shortened and coor

Save Money and Don’t Miss a
Single Issue of The Maine
Sportsman.

SUBSCRIBE
At Our Low Prices and you’ll
get the fact-filled pages of The
Maine Sportsman delivered to
your home every month.

DO IT
TODAY!

Continued on next page

Sporting Dogs
Continued from previous page

Be A Fox!

dinated with fuel availability.
Although
motels
and
restaurants
are
feeling the
crunch,
most
back
country
lodges and fishing camps have
been full. The reason? Guests are
flying into the nearest airport
and getting hops to home base.
Those that offered this service
have been really on the ball.
The price of fishing tackle,
guns, camping and hiking gear
has jumped and will probably
jump again. A few shortages
have been noted, but not many.
And, what about our Fish &
Wildlife Dept, that depends to a
great extent on out-of-state
license sales? With a greatly
reduced vacationland clientele,
there’s bound to be a tremendous
loss in revenue here.
So, around she goes, and
where she stops — nobody
knows. In the meantime, I’m
going to go fish that suddenly
lonely trout steam.
NEEDLES
FROM
THE
PINE: Two brown trout in the
seven pound range were taken
from Ellsworth’s Branch Lake
recently.
Our pal, Chet Stevens of
Columbia Falls, took a 10 Vz
pound Atlantic Salmon from the

response. I am certain in a short
while the whistle will handle the
job without the collar on the dog.
The limitless use of equipment
such as this more than offsets
cost. To be sure, they are ex
pressive, but what price can one
put on time spent training with
other methods, your frayed
nerves and other unpriced costs.
Curing deer chasing, car chasing,
barking, I could name dozens of
bad habits. They can all be more
easily remedied if you can ad
minister the “emphasis” when
the bad habit is being done, not
when you finally catch the
culprit.

FISHING TACKLE
REELS

I do want to emphasize that
many good dogs have been
ruined by electronic collars in the
hands of people who didn’t know
how and when to work them.
Like any other punishment, it
has to be done at the proper
time. Dogs cannot reason like a
person and learning is by con
ditioning. First they must be
shown, then whether the dog is
punished or rewarded tells the
dog whether he did right or
wrong.
With the electronic training
collar most lessons are learned
with the dog never realizing that
you are the person causing the
punishment.

FLYTYING EQUIPMENT
RODS

Top quality fly-tying equipment & supplies. Rod-building

supplies. Glass, graphite, bamboo in blank, kit form, or as
finished rods. Super Z ferrules, nickel silver caps & rings,

□ one year $5 — □ two years $8
NAME ________________________________________________________ _
ADDRESS __ __________________________________________________
__________________________________ ZIP___________________________

Send to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Me. 04096

screw-locking reel seats, corks or pre-shaped handles,
snake guide sets black or chrome. Many collectors’ items

in stock, antique rods and reels. Walker, Hardy Perfect,

Hardy Lightweight, graphite reels in stock.

Send $1.00 for our list.
Route 1, Box 156
(207) 448-2909
DANFORTH, MAINE 04424
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Bog Lake Salmon Bonanza
I had a unique experience
recently that I’m going to tell you
about.
My boat crew on the beautiful
waters of Bog Lake in Northfield
consisted of the state director for
the Food Stamp Program, a
prominent
attorney
from
Houston, Texas, and an All-State
hockey player! Two of these lads
(the attorney and the hockey
player) had neither fished or
caught a landlocked salmon. The
three were using boat rods, lead
line and streamers.
We had just started with the
hockey player (Larry Wing of
Gardiner) down about three
colors. He said, “Sherwood, I
have bottom.” I took the rod, felt
the pull of a good fish and passed
it back immediately, and said,
“Larry, that is a good salmon.” A
few
minutes
later,
a
four
pounder came over the side of
the boat.
I squared the boat around, the
lines went out again and we
continued trolling. Less than 10
minutes later, Ralph “Stuffy”
Colwell of Gardiner (the Food
Stamp director) said, “Fve got a
good fish — or bottom.” My
Texas attorney, John Carlisle,
and Larry said they had caught
bottom too. When the lines came
up, we had three nice salmon
jumping and running around the

Union River
Brown Trout
Action
Continued from previous page
Pleasant
River
that flows
through his backyard. The fish
took a faded Durham Ranger fly.
Our spies in Aroostook County
tell us that trout action on the
Prestile Stream is again superb
this year. The thoroughfare
between Soldier Pond and Eagle
Lake has also been good, but
nobody dares to eat the fish.
To answer several letters,
there is now no size restrictions
on double pointed hooks in the
tidal waters of the Penobscot

boat. We landed all three. Two of
these were over three pounds
and the other about two. Elapsed
time up to this point was about
20 minutes.
The lines went back down and
we started trolling again. We
hadn’t gone 100 feet when Stuffy
had another. A nice fish that
went over three pounds. While
the others were reeling in, they
each picked up two white perch,
one on the droppers and one on
the main streamers. The white
perch
were a
pound each.
Another pass and Stuffy lost a
good fish right beside the boat.
This was the end of the fishing
for the day. In a time interval of
30 minutes, we boated five
salmon and four big white perch.
The salmon were all 17 to 21
inches. What makes this a little
special is the fact two of my
sports had never landed a
landlock.
I have trolled the lake since for
many hours, with nary a strike.
Again, one of Alden MacDonald’s
creations caught two of the
salmon.

♦♦♦

We had one more expedition
into Holmes Falls on the Machias
River. The gals accompanied us
on this trip. John’s wife, Myra,
Stuffy’s wife, Mary, Len and
Mabel Bowles and my wife,
Marlene. Len, Marty and I fished
for Atlantics while the other five
fished for smallmouth bass. The

salmon fishermen came up with
0. Water temperature was over
72°. The bass bunch caught and
landed nine fish, all in the 14-16
inch size.
Clark Scoville, out Roque
Bluffs way, has caught a few sea
trout, one over 17 inches. “Moe”
Faulkner (my Jonesport area
fisherman) reports the brook
fishing has been very slow.
“Moe” has caught his limit every
time out, but all were eight and
nine inch trout.
Stan Bailey and his wife, Joan,
fishing the twp. No. 19 MD area,
report fishing slow this summer.
“Bicky”
Ramsdell
from
the
Cutler area, caught a few fish in
the 12-14” size. He didn’t say
where though!
Billy Schencks of Machias, had
numerous catches this summer of
good fish. Doug Coffin and Tim
McCurdy covering the East
River country, stated this has
been a poor season for brook
trout.
Bill and John Parker, who
cover the inaccessible beaver
flowages, have had very spotty
trout fishing. Alton Foss, who
spent two weeks at Sabao Lake
perch fishing, had very good
fishing. Alton, with his family, is
the only fisherman I know that
takes two weeks just to fish
white perch!
September (with the rivers
closing on the 15th) will put us
back on the reclaimed ponds. My

DOWNEAST
REPORT
Sherwood Chandler
Machias 04654

experience on these ponds that
enables me to catch fish can be
summed up in one word —
PATIENCE!
Several fishing pals as well as
myself, have put hours into
trolling, bottom fishing, trying
corn, marshmallows and salmon
eggs, fishing wet and dry flies
and many times — nary a fish.
Then suddenly, anything you try

will catch a fish. I have checked
water temperature, watched my
barometer and I still don’t know
what triggered trout to start
feeding.
♦♦ ♦

Remember the old adage?
“Wind
change
—
weather
change.” This is one old stand-by
that is easily proven. Watch the

Continued on next page

207 368-9371

THE GATEWAY
DINING, DANCING, COCKTAILS
AND COFFEE SHOP

JUST OFF I-95
AT
JUNCTION 2-7-11-100

NEWPORT, MAINE
04953

INTRODUCING
THE 4 WHEEL DRIVE
SUBARU BRAT.
FUN ON WHEELS.

River.
A report from the recreation
vehicle industry is expecting a
40% decline in 1979 shipments.
Horror stories about gasoline
availabilities
are
blamed
as
reasons.
Remember the days of the old
general store? It might very well
return again in all it’s glory.
The trap at the Veazie Dam on
the Penobscot River has coralled
only 460 Atlantic Salmon so far
this year. A far cry from last
year’s 1,600 plus. Only 15 have
been taken from the Union River
trap in Ellsworth. The latest *

salmon rod count is: Penobscot
135; Narraguagus 58; Dennys 38;
Pleasant 5; Machias and East
Machias 40; Union 2. Apparently
the Canadian rivers have been
worse off than we in salmon
runs. Sea-Run Salmon Chief, Al
Meister, surmised, “An absolute
collapse of that year’s salmon
smolts.”
Fish
&
Wildlife Advisory
Council member Dennis Smith of
Otter Creek has submitted two
new fishing proposals concerning
brown trout on Aurora’s Union
River. The first proposal would
create a “no-kill, fly fishing only”
stretch on a west branch mile
section of the river. The second
proposal would limit brown trout
catches to two only of 12-inch
length on the entire watershed. I
would favor the first, and have
some doubts on the second.

Our new Brat makes
going someplace more fun than
being there. With the mere
flick of a lever inside the car,
this unique vehicle shifts from
full time front wheel drive
to 4 wheel drive.
That means you can go
practically anywhere in prac
tically any driving conditions.
And to see
where you’ve
been, the Brat

has a wide open back complete
with 2 fresh air bucket seats.
What’s more, standard
equipment on the Brat includes
all the creature comforts you’d
want in a passenger car.
Even more comforting, the
Brat runs on the least expen
sive kind of gas you can buy...
regular.

SUBARU BRA'

i Mileage may vary depending on the way you drive, driving conditions, the condition of your car and whatever optional equipment
you may have.

CLYDE BILLING, INC.
258 Riverside Drive, Augusta 622-6336
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Message From Woodcock
Hunters
By KEN ALLEN
Each year, a hot issue gets
hotter, and much is lost in the

debate.
This past July, the hearing to
help
establish
seasons • for
migratory webless foot birds
went as predicted. Snipe, rail,
and gallinule dates were set with
little or no discussion from
sportsmen present at Auburn’s

Edward

Little

Gymnasium.

Woodcock season was another
matter.
Because of recent date from
singing ground counts and wing
surveys, wildlife biologists Lee
Perry and Pat Corr felt the
woodcock population was down
and recommended October 1 as
the opening date. Not having an
earlier season opener would
hopefully
save
some
birds
breeding in Maine. In essence,
» our natives.
Sportsmen, even many who
question the validity of the
singing ground and wing sur
veys,
generally
believe
the
woodcock population is down. It
is
a
reasonable assumption.
Unlike ruffed grouse and deer,
woodcock are not catholic in
taste and depend on one food,
making it difficult to adapt to
change. In Maine, development
and herbicide spraying gobble up
habitat,
and
wildlife
management history tells us
dwindling
habitat
reduces
popu'-wfons, particularly with
specii $ed
species such
as

woodcock.
There
may
be
general
agreement between sportsmen
and wildlife biologists on the
woodcock
population,
but a
chasm exists. It was apparent at
the Auburn hearing. Corr and
Perry’s recommendation for an
October 1 opening was prompted
by their belief woodcock num
bers were dwindling. During
some parts of the hearing, it was
questionable many sportsmen
were listening.
Heated debate centered more
on the number of woodcock
hunters than number of wood
cock.
DIF&W
conducts
a
questionnaire each year. In 1978,
this survey showed the state had
27,000 woodcock hunters; down
10,000 from 1973 figure. The
27,000 includes hunters who may
have shot one woodcock while
hunting other game; maybe no
woodcock at all.
Corr and Perry realize the
figure is misleading and readily
admit it. They are fully aware of
the . problem
with
defining

woodcock hunter.
Some sportsmen feel woodcock
hunters consist only of people
with bird dogs who specifically
go to the uplands for this bird.
These are true woodcock hun
ters, and one unofficial figure
suggests Maine has but 2,500 of
them.
At one point, Corr made a
provocative remark regarding
this controversy of numbers.
Whether we are talking about a
lot of hunters harvesting what
averages to be a few woodcock
apiece, or a few hunters har
vesting what averages to be
many
woodcock
apiece,
xnumber are dead. His statement
is logical.
However, he fails to recognize
one
unfortunate
thing.
The
figure
from
the
DIF&W
questionnaire,
quite frankly,
angers some sportsmen so much
it transcends logic. At this point,
many are unwilling to believe
anything the department says
regarding woodcock!
At the hearing, sportsmen

In recent years this 6 to 8 ounce bundle of feathers
has caused much heated debate. (Ken Allen photo)
made a strong endorsement for a
woodcock permit or stamp. This
would help determine an ac
curate
number of woodcock
enthusiasts in Maine. If the
unofficial figure of 2,500 hunters
was
correct,
perhaps
the
department
would
be more
generous
and
lengthen
the
season. Or, on the other hand, as
one fellow wryly commented
recently, “If there are only 2,500
woodcock hunters, let’s take
money earmarked for woodcock
and channel it where it’ll benefit
a larger number of sportsmen.”
Corr and Perry are young,
dedicated
biologists
with , a
message. They feel an early
opening of the season will hurt
the declining population even
more. The issue is obvious. In
Central and Southern Maine, late
September is often warm with
heavy
foliage.
Will
enough

hunters take advantage of a late
September opener, but more
importantly,
be
successful
enough to hurt the population?
Corr and Perry came. well
prepared to discuss it.
Sportsmen
equally
as
dedicated to the woodcock’s
welfare also had a message. They
want a September season to
match
New Hampshire’s
so
Maine hunters may get a crack at
their own birds before they leave
for gunners beyond our border.
An early opener may help our
Aroostook boys also. But the
loud message was get an ac
curate
figure
of
woodcock
hunters.
Commissioner Glen Manuel
ran an open meeting allowing
everyone to have their say, and
the majority won an early season
opener.
No one was bored.

Bog Lake
Salmon Bonanza
Continued from previous page
smoke from your campfire or the
old camp chimney. If the smoke
is curling straight up, there is no
wind. The change will be for
thcoming — you can rely on it.
Winds from the northwest, west
or
southwest
herald
clear
weather.
Eastern
and
southeastern
usually
mean
unsettled weather. A south wind
can do anything!
How did I get started on
weather? One of my favorites —
“When the wind is in the north,
the fishermen go forth; the wind
in the east, fishing the least;
wind in the west, fishing the
best; wind in the south, blows
bait into mouth.”

The late Bruce Woodman of
Machias, always claimed he could
smell
bad
weather coming.
Without a doubt, he probably
could! A storm is a low pressure
front and consequently the air is
lighter. Any gases from swamps,
bogs
and heaths would
be

released into the atmosphere and
would likely be more noticeable.
Mac Donovan says, “When
dew is on the grass, rain will
never come to pass.” I was
fishing with Mac recently and I
said, “Mac, why are you so
nervous?” He said, “Well, I’ll tell
you, Sherwood. When I was born
I was a twin. My old man walked
into the room and said to my
Mother, ‘Pick out the one you
want — I’m going to drown the
other one’.”
“Ice in November to walk a
duck, the winter will be all rain
and muck.”
What deer I have seen so far
look very good. I’m still con
cerned about the absence of
lambs. The month of May and
June were very wet. This could
account for some. My thoughts?
It is still the coyote.
The Fish & Game boys have
been cut on their gasoline by
10%. Now, if we could cut the
poachers by the same amount,
would it change anything?

Sportsman’s
Calendar
September 1, hunting season opens on rails, gallinules
and snipe.
September 3, Bud Leavitt’s Woods and Waters
program at 7:30 p.m. over the Maine Public
Broadcasting Network,
on
location
at
the
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge in Calais for a
look at the Northeast Wild Bird Championship Dog
Trials.
September 6, Sebago Chapter, Trout Unlimited
meeting, 7:30 p.m., Phoenix Room, Canal Bank,
Canal Plaza, Portland. Sonny Pierce, fisheries
biologist will speak on brown trout management.
September 8 and 9, Annual fall meeting of the Maine
Trappers Association, Hudson, Maine. Many events
including, trapping demonstrations, trap setting
contests, snowshoe making, canoe building, paddle
making and many exhibits.
September 8, meeting to organize a Maine Council,
Trout Unlimited, 10 a.m., Holiday Inn, Waterville.
September 8, Berwick Sportsman’s Association an
nual hunting and fishing day. Includes canoe races,
log rolling, bait casting.
September 8, High power state rifle championship,
Oyster River Range, Route 90, Warren.
September 8 and 9, State Championship Handgun and
Silhouette Shoot, Damariscotta Gun Club.
September 8, Northern Maine Muzzle Loaders, P.O.
Box 402, East Millinocket, holds a rendezvous.
September 9, Service Rifle Championship and Leg
Match, Oyster River Range, Route 90, Warren.
September 11, Bow Hunting Safety Clinic. 7-9 p.m.
Led by Maurice A. Drouin, Certified Archery In
structor. Sppnsored by L.L. Bean, Inc. At the “Rec
Room” located in the salesroom building.
September 12, Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine
membership meeting, 7:30 p.m., Augusta Civic
Center. Two films on hunting will be shown.
September
13,
public
hearing on
prohibiting
motorized watercraft on McKenney, Big Fish and
Barret Ponds in Holeb, and Big Turner, Little
Turner and Long ponds in Forsythe, 7 p.m., Town
Hall, Jackman.
September 15, general law fishing closes on rivers.
'This includes streams and brooks in Aroostook
County.
September 15 and 16, The Maine Bird Dog Club’s Fall
Trial at Hermon.
September 15 and 16, Maine Audubon Society field
trips to Monhegan Island aboard the Argonaut out
of Southport Harbor. For information contact
Deborah Cowperthwaite, field trip coordinator,
Maine Audubon Society, 118 U.S. Route 1.
Falmouth 04105.
September 15 and 16, Colburn Militia metallic
silhouette shoot. Contact Hugh Await, 9 Greenwood
Court, Augusta 04330.
September 16, 'Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine annual
meeting, Steer House, Route 202, Winthrop.
Business meeting 10 a.m. Dinner 1 p.m. Guest
Speaker Fish and Wildlife Commissioner Glenn H.
Manuel. Master of Ceremonies, Bud Leavitt. For
reservations, write: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta
04330.
September 18, Associated Sportsman’s Club of York
County ham supper, 6:30 p.m., at the Southern
Maine Fish and Game Clubhouse, Martin Road,
Kittery.
September 18, Upland Game & Deer Hunter Clinic. 79 p.m. Led by Gary Anderson, Safety Director for
the State of Maine Fish and Game Department.
Sponsored by L.L. Bean, Inc. At the “Rec Room”
located in the salesroom building.
September 22, National Hunting and Fishing Day.
Sunkhaze Stream Chapter, Trout Unlimited will
have a booth at Sunbury Mall, Bangor. Fly tying
will be demonstrated and there will be a slide
presentation.
September 23, flintlock and caplock rifle and pistol
shoot, noon to 4 p.m., Androscoggin County Fish
and Game Club, Perkins Ridge Road, Auburn.
September 24, Woodcock hunting season opens.
September 25, Duck Hunter Safety Clinic. 7-9 p.m.
Led by Gary Anderson, Safety Director of Maine
Fish and Game Department. At the “Rec Room”
located in the salesroom building.
September 29, crow hunting season ends.
September 30, Sixth Annual Steak Shoot, Monmouth
Fish and Game Club, Route 202, Monmouth. Trap
and running deer events. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
September 30, general law fishing in lakes and ponds
closes. Numerous exceptions. Check law books.
September 29 and 30, Maine Bird Dog Club’s Bird
Trial at Moosehorn Wildlife Refuge.
October 1, hunting season opens on grouse, rabbits
and gray squirrels. Also season opens for hunting
sea ducks including scoters, eiders and old squaws.

Ask your organization’s secretary to send meeting
and event dates to: Maine Sportsman, Box 365,
Augusta, Maine 04330. Items must be received by
the 10th day of the month for inclusion in the next
month’s issue.
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CRONK’S OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.; Sat. 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. beginning Sept. 8; Sun. Closed
This is the month to get your equipment and get
organized for the biggest season in the entire history
of the fur trade. All our trapping lures, baits, deer
lure, dog training and breaking scents are nationally
known. Oscar Cronk is totally aware of his recogni
tion as a nationally known scent manufacturer,

trapper and outdoorsman. This is the reason he in
sists on quality lures, scents and outdoor equip
ment. The “Cronk Outdoor Test’’ is carried on
throughout Maine and other parts of America. We
supply professional trappers across the nation, from
Maine to Florida, into sunny California, all through

Canada, to the most remote areas in Alaska into
many of the foreign countries where trapping is
done. We have grown from a small start to one of the
leading lure manufacturers in America. Order with
complete confidence any item in this ad or from our
48 page catalog that will be sent free upon request.

DEALERS NOTICE
This fall we will have dealerships available to sporting goods, hardware, and
specialty shops on our deer lures, dog breaking and training scents as well as our
complete line of trapping lures and other supplies. Send your request on your
company letterhead. This offer is open during the month of September to Maine,

CRONK’S MASTER
DEER LURE

New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecticut dealers. For informa
tion, direct your inquiries to E. A. Cronk, General Manager, c/o Cronk’s Outdoor
Supplies.

CRONK'S DOG TRAINING AND BREAKING SCENTS

CRONK’S TRAP WAX
This wax contains plenty of white refined
beeswax with the necessary amount of
paraffin, and a secret ingredient to pre
vent cracking and peeling off. One pound
treats 150 small traps or 50 large ones.
Directions included. Please add 2 lbs.
shipping weight for each pound.
Per pound $2.50

Made from the true musks and secretions of the animals and
bird* Give your hunting pal a break — let him know what
you want him to hunt or leave alone. I am one of the top
scent manufacturers in America. My scents and lures are
used extensively across North America I have owned and
trained hunting dogs for 25 years Order with confidence
from a man that owns and trains dogs Please state if you
desire training or breaking scents when ordering

Training

Mr. Deer Hunter, how many times have you spent a week in
good deer country with plenty of fresh tracks, droppings
and other tell tale deer signs and never seen a flag of a
deer. I’m betting the deer were very close to you at times.
Human odor is why so many deer hunters come home
empty handed. I have a skillful blend of deer musk and
other musks that are attractive to all species of the deer
family This lure was developed after many years of re
search and study. It will arouse the curiosity even in the
big old bucks. I have letters on file telling of instances
where, after being jumped, deer have doubled back for a
second time. Hunters have reported having deer walk
straight towards them, with the wind blowing from them
towards the deer, while using Cronk's Master Deer Lure.
Master Deer Lure has been on the market for 17 years,
sales increase each year and a large percentage of these
sales are repeat orders. Only successful hunters order the
same deer lure again. This deer lure is used in every deer
producing state in the United States as well as in Canada.
Free instructions with each order; tells what to do to be
successful and what not to do I guarantee this to over
come natural human odor and will attract deer to you from
a reasonable distance. All you need is the right shot and
this we leave to you. Comes with handy applicator.
Regular Size Postpaid........................................... $2.50

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Breaki ng

Rabbit - 'Coon — Fox — Squirrel - Quail
Bobcat - Coyote
Deer - Pheasant — Duck

Deer — Opossum - Rabbi*
Fox — Coyote — Bobcat

Free instructions with all orders.
— $2 50, 4 oz. - $4 75, 8 oz. — $8 50, 16 oz
Dealer inquiries invited

2 oz

CRONK’S SCIENTIFIC
RACCOON TRAPPING
by Oscar Cronk
This book on one animal is big
ger than most trapping books
covering trapping in general. Has
79 pages -19 chapters and tells
how to prepare and organize a
trapline like a professional. Over
50 professional line drawings
and photos. Raccoon pelts are
high - cash in on the market now.
Catch 50 to 100 or more pelts in a
short time. This book tells you
how it’s done. Everything you
need to know is in this book.
Price $5.00

— $13.50

TRAPPING WITH
GREAT TRAPPERS
by Donald
“Jack” Anderson

ARNOLD’S
PROFESSIONAL
FOX TRAPPING
by Walter L. Arnold

The
author
of
Good-bye
Mountain Man delves into past
history and brings out true narra
tives of the tough men who
created the historic fur trade and
helped shape the destiny of
America. The author traces trap
ping and the fur trade from the
King of Mountain Men, John Col
ter, to the tide water marshes of
New Jersey. Contains 72 pages.
Final chapter reveals what must
be done to save trapping.
Postage & Handling .50
Price $3.50

This is the booklet you
need to help solve catch
ing those woods wise fox.
Walter Arnold, the fa
mous wilderness trapper,
tells how to prepare land,
water and snow sets - to
make leak proof bait jar guide & stepping sticks.
Has 30 pages - 7 chapters
loaded with information
on overcoming freezing
conditions.
Price $5.00

BLAKE & LAMB
SKINNING KNIFE
Unexcelled for skinning furbearers or
dressing out game and fish. Brass lined,
nickel silver bolster, stag handle. The
blades are long, slender, true, skinning
blades, made from razor steel. Length of
knife when closed 4”, each blade is 3”.
This is a fine knife for the trapper, hunter
or hobbyist.
Shipping wt. 4 oz.
Price $6.50

CRONK S LIQUID
FOX & COYOTE BAIT

Cronk’s Calls and Gland Lures
These lures have become famous across the fur lands of
America. Only top quality ingredients go into their making.

CRONK’S
LOGWOOD
DYE

This is highly attractive to fox, coyote and is very easy to use. Use
half teaspoon to each set, will give out odor in freezing weather.

Shp. Wt. 6 Ozs. Per Jar $2.50
Otter, liquid ..............................
Beaver 1, heavy type .............
Beaver 2, liquid .......................
Muskrat 1, liquid .....................
Muskrat 2, paste type............
Muskrat 3, late fall ..................
All Fur Calls, for all

$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

animals...................................
Fisher 1, liquid, with
skunk essence .....................
Fisher 2, heavy type with
skunk essence .....................
Raccoon 1, all season ...........
Raccoon 2, fall & winter........
Fox 1, gland lure ......................
Fox 2, fall & winter .................

$2.75

$3.00
$3.00
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

Fox 3, mating ...........................
Fox 4, winter ............................
Bobcat 1, all season ...............
Bobcat 2, fall ..................
Bobcat 3, land..........................
Bobcat 4, late fall/winter.......
Mink 1, all season...................
Mink 2, fall & winter ...............
Otter, all season......................
Coyote 1, gland lure ...............
Coyote 2, food & curiosity ....
Coyote 3, mating.....................
Coyote 4, winter......................

$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50
$2.50

Allagash Fur Call, with skunk

essence, all animals
all season .............................. $3.00

Add 4 ozs. shp. wt. for ea. bottle.

MacGOWAN’S FREEZEPROOF DIRT METHOD
We are now offering the
famous MacGowan Freezeproof
Dirt Method to all of our custom
ers including those from the State
of Maine. This booklet tells
everything for the first time. Does
not contain, glycerine, calcium
chloride, peat moss, or salt or
other types of soil conditioners.
Unique in the trapping field.
Gordon MacGowan was the in
ventor, the true originator of this
method. With long haired fur being up in price, cash
in on this unique method and catch fox, bobcat, coyote,
mink, etc. when most of the trappers have pulled their
traps. Will stand two heavy rains and then the dirt
will fluff back dry after it stops raining, even if the
temperature drops to 15° below. Be prepared when
the season opens and out-trap your competition. The
first fox will pay for this method 10 times over. It also
tells how Gordon MacGowan made his favorite land
set. Priced so that every trapper can afford it.
Price Postpaid

$5.00

CRONK’STOX & COYOTE BAIT
Take advantage of the fox and coyote s curiosity and hungry
stomach. Made of choice animal meats, aged just right. A must for
the fox and coyote trapper.
Shp. Wt. 1 lb. Per Jar $3.50

RED FOX
URINE
The best known human odor eraser
that's possible to use. We believe our urine is the
best on the market. I use a preservative that holds the foxy smell yet
still retains the natural odor months later if you haven't used it.
Professionals use fox urine by the gallon.
4 ozs............................................. 8 ozs. Shp. Wt. $ 2.50
Pint ............................................. 2 lbs Shp. Wt. $ 6.50
Quart .......................................... 4 lbs. Shp. Wt. $ 8.75
Gallon ...................................... 10 lbs. Shp. Wt.$24.50

ORDER BLANK

ADDRESS

TOWN

The best trap dye known, as it contains only natural wood odor, a
necessity for trappers of elusive animals. One pound will dye three
dozen No. 2 traps a deep blue-black or a larger number a lighter
blue. This does a better job than the chips, also saves you money.
Please add 2 lbs. shipping weight foreach pound. Per Pound $2.00

ALDRICH
CABLE
TRAP
Black Bear, Cougar
and Wolf Size

Safe humane snare type trap for the above men
tioned animals. Throws a 3/16’’ cable loop 421/2” in
circumference. Legal in Maine. Check your own
state of province for your law.
Shipping wt. per complete cable trap 4 lbs. Not
postpaid. Price $20.00 ea.

STATE

ZIP

SUBTOTAL
Make checks payable to:
Cronk’s Outdoor Supplies
Dept. 1096, Wiscasset, Me. 04578

Me. Customer’s Add Tax

Postage

TOTAL

Send
All Orders
to:

CRONK'S OUTDOOR SUPPLIES
Dept. 1096, Wiscasset, Maine 04578

Tel.

207-882-7032
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Late Season White Perch Fishing
For the fans of Isaac Walton
this is your last chance to grab
just a little bit of summer before
it slides into those first days of
fall. Since June 21 days have
been getting shorter, resulting in
inevitable cooling which signals
the end of fresh water fishing for
1979. Before yon count the year
gone, why not take a chance to
go and try and catch some of the
old reliable fish of Maine, the
white perch.
There is probably not a more
willing fish than this silvery
beauty. In this part of the state
that is, Washington County, the
white perch are found in all of
our waters and can make a
handsome reward for the freezer
during Mother Nature’s farewell

to the summer of this year.
What is the best bait for this
type of fishing? You probably
guessed already. It’s worms and
minnows. Certainly these bat
tlers will hit Raphalas, jigs, and
streamers* However, there is

nothing better than live bait.
This time of year the fish will be
found in the deeper holes. Most
of the time they will be fairly
near bottom. Once a school is
located and the fish begin to bite
it is very important to keep some
bait in the water at all times. If
everything works as it should
you will find the school will
slowly rise until they are about 5
or 6 feet below the bottom of the
boat looking for just one more
mouthful. Failure to keep bait in
the water under these conditions
will result in the school drifting
away from your anchored boat
and the fishing coming to a halt.
Before
the
present
road
system into Third Machias Lake
this beautiful piece of water was
one of the prime white perch
lakes in the area. But coupled
with the introduction of the
smallmouth bass to both Third
and Fourth Machias Lakes the
white perch fishing will never be
the same. Prior to the middle

sixties these two lakes were
strictly
perch
and
pickerel
waters with the schools of perch
bordering
on
phenomenal
numbers. Two pounders were
evident and it was nothing at all
to land over 100 fish if you
desired.
The
planting
of
the
smallmouth
has
introduced
competition to the white perch
with the result that the bass
fishing has been just tremen
dous, but as with all cases of
competing fish, the bait can only
be eaten by one species or the
other, and in this particular case
the bass has taken the driver’s
seat.
The problem is rather a happy
one as it is rather neat not to be
able to catch a mess of perch but
instead to be hooking onto a l-’/z
or 2 pound bass, in its place.
In direct contradiction to the
bass-perch competition we find
some of the best perch fishing in
Pocompass Lake which is a bass
lake about seven miles from
Grand Lake Stream. Traveling
approximately Vz to 3A miles

ry BRUNSWICK GUN SHOP
ANTIQUE & MODERN
Bought, Sold, Traded, Repaired, & Appraised

'

Complete Black Powder Gun and
Gun Kit Selection and All Supplies

Your gun cleaned, bore scoped, and checked over. TRI-FLON
treatment also available.
We enjoy helping our customers. Each one is someone special.

Steve Takach
Grand Lake Stream 04637
from Elsmore Landing Campsite
there is a stretch on the shore of
this lake which will consistantly
produce large perch from the end
of August to the first party of
September.
As you travel west out of
Grand Lake Stream on the G.P.
Logging Road and after you pass
the roads to Elsmore Landing,
Third
Machias
and
Fourth
Machias you can continue on to
some more great perch fishin'g.
Approximately 20 miles out on
this road we come to the area of
the Unknown Lakes split by this
logging road. These two tiny
lakes
eventually drain
into
Fourth Machias Lake and have

GREENWOOD
ORCHARDS
SWEET CIDER

31 Bath Road, Brunswick, Maine04011
[207] 729-8322

Ammo, Reloading Tools, & Components

Grand Lake
Stream Area

APPLES — Early Macs, Paula, Reds, Puritans, Cortlands,
Red and Golden Delicious. Also Plums and Pears.
Native Fresh Vegetables in Season.
Pure honey, maple syrup, fresh ground peanut butter, farm
butter, eggs & cheese. Home made goodies.
We Accept Food Coupons
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

FARM STAND & CIDER MILL
Rt. 4, Turner

A. G. STORES
Mr. and Mrs. Consumer:
We would like to give you a few of the many rea
sons to shop the great family store in your neighborhood
- THE AG STORE - where the owner has your needs
and at competitive prices too I

— AG Stores feature weekly specials.

— AG Stores feature nationally advertized brands
along with our Shur-fine and Maine Candy Kitchen labels.
— Your local AG Store is just around the corner.
With these days of gasoline shortages, we all know how
imporant that is.
— Most of all, AG Stores are large enough to ser
vice all your needs, yet small enough to remain court
eous and friendly.

Tel. 225-3764

produced great catches of white
perch. Out in that same area we
also find the Chain Lakes which
are another group of lakes that
harbor some good white perch

and bass fishing.
Sometimes it might be a little
difficult to locate schools of perch
as they drift back and forth
through the deep waters of these
lakes. When this happens rely on
just a little of your fishing
knowledge. This can be done
simply by drifting on a coor
dinate system across the areas
you expect the fish to be feeding.
Simply trailing a gob of worms,
spinner or a small Rapalla
usually produces the location of
the fish. Of course the same type
of thing can be done by trolling,
but the main consideration here
is that you must make sure your
lure is deep enough to get to the
fish if they are in fact at a depth
of 35 to 40 feet. Believe it or not
location by trolling requires a
lead core line under certain
circumstances.
When it comes to eating, there
are few that will turn up their
nose to white perch. This sweet
white meat is hard to beat. The
most common way of preparing
this fish is to filet it and fry it in
deep fat. There are other ways in
which this fish can be enjoyed.
Simply poaching a white perch
filet in rolling boiling water for
just a few minutes will produce a
fat free filet which suits many
people’s diet better than cooking
in
grease.
The
use of
a
microwave oven will cook a
couple of filets in just a whisper
of time, resulting in a non
fattening meal. You could also
try smoking some white perch if
you have the time.
The white perch is certainly
not an Atlantic salmon, but
thank God for the little silver
beauty because without them
many days would be fishless.

KEEP
MAINE
SCENIC
State Park & Recreation Commission

Aufusta. Maine

MEL'S
SPORTS
WE’VE GOT IT ALL!
• Guns
• Hunting Equipment
• Fishing
Equipment &
I ackle
• Archery Equipment
• Pioneer
Chain
Saws,
Parts, & Service
• Coleman
Equipment,
Sales & Service
• Camping Equipment

COME SEE US FOR

ADVICE, VARIETY,
BEST VALUES
Were right across
from L.L. Bean

Tel: (207>-582-6500

124 Main St.
Freeport, Me. 04032
(207) 865-3277
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Canyou
afford to lose
Maine
Yankee?
Several anti-nuclear groups
are taking advantage of the public s
uncertainty about the safety of
nuclear power and are circulating
petitions to permanently close the
Maine Yankee atomic power plant at
Wiscasset. The news media have
given them a good deal of coverage,
but nobody has explained what
serious consequences the people of
Maine face if the plant should be
closed.
This advertisement has been
paid for by Maine Yankee to give
you the information you need to
make an intelligent decision on
whether you should sign one of
their petitions.

Maine needs the
power Maine
Yankee provides.

Consider the facts
about Maine
Yankee.

. Today the nuclear plant
generates 1 /3 of Maine utility cus
tomers' electricity. Shut it down and
we'll have a real problem down the
road: not enough electricity to go
around. And that means brownouts
and rolling blackouts which would
result in a loss of electricity for
extended periods on a regular basis.

Maine Yankee has been running
for six and a half years and has
produced more than 30 billion kilowatt
hours of electricity without significant
environmental impact. In 1978 it
established world records for con
tinuous around-the-clock operation
(392 days) and total power output on a
continuous run of 7 billion kilowatt
hours. You don't get that kind of
performance from "deficient tech
nology and planning/'

What are the anti
nuclear groups
really after?

Your electric bill
will skyrocket.
During the last month you've
seen what has happened to the price
and availability of gasoline, and you
can imagine what's going to happen to
heating oil prices next winter. Can you
guess what will happen to your
electric bill if we re forced to shut
down one of the most economical
means we have to generate elec
tricity9 To produce power for Maine
customers. Maine Yankee uses
$10.000,000 dollars worth of nuclear
fuel per year. But to replace this
power with oil-fired generation would
cost at least $74,000,000 dollars at
today's prices, and your electric bill
will skyrocket1

They claim that they're out to
protect you from the "economic,
physical and mental risks'' that result
from "deficient technology and plan
ning" but what they're really trying to
do is close Maine Yankee at once.
And this comes at a time when
President Carter is moving to free the
country from the stranglehold of
dependence on foreign oil.

Once Maine Yankee goes, the
stage is set for the remaining nuclear
plants in New England and the rest of
the country to follow. This is what all
those demonstrations have been
about.

Maine Yankee sponsored this
message to appeal to your common
sense and to point out the misdirected
efforts of a small group of people
whose actions could seriously affect
Maine's future.

We don't intend to stand by
and watch our customers suffer
the higher cost of electricity that would
result if Maine Yankee were per
manently shut down.

We hope you agree with our
position and that you'll refuse to
sign one of these anti-Maine
Yankee petitions.
If you agree with us or want more
information we'd like to hear from you.

The cost of this advertisement is not charged to Maine rate payers.

P.O. Box 540 • Wiscasset, Maine 04578
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Earlier Hunting For Inland Gunners?
For too long a time now the
inland bird and duck hunter has
been pretty much on the short
end of the stick as far as seasons
have
been
concerned.
The
opening dates, season, split or
otherwise, have been pretty
much in favor of the coastal
gunner. I, and many many others
back 100 miles or so from the
coast, feel it’s time for a change.
Woodcock and ducks are solely
at the whim of the weather in
regards to the length of time
they have in the fall they must
fly south. If we get an especially
early freeze in October, our
birds, both ducks and woodcock
are long gone! And so is our
opportunity to hunt them. While
it is also possible for the coastal
area to have solid freeze in
October it is not nearly as likely
as it is further inland. I have
hunted woodcock along the coast
November 15, and with success
too. It’ll never happen up here in
the foothills. ,Nor would it be
likely in Aroostook County. My

•

point in all this? Simply this.
Why would it not make sense to
zone the state for upland birds
and ducks? Let us have, for
example,
a September
15th
opening on woodcock, grouse,
ducks and pheasant north of a
line across the state. Give us till
the end of October then shut it
off completely. Usually, the deer
season opens 5 or 6 days later
and no serious bird hunter is
going to take his dog afield once
the deer hunters invade the
woods.
Just
supposing
everything north of U.S. Route 2
from Gilead, across to Bangor,
then continuing on Route 9 to
Calais, were to be open early.
Everything south of that to be
decided by the hunters who live
and hunt that area. They, the
same as we, are in a better
position to determine desirable
dates that someone who lives 100
or 200 miles away. I’m an inland
duck hunter and I wouldn’t
propose to tell someone down in
Merrymeeting Bay the best time

BOOKING NOW FOR FALL HUNTING

FLVBUtK

• OCTOBER: PARTRIDGE &
WOODCOCK

• NOVEMBER: WHITETAIL
DEER
• REG. MAINE GUIDE SERVICE

CAMPS

• WELL-EQUIPPED
HOUSEKEEPING
COTTAGES WITH
FIREPLACES

Bob & ^J&cile Paradis, Oquossoc, Me. Tel. 864-5575

GOOD TIMES UNLIMITED
U.S. ROUTE 2
FARMINGTON, MAINE
0207-778-3482
The way to go first class . . .
without going broke!

Sales -

RENTALS -

Accessories

Featuring MONITOR TRAVEL TRAILERS
By Holiday Rambler
All 1979 rental tent campers drastically reduced for im
mediate sale. All units clean, in excellent condition & guaran
tees

- OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -

FLY’S, INC.
Pearson’s Sporting Goods
Mt. Blue High School Road

Farmington, Maine
207-778-4885
— FLY RODS: GRAPHITE & FIBERGLASS—
— SPINNING RODS, REELS, LURES, LINES—
RAINWEAR, CHEST & HIP WADERS, RUBBER PACS
BACKPACKS, SLEEPING BAGS, COLEMAN LANTERNS.
—ARCHERY EQUIPMENT, FLASHLIGHTS—

GUNS: New & Used — Bought & Sold
NEED FLIES?
We’ll custom tie the ones you want
...TRY YOUR NEW TACKLE...
IN OUR PRIVATE TROUT POND
We’ll Sight-In Your Pistol or Rifle Too

for h‘im to hunt. Nor would I
want him to tell me that I should
hunt ducks in November. It’s
great down there, but this area,
and others like it, are more often
than not void of ducks before the
end of the first half of a split
season. As far as a zoned season
putting additional pressure in
any particular spot is concerned.
I don’t believe it would happen,
and if it did I really don’t believe
it would have a disastrous effect.
Upland
hunters,
like deer
hunters
have
their
favorite
haunts and to travel great
distances to hunt on a hit or miss
basis of finding suitable covers,
bogs, rivers, etc., is not likely to
have a devastating effect. I’d be
most interested in hearing from
other upland gunners with their
opinions and ideas on such an
arrangement.
♦ ♦ ♦
The extended hot weather
during the latter part of July was
responsible for a sizeable fish kill
on Rangeley’s famed Quimby
Pond. Prompt action on the part
of
the
Rangeley
Guide’s
Association in cooperation with
the local wardens and members
of the state Forestry Dept, got
the
situation
under control.
Seven pumps, normally used to
fight forest fires, were borrowed
from the Forestry Dept, and
used
to aerate the
water.
Cooperation like this among the
state’s departments and local
organizations is really nice to
see.
The
problem
was
further
compounded at Quimby by the
presence of two big ospreys. So,
to help thwart their predation at
the time of any already serious
situation, the local guide’s and
sportsmen’s association built a
large screen over Wilbur Spring
where the fish had congregated
in large numbers to try to take
advantage of the cooler water.

Sixty-three members of the
Rangeley Association turned out
for the July meeting to hear
Polly Damon, local fly tier and
shop owner, speak and show
films on famous fly fisherman,
Herb Welch. Membership in the
organization
is growing and
many of the members are also
members of the Carrie Steven
Chapter of Trout Unlimited. The
proposed Dam (spillway) for
*Quimby Pond is scheduled to be
constructed this fall. Good news

Rangeley
Franklin Co
Phil Foster Box 672
Farmington 04938
at last. Much credit is due the
Rangeley
people
and
more
especially the guide’s association
for their interest and dedication
in getting this project completed.
It’s something that should have
been done years ago.
In an effort to upgrade the
quality of the fishing and help
perpetuate
the
continued
existence of native brook trout in
the lower reaches of the South

Continued on next page

I Buy
Fur, deerskin and cattle hides
My own chunk fox and coyote bait
ready Oct. 1 (Not Mailable)
Deerskin gloves to sell and trade.

Victor traps and trapping supplies at
discount prices

WALTER BEAN
8 Spring Street

Tel. 746-3746

East Millinocket 04430

EAGLE
SPORT
SHOP
at Robinwood Plaza
Routes 2 and 4 East Wilton, Maine
Tel. 645-2500

GUNS, AMMO
and CLOTHING
WE HAVE BLACK POWDER
Firearms by Weatherby, Winchester,
Remington, Ruger, S&W — Buy — Sell — Trade

LOADING SUPPLIES
Buck and Case Knives
Compasses — Topographical Maps
Boats by Sorel, Timberland, Outdoorsman

NON-RESIDENT LICENSES

Advertise FREE or at Low Cost
You can tell 40,000 Maine and out-of-state
sportsmen what you have to buy, sell or trade.
The Maine SportsmarrTrading Post has brought
results to hundreds of satisfied readers.
We offer free classifieds of not more than 20
words to subscribers on a one-time basis. This
offer does not extend to full or part time
businesses.
For non-subscribers and businesses the
minimum rate Is $3.50 for 20 words or less. For
over 20 words, add 15 cents per word. Payment
must be made with your order.
The Maine Sportsman also offers low-cost
display advertising. For more information on the
Sportsmans Trading Post or other advertising
rates, call or write: The Maine Sportsman, Box
507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096. Telephone
846-9501

Place my ad in the Sportsman’s Trading Post as Follows: [Print or type]
Buy ad for 12 months, get one month free! Deadline 15th of month.

...FOR THE LADIES...
YARNS, NEEDLES, HOOKS, BOOKS, HOOKING RUGS
100% HOMESPUN WOOL YARN —
Knitting & Crocheting Lessons
— FLY TYING & FLY CASTING LESSONSMon-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.
9-6
9-8
9-6
9-5

Branch of the Dead River, the
Carrie Stevens Chapter of Trout,
Unlimited and the Rangeley
Guide’s
and
Sportsman’s
Association
will
be
asking
Commissioner Glenn Manuel for
a hearing to establish the lower
reaches as fly fishing only waters
with a reduced bag limit and
increased size limit. The time has
long since passed when the

Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
[Make checks or money orders payable to The Maine Sportsman]
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Maine’s Underharvested Shore Birds
Some 50 sportsmen travelled
to Auburn to attend the annual
public hearing to express their
opinions regarding the hunting
season for woodcock, rail snipe,
sea ducks and gallinules to the
Maine Waterfowl council.
By far, the discussion relating
to the opening date and length of
the woodcock season generated
the most comments from those in
attendance.
The woodcock season will open
September 24
and
continue
through November 15 this year.
A change that will allow for an
earlier opening date1 and longer
season.
The snipe season will open
September
1
and
continue
through December 16. with a
daily limit of eight birds and

sixteen in possession.
The rail and gallinule season
will open September 1 and
continue through November 9
with a daily limit of 15 birds and
30 in possession for the latter,
and a daily limit of 25 birds with
25 in possession for the former.
The sea duck season will open
October 1 and continue through
January 15, with a daily limit of
seven: scoter, eider or old squaw
in the aggregate.

Ransom Kelley from South
port and supporter of the Maine
Stocking Program attended the
hearing. During the discussion
he mentioned that he had noted
good numbers of young eider
ducks cruising the coastline. He
also pointed out that the black
backed gulls,, particularly in the

Earlier Hunting For
Inland Gunners?
Continued from previous page
serious fisherman has got to
realize, if he doesn’t already,
that we’ve got to take positive
steps to protect our fisheries.
The changes proposed for the
South Branch are first steps in
the right direction.
Another project discussed at
the August meeting of the local
chapter of TU was the possibility
of raising money to restore or
replace the dam at Redington
Pond. Some 30 years ago, before
the dam went out, this body of
water was a prime spot for large
trout, of both the brown and
brook varieties. Since the dam
went out (failure by the paper
company to keep it up) the pond
is nothing more than an over
sized deadwater loaded with
stumps and dry-ki. If you hook a
good fish there now it’s im

Dory & Bud Williams

possible to land it as there’s no
water to play the fish in and
stumps galore. I have talked
with many people about this
project and all are greatly in
favor of it. Steps are underway
to locate the present owners of
the dam to see if the project can
become a reality. More on this as
events unfold.
The nights and days have
finally cooled down and the
opportunity to work our dogs is
at hand. About three weeks and
we can take to the woods in quest
of the “Timberdoodles.” This is
the time to get your dog as well
as yourself into condition. A trip
to your nearest skeet or trap
range for a few rounds is bound
to help sharpen your reactions
too. If you don’t have a range
handy get a friend or even the
Missus, to throw a few birds
from a hand trap. It helps.

[207] 243-2930

CARRYING PUCE
Sporting Camps on Pierce Pond Stream
Pond & stream fishing for salmon & trout
Hunting for partridge, deer, & bear
Hiking — Vacations
American Plan Only
Fine food our specialty
Boat rentals on Dierce Pond
Lunch & Dinner by reservation

P.O. BOX 315

BINGHAM, MAINE 04920

Merrymeeting Bay area continue
to be a threat to the breeding
waterfowl populations.
The lack of public opinion
being
stated
during
the
discussion of seasons of snipe,
rail and gallinules captured my
curiosity.
All these shorebirds can be
found with a degree of success in
one
of
the
most
popular
waterfowl hunting areas in the
state, Merry meeting Bay.
They
are
generally
un
derharvested, thus a generous
bag limit is allowed within the
federal guidelines.
A 20 gauge open bore with No.
9 size shot is more than adequate
and a dog that will retrieve can
be an asset.
There is a public boat launch
on Rt. 24 in Richmond, which
allows easy access to the Ken
nebec River.
The Wilson snipe, jacksnipe or
snipe is a nocturnal migratory
shore birds, which simply seem
to appear one morning noticeably

Mid-Coastal
Report
Daniel Nein
133 Bridgeton Road
Westbrook 04091

RENTALS
SALES
SERVICE
STORAGE
SNACK BAR and Groceries

Continued on next page

STATE OF MAINE
DETAILED - ACCURATE - SCALE: 3 MILES

1 INCH

COUNTY MAPS
Are Indispensable to

Guides-Campers-Canoeists-Tourists-Fishermen-Hunters-Salesmen

Have you ever wasted hours of a great fishing morning looking for an
old tote road that leads into a special trout pond? We have, and we
decided to do something about it.
We discovered maps for each county in the state that show abandoned roads, new roads, ponds and streams. These maps are
made by Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc. of Bangor. We talked to Mr.
George Carlisle, president of the firm and asked him how these maps
came into being.

Prentiss and Carlisle has been in timber management since the Civil
War. Mr. Prentiss began it with his own property. With his retirement,
he passed the business on to his family. In 1924, the Prentiss family got
together with the Carlisles and the firm was incorporated.
As the firm’s operations expanded over the state, it became
necessary to record reports of the different land areas that detailed the
wilds more completely than road maps. As a result, Prentiss and
Carlisle found themselves in the map business as a by-product of
timber management. They take great care to up-date the maps regularly.
By special arrangement with Prentiss and Carlisle, we are able to
offer you a choice of these maps. It pleases us to be able to share this
discovery with you, and think you*lI find these maps as useful as we do.
—The Publishers.
ANDROSCOGGIN - KENNEBEC ■ SAGADAHOC - LINCOLN (One Plan)
AROOSTOOK Northern Part

$2.00

.......

.... $1.75

CUMBERLAND-YORK (One Plan)

•
•
•
•
•

Traditionally rail hunting is
most popular from Connecticut
southward along the Atlantic
coast. In the high grasses of the
bay area both Virginia and sora
rails can be found, with the latter
being far more common. The
Virginia
rail’s
diet consists
primarily of insects and shellfish,
supplemented by seeds. While
the Sora rails dine on less animal
matter and more seeds. Soras
are found most often on fresh or

increasing
the
resident
population, then disappearing a
week or two later. The frost
stimulates migration, since the
birds probe the spongy ground
for insects. Snipe are migrating
through
the state by
mid
September. These birds will
linger in brackish salt and fresh
water marshes.
The snipe has a very erratic
flight pattern, when flushed from
the swales and is among the most
sporty of wing shooting targets.

HANCOCK....................................... ............ $2.00
OXFORD

.................................................

WALDO

$1.75

$2.00

PISCATAQUIS................................

........................................................ $1.50

AROOSTOOK Southern Part

$2.00
.........

$1.75

KNOX.......................................... ..............

$1.50

PENOBSCOT

$2.00

............................

SOMERSET.................................................
WASHINGTON

COMPLETE SET - FLAT FOR MOUNTING........................ $13.00
MOOSEHEAD LAKE

$2.00

NOTE: These plans mounted together will give a State Map approx. 6' x 8'6*

MAINE RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX
QUAN.

Narrows Bridge
Lovell, Maine 04051
Appalachian Canoes
Glastron Boats
Fishing Tackle
Tel[207]925.3000Now4,ctfeCa(
open 1 Days Snowmob/7e Dea/er

$2.00

........................................... $2.00

Enclosed is $......... plus .50 postage and handling for:

Kezar Lake Marina

$1.50

FRANKLIN ..............................

MAP

•

Send to:

NAME ..................................................... .......................................................
ADDRESS .............................. . .......................................................................

......... ...................... ...........

ZIP..................................................

Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
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1979 Deer Hunting Season Dates
Fish
and
Wildlife
Com
missioner Glenn H. Manuel has
set the 1979 deer hunting season
dates, with a season the same
length as last year’s. His action
followed a meeting with the Fish
and Wildlife Advisory Council to
discuss the subject.
The Commissioner noted that
in most areas of the state, the
deer herd experienced an easy
winter, and the overall deer

population is expected to show a
gain over last year’s.
One departure from recent
deer hunting seasons is the
location of the line separating the
northern and southern zones.
This year it will be the Canadian
Pacific Railway main line tracks,

from Vanceboro to west of Jack
man.
Hunters had sought the zone
line change, contending that the
former one,
which
followed
township lines, was difficult to
locate.
In the northern zone, the
firearms season for all hunters
will begin on October 29. It
starts one week later, November
5, in the southern zone.
Maine law provides that the

Saturdays before the general
opening dates are reserved for
Maine resident hunters only —
Oct. 27 in the north and Nov. 3
elsewhere.
Deer hunting ends statewide
on
the
Saturday
after

Thanksgiving, Nov. 24.
The special archery season for
deer opens statewide Oct. 1 and
ends the day before the firearms
season begins in each zone.
The Commissioner and Ad
visory
Council
discussed
thoroughly several proposals for
adjusting the deer season in a
few local areas as an attempt to

restore
decreasing
deer
populations. These suggestions
were made at a public hearing in
Augusta June 13.
The Department’s
Wildlife
Division says that the primary
reasons for these population
declines are a period of in
creasingly severe winters, on the
average, and a decrease in

quality of habitat (inadequate
winter food and shelter), coupled
with an increase in predation on
deer
by
coyotes.
Hunting
pressure does not seem to be a
major factor.

However, due to public con
cern in an attempt to determine
more accurately the effect of
hunting pressure, the Wildlife
Division suggested some areas
which, if closed, might produce
useful information on the effects,

if any, of local closures.

The
Commissioner
and
Council,
however,
felt that
closing or shortening the season
in local areas would not provide
the solution to the problem. This
also was expressed in letters and

petitions
from
the
public,
bearing about 100 signatures,
sent
to
the
Commissioner
following the public hearing.
Considered for closure were
several areas along the state’s
western border, roughly from
Gilead to Big 6 Twp., northwest
of Moosehead Lake.
Citizens in the Fryeburg area
had asked that the deer season in
that town and environs be
shortened to one week to reduce
hunting pressure. Commissioner
Manuel felt that such a short
season might result in a con
centration of hunters, increasing
the danger of hunting accidents
and perhaps, by keeping deer on
the move, actually increasing the
deer kill rather than reducing it.

Maine’s Underharvested Shore Birds
Continued from previous page
brackish tidal rivers, while the
Virginia
rail
prefers
more
brackish waters. Rails are also
migrating through the state by
mid-September.
Brian Worth, Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife Warden, can be
counted among those few who

pursue the rail in the bay area.
Worth commented that few hunt
the rail in the bay area, but he
eagerly spends a day each season
pushing the dense stands of rice.
The most opportune time for the
hunter is the highest flood tide
which accompanies a full moon or
new moon: but a high tide will

JAY’S
..
TAXIDERMY Bi

do.
These
birds
are
very
reluctant to flush and at low tide
they will run through the dense
stands of vegetation at the ap
proach of the hunter, rather than
flush.
The gallinule arrive at the bay
a little later, usually around mid
October. The method used for
hunting would be similar to that
utilized
by
rail
hunters.
Gallinules are also reluctant to
flush and will choose to run

M»H

Call or Write for Estimate

JAY (ALL, TAXIDERMIST
Rt. 126 Washington Rd.
Jefferson, Maine 04348

through the vegetation if af
forded the opportunity.
These birds are primarily seed
eaters, though they will also
include various insects, worms,
and shellfish in their diets.
Their
flight
is
somewhat
slower
and
more laborious,
however they can be tricky as
they skim over the tops of stands
of vegetation, and suddenly drop
out of sight.
♦ ♦ *

YOUR OUTDOOR
HEADQUARTERS
• Outerwear

• Camping & Fishing
• Footwear

Phone: 207-549-5004

• Dufflebags
• Backpacks

JUST

LET US HELP YOU
ENJOY THE

PLAIN

Authorized Dealers

y
f

PONTIAC

OUTDOORS!!

GOOD

(207) 623-4381

DEALS!

ARMY - NAVY STORE
182 Water Street
Augusta, Maine
04330
Open Mon-Sat 9-5
Thurs Night Til 9

We’ve got a yard full

of Chevy trucks and
you’re in the driver’s seat!!!

Farciuc.

All colors . . . Most models
ALL YOURS FOR

JUST 5%

Over

Dealer Cost
While They Last!

Talk to Our Truck Specialists

Today . . . They’ll give you

a deal that other dealers
only talk about!!!

MORTON MOTOR CO.
Wilton Road

AROOSTOOK
COUNTY
Bear Mountain
Lodge
Smyrna Mills, Me. 04780 Tel. 207-528-2124.
Located 12 miles north of Patten, Maine on scenic Route 11.
Housekeeping cabins available for bear hunters, fishermen,
and vacationers from May thru October. One cabin located
on beautiful Rockabema Lake.

Bear Hunts — May-October — Fishing — May thru
September — Grouse & Woodcock Hunting — October —
Deer & Bear (Archery) — October — Deer & Bear (Rifle) November.
Accommodationsand guides available for moose hunting in
September - 1980.
All cabins fully equipped for any size party. Brochure and
references on request.

Farmington, Maine

778-3354
REMEMBER: Nearly Everyone Likes Morton’s Service

CARROLL P. GEROW
Registered Maine Guide and Outfitter

The Casco Bay Tuna Club,
some
160
members strong,
sponsored
its'
11th
annual
nationally
recognized
Bailey
Island Tuna Tournament. The
official headquarters once again
was Dockside at Mackerel Cove
on Bailey Island.
This year was somewhat
disappointing, as only three fish
were boated in comparison to 13
last year. The total poundage
recorded last year was 9,136,
while only 2,398 this year.
Thick fog hampered tour
nament action from Tuesday
through Friday, thus less than
ideal conditions prevailed for
spotting these giants of the deep.
In the harpoon category: Herb
McIntire from Small Point took
home all the marbles, recording
the first fish, most fish in
poundage, and largest single
fish.
He harpooned an 844
pounder, the first day of the
tournament'.
In the rod and reel category,
Dick Robinson from Portsmouth,
N.H., recorded the largest fish
and smallest fish overall, a 699
pounder landed the second day of
the tournament.
On the final day of the tour
nament, Brook Weiner out of
York, harpooned an 841 pounder.
* * ♦

I have been told that coho
salmon are again b.eing caught
occasionally from the State Pier
in Portland by local mackerel
fishermen.

Legislature
Increases
License Fees
Everything else might be
higher, but the cost of a Maine
hunting license will be the same
this fall as it’s been for the past
three years.
The Maine Fish and Wildlife
Dept, says that a license fee
increase was passed by the
recent Maine legislature but
won’t be in effect until 1980.

At that time, most resident
licenses will increase by $2 while
nonresident fees go up by $5.
Hunting licenses
presently
cost Maine residents $7.50 while
nonresidents pay $60.50 to hunt
all legal species or $30.50 for
small game only.
The Fish and Wildlife Dept.,
projecting serious
financial
difficulties beginning in 1980,
asked the legislature for the
increase and in addition is
making heavy budget cuts.

Four years of inflation and
recent pay increases for state
employees
precipitated
the
crisis.
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Lobster Lake Campsites Closed Down
With
the region’s stream
fishing now closed for the season,
anglers will be turning their
attention back to lakes and ponds
where the fishing has been good,
but spotty. It is not unusual for a
person to fish all day for several
days straight catching a few fish,
then suddenly the fishing will go
crazy. Fred Brown, an angler
from Pennsylvania staying on
Moosehead
Lake,
proudly
displayed the five salmon that he
and his family had brought in
that day.
It was earlier that day that a
discouraged
fisherman
was
complaining about what he called
the slow fishing on Maine’s
largest lake. “I don’t think this
lake has any fish in it,” he said.
Well, I proceeded to introduce
these men to each other and
show the discouraged man the
five nice salmon which had just
been caught at Big Duck Cove.
The expression on his face was
worth a thousand words and
after asking several questions,
he headed off to the tackle shop
and shortly after was on the lake
giving it another try.
The number of people fishing
the region and the number of
successful fishermen do vary. A
lake like Moosehead does have
plenty of fish swimming in its
waters, but to be successful, you
have to know where and how to
catch them. It takes many
patient hours of fishing to learn
any lake and as a rule, the most
successful fishermen are the ones
that return each year.

♦**

This brings me to another
subject, electronic fishing. I have
had several people tell me of
their increased success with
depth finders, fish finders and
other such equipment not to
mention the CB radio. With this
equipment it is easy to spot fish,
find the holes and listen in with
the CB to find where they are
hitting. This practice of using
electronics to catch fish is not my
idea of sport fishing. Whenever
someone begins boasting about
an electronic catch I can only
think back on some of the stories
that guides such as Joe and Paul
King of Rockwood have told me
about the days when they would
troll all day from a canoe with no
motor, just a paddle. Trolling
with a paddle ... that was work, a
technique that has been lost to
so-called
progress. One fish
caught while trolling with paddle
power is worth several caught
with electronics, in my book. I
like to keep the guess work in
fishing.

Moosehead-Allagash
John Williard Jr.
Box 81, Rockwood 04478

A healthy young moose in the road near Lobster
Lake. (Don Klepper photo)
each day in order to insure
plenty of water for canoeists to
get down the nine mile section of
white
water.
Many of the
streams and brooks in the region
are running dry. Use of the
waterway is still up from last
year according to the people at
the Telos ranger station although
traffic on the North Maine
Woods roads in the area is
reported down. It seems that
more people know where they
are going and aren’t doing as
much wandering and exploring
the roadways. The present policy
of the waterway managers is to
build more campsites rather than
to limit use through permits and
reservations. They seem to feel
that there is still plenty of room
if traffic is kept spread out along
the wilderness lake and river
chain. It was generally agreed
that by starting the Allagash trip
during the week rather than on a
weekend, more empty campsites

♦♦♦

Due to the dry summer, water
is now being rationed on the
Allagash Waterway. Churchill
Dam is only opened until noon

♦♦♦

A very unfortunate thing has
happened on Lobster Lake, a
beautiful wilderness lake which
lies just to the Northeast of
Moosehead
Lake.
The
East
Grand Company of N.Y., N.Y.
has 2,300 acres in the Little Claw
area of the lake which happens to
be the most beautiful section of
the lake. It also happens to be
the same area where the state
has
maintained
several
authorized campsites for many
years. Now the East Grand
Company has decided to throw
the state sites off and build a
$50,000 lodge. The sites in this
area have been in use for
generations with thousands of
people having enjoyed their stay
in the area.
The sites are now officially
closed and the tables have been
moved down to another site
where future campers can be

Allagash Wilderness Waterway
which is owned by the state and
run as a wilderness area. This
idea has been discussed in the
past and while I personally was
never too excited about the idea
due to fears of too many
regulations and crowds, there
may be no alternative. We can’t
let a few people lock up our
remaining wild areas at the
expense of many.
It has been mentioned that the
state did have the opportunity a
few years ago to buy this land
and refused, which was probably
a mistake. This still doesn’t
change the present situation
where people have used land and
learned to love it only to be told
that they must leave. I hope our
children of the future will have
the same opportunity, as I have
had, to enjoy areas such as Little
Claw on Lobster Lake in their
unspoiled state. Anyone who has
any interest in saving these
areas should write to legislators
and the Department of Con
servation in Augusta.
The outlook for the bird
hunting season is good with
many
grouse
having
been
spotted in the region. It was a
good spring with many of the
young surviving from chicks to
adults. The deer population also
appears to be in good shape with
several reported sightings. The
ones I have seen so far this year
appear to be very healthy.
Well, I guess it’s time to start
thinking
about
some
good
September salmon fishing with
light tackle and fly rods so I’ll
sign off for now and get ready.

213 West Plain Street
Wayland, Mass. 01778
Tel. 1-617-653-9144

RETAILAND
MAIL ORDERS
Quality
since 1856!

FREE CATALOG

Outdoor Gear
Gifts & Sporting Prints
Fishing Equipment
Sportswear
Fly Fishing/Tying Schools
Hours 10 A M. to 6 P.M.
Closed Sun. & Mon.

IS SHOP or BOSTON, L

nc.

MULTI USE TOOL
HAMMER
HATCHET
PLIERS
NAIL PULLER
SCREW DRIVER
WIRE CUTTER
STAPLE PULLER
PIPE WRENCH
TACK PRY
WIRE STRETCHER
BOTTLE OPENER

♦**

There have been more reports
of black bass coming out of the
West Outlet of Moosehead Lake
near the Old Mill Campground.
Several people claim to have
caught several small bass at the
outlet as well as Long Pond just
below the outlet. The warmer
water in the pond is obviously
providing good habitat for the
bass to thrive on. They have not
yet taken hold in Moosehead but
they may in the future. It is
generally believed that someone
deliberately placed them in the
outlet with hopes of adding a new
sport fish to the area. Whether
this is true or not, they are in
Long Pond and where they go
from there only time will tell. It
would be unfortunate if people
start
taking
fisheries
management into their own
hands. The professional people
are doing a great job without any
outside help.

would be found along the way.

assured of a crowded site. The
area fire warden has informed
me that, although he doesn’t like
.it himself, he will have to write
up anyone found with a fire at
the sites which are no longer
authorized for use. This is just
another case of a few people
locking up a beautiful area at the
expense of hundreds and perhaps
thousands of people. These sites
have been used by uncounted
numbers as a stopping off point
on their way down the West
Branch of the Penobscot River to
Chesuncook
Lake
and
the
Allagash Waterway.
The types of people who have
used this area vary from Boy
Scout groups and youth camp
groups to individuals just out for
some good fishing and canoeing.
The sandy shores and scenic
mountain
views
make
this
particular area unique and very
desireable as a camping spot.
The present owners have ob
viously decided that campers are
undesireable in the area where
their proposed lodge will be
located. Everybody who has an
interest in fishing and canoeing
will lose out on this one because
it will be just one more place that
will be off limits and with in
terest in these type of activities
on the increase it will only add to
crowds in other areas. If they get
away with this one it will set a
precedent and other land holders
may in the future decide to follow
suit. What can we do about it?
Well there is an alternative;
include the area of the West
Branch of the Penobscot River
and Lobster Lake in with the
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IN

Taxidermy Agent

-------------

100% SOLID BRASS BUCKLE SELECTION

O
<
tn

A UNIQUE TOOL
at a price you can afford

*106 “Leaping Deer”

$9.95
plus S1.00 for handling & shipping

Box 339
Athens, Me. 04912
(207) 474-5494

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED

MOWATT FUR CORP.
1
BREWER, MAINE 04412
I"

I QUANTITY

CALL TOLL FREE:
National 1-800341 1562
Maine 1-800-432-1723

AMOUNT ENCLOSED $_____________

Send Money Order for same day shipment. On Personal Checks
allow 2 weeks. VISA/MC accepted or we will ship C.O.C

NAME ___ __________________________ ___ _________________________________

ADDRESS ___ ______________________________ _____________________________
CITY _________________________ STATE____________________ ZIP___________

BUCKLES $6.25
------- MAINE MOOSE
------- LEAPING DEER
------ BLACK BEAR
------ FLYING GEESE
-------TROUT
------ FISHING CREEL
BELTS $6.00

------ SPECIFY WAIST SIZE

Postage & Handling
under $10
$1.00
$10-20
$1.50
over $20
$2.25

MAINE RESIDENTS
Add 5 percent Sales Tax
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Southern Maine Clubs Active
Congratulations are in order
for the Southern Maine Fish and
Game Club for the successful
running of its fishing derby. This
was the first derby to be held in
many years and it certainly won’t
be the last.
A total of 64 youngsters
participated and each received a
prize.
The top prizes, donated by the
Kittery Trading Post, consisted
of five rod and reels. A tip of the
hat to Bill Rollins, Ed Freeman,
Herb Parsons, and everyone else
who made this such a fine day.

York County Report
Wayne C. Hooper
50 State St.,
Eliot 03903

*♦♦

The
Berwick
Sportsmen’s
Association will be holding its
annual Hunting and Fishing Day
on September 8 this year. This is
a day to remember for all who
participate
and everyone
is
eligible to enter. There are canoe
races, canoe jousting, log rolling,
bait casting, and many more
events. If you just want to watch
go ahead! There are many other
events and a concession stand
with plenty to eat. Come on over
and enjoy the day.

Everyone had a good time at the Southern Maine
Fish and Game Club’s fishing derby this year.
Also
in
September,
the
Associated Sportsmen’s Clubs of
York County will be holding a
ham supper at the Southern
Maine Fish and Game Clubhouse
on Martin Road in Kittery at 6:30
on the 18th with the hope is that

new Fish and Wildlife Com
missioner will be the guest
speaker. If this supper is as
successful as last year’s then it

*♦*♦

KENNEBEC GUNS
148 Water St., Hallowell, Maine

Gunsmithing
Hot Blueing

04347

GUNS
Bought — Sold
New — Used — Antique
Competitor Supplies

Julian F Beale, III

*

Tel. [207] 622-0110

should be quite a night.

*♦♦

In the last couple of years I’ve

spent a great amount of time
talking about developers and
how they have taken away acres
of prime hunting and fishing
habitat. Finally, some of the
towns in this area are passing
growth ordinances and these
towns are to be congratulated on
their
wise
actions.
Un
fortunately, some damage has
already been done. It will be
interesting to see what happens
to the South Berwick Rod and
Gun Club’s rifle range now that

there are a couple of hundred
apartment units running along
the edge of it. Up to now no
problem,
but
with
hunting
season fast approaching activity
on
the
range will
increase
dramatically and then we will
find out how many complaints
will be filed.
On the same subject, the
Southern Maine Fish and Game
Club’s road to the rifle range has
been barricaded by a developer
who says he owns the road. The
club has a right of way on this
road, but the developer will not
recognize it.
I’ll keep you posted on this and
other developments.

♦♦♦

The Southern Maine Club will
be holding a Running Deer Shoot
in October at the same range.
Final details are not complete at
this time.

RAW FURS WANTED
Paying Top Market Prices
for Skinned or Unskinned
Furs
Large or Small Lots Will Travel or Pay Postage

BRUCE GOULD

BEAUTIFUL COLOR PRINT OF . . .

AND COMPANY
PLYMOUTH, MAINE 04969
Call: 257-2186 257-2830 257-4520

THE LADD AGENCY
Main St., Milo

. . . ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR
IDENTIFYING 85 FISH SPECIES
36” x 25” SUITABLE FOR FRAMING

ONLY $9.95 ea. or 2/$15.95
Send to: PRINTS
Box C8 156 Park St., Orono, Me. 04473
2-3 wks. delivery

• 4% Acres
• 3 Bedrooms
• $39,500

• Two Full Baths
• 2 Car Garage
With Electric Door

Other Fine Property Available
In The Heart of Maine
943-8840

James L. Ladd
Broker

**♦
There always seems to be a
silver lining to every cloud, two
sides to every story, and what’s
good for some is bad for others.
What I’m rambling on about is
the gas shortage. Now everyone
knows that the camp owners and

restaurants are suffering from
lack of tourists, but on the other
hand think of the fish and
wildlife. Less pressure being put
on them should result in better
hunting and fishing in the future.

♦♦♦

Lately, I’ve had an interesting
visitor to my backyard. A red
fox. Now this is not that unusual,
except that he has the prettiest
gray tail you ever saw. There is
definitely an increase of fox in
this area. Recently I spotted two
baby foxes walking across a busy
highway, not running, not the
least bit afraid of being hit, just
strolling along.

♦♦♦

It doesn’t seem possible, but
another year has passed and
hunting season is just a few short
days away. By the time you read
this open season on birds and the
deer season for bow hunters will
be right around the corner.
Birds in this area are scarce
again this year with only a few
pheasant being stocked. Those
that are to be put out will be in
the same areas as last year. Look
for them in Kittery Point, on
Haley Road and Bartlett Road.
In Eliot, they will be scattered

along Route 101 and Governor
Hill Road.
Partridge can always be found
in the Pumpkin Hill area of
Brixham Road in Eliot, also along
the
power
lines
that
are
numerous throughout this area.
Bow hunters should have a
field day this year as deer are
more plentiful than last. Con
tinued good hunting will be found
all along Route 236 from Kittery
to Berwick. Also Route 4 from
South
Berwick
to Sanford.
Especially good spots will be the
Warren Pond area, second and
third hills of Mount Agamenticus, and Ridlon Ridge in North
Berwick.
Actually the whole southern
Maine area should provide for
record numbers of deer this year
if
old
man
weather
is
cooperative.
Good
hunting,
please be careful and keep me
posted on your successes.

Everything For The
Outdoorsman
636-3524

Maggie Moody, Shapleigh, Me.

Bahr’s Taxidermy
BAHR’s has fish
&
deer head
mounts for sale

Box 5 Cross Rd.
Porter Maine 04068

Call Before Coming 625-8150
Hrs. Usually 9-9

Fish may be shipped to you Via. U.P.S.
In Special Made Wooden Box For $15 FEE

Sporting Goods
and Sportswear
223 Main Straat
Norway, Maine
(207) 743-6602

A Cortland Fishing Pro Shop.
Check your fishing needs. Fly
Rods - Spin Rods - Line Reels Lures - Boots - Smelt Hets
Pendleton > Maine Guide Woolrich Clothing
Bass Shoes
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Art Libby: Sebago Lake Legend
There are few living legends in
this day and age of make believe
heroes. In this sport called
fishing where everyone claims to
be an expert there are few men
and women who can take their
fame modestly and still continue
to give more than they receive.
Art Libby is such a man.
For the past 40 years he has
guided on the waters of Sebago
Lake, all the while studying
salmon and offering techniques
and designing tandem hooked
streamer flies which have proven
productive beyond all belief.
Within this time Art Libby has
asked for little: he has received
little. But he has become a living
legend whose fly patterns are
just now claiming the recognition
there rightfully deserve.
I recently spent a rewarding
afternoon trolling for salmon
with Mr. Libby on Sebago’s
north shore. It was a hot, humid
day and we really didn’t look for
much action. Personally I was
more interested in meeting this
man who’s name has become
synonomous
with
modern
Sebago Lake angling history. It
was a most interesting af
ternoon.
The Libby legend had its start
in 1927, but it wasn’t until the
mid-1940’s when Art started
contributing ideas and streamer
patterns to the angling frater
nity.
Experimentation,
study
and angling success quickly made
him one of the best and most
sought after guides on Sebago
Lake, a position he has kept for
over 30 years. He has guided
dignitaries from Europe and
fisherman of all calibers from the
United States, the majority who
ask for Art Libby by name.
Without question Art’s largest
contributions to the fishing arena
are his streamer designs. All
totaled more than a dozen
patterns have been conceived by
him, but only half that many
have gained statewide notability;
fewer
have
been
accepted
nationwide. This is undoubtedly
true because the Libby flies have

Southern

Sebago
Al Raychard
69 Water St.
Saco 04072

Art Libby
(Al Raychard photo)
received less publicity than other
Maine originals, and it is indeed
unfortunate. I have used them on
Moosehead, Rangeley and the
Richardsons and in several cases
they have proven productive
when the old standbys have
failed. I would recommend at
least three of Libby’s patterns to
anyone and personally carry
them as standard trolling tools.
The first and foremost would
be
the
Miss
Sharon,
unquestionably
Libby’s
most
reknowned creation. The white,
red, orange and black winged
bucktail streamer is mentioned
in Dick Surette’s “Trout and
Salmon Fly Index and is now
being found in the cases of fly
shops around the northeast.
“I first started experimenting
with this pattern in the early
1970’s,” Art told me, “when I
discovered
salmon
have
an
ability to pick up orange and red
faster and at greater distances

DAY FUR COMPANY
Belgrade Lakes, Maine 04918
Raw furs and deer skins bought
Trappers Supplies
Hawbakers Baits and Lures in Stock
Deer Skin Gloves, Moccasins
Outdoor Supplies Sold
495-3840 495-2078 495-2205

3 & 6 Pass. Seaplanes
Jet Ranger
4 Pass. Helicopter Ser.
Cessna 185 and
DeHavilland Beaver
Seaplane Instruction
Canoe Rentals

Folsom Air Service
Allagash & St. John River Flying
Fly-in Camps
New and Used Aircraft Sales
Canadian Charter Trips

Greenville, Maine04441
Tel. 207-695-2821

than any other colors. It has been
a high producer ever since.”
Another Libby classic and a
streamer which is particularly
productive on Sebago in the
spring is the Senator Muskie.
This is an attractor pattern
which
has gained
statewide
recognition as a deep trolling fly,
especially
after
water tem
peratures have sent salmon to
cooler depths.
The
Muskie’s color com
bination of green, orange and
white topped by a brown feather
and peacock herl give it great
drawing ability, Libby says, both
on the surface and close to the
bottom. Personal experiment has
shown me that the Senator
Muskie is an excellent allpurpose, all-season streamer fly.
The Green Wonder is another
excellent streamer fly at Sebago
but Libby designed it specifically
for one reason. “It took me
several years to see it,” Art says,
“but I’ve learned it is more
productive to use bright-colored
streamer flies on bright days and
close to the surface, and dark
patterns while trolling deep or on
cloudy, overcast days.” Thus the
Green Wonder came to be known
as a deep trolling fly, but Libby
claims it is equally as productive
during a downpour or when
overcast as well.
Art Libby is a scientific
fisherman. He has taken time to
study
his quarry
and
has
designed flies and engineered a
trolling technique which makes
him a master at his art. He firmly
believes salmon are not driven to
a fly out of hunger as commonly
believed, but out of curiosity,
jealousy and greed, the reason
why the majority of the Libby
flies
are attractor patterns
rather than deceiver designs. He
believes bucktail streamers are
generally better producers than
patterns
carrying feathered
wings, especially on Sebago and
he preaches that an angler has to
know his fish as well as utilizing
the right streamer before con
sistant success can be expected.
In 1970 Libby authored a

A Guide’s
Secret’s to Streamer Fly Fishing
For Salmon and Trout. In it he
booklet

entitled

details a trolling technique which
might seem a bit unorthodox to
some,
particularly
one
requirement. But since switching
to this method I have seen a
noticable increase in my personal
success.
Libby says the angler’s best
chances for success are achieved

when he utilizes a level, number
6 sinking fly line (L6S) 50 yards
in length attached to which is a
45-foot, 8-pound test leader.
While the length of the leader
may appear surprising, Libby
insists and writes, “You can use
this down to no shorter than 35
feet, then replace.” Also he says,
“If you’re trolling four lines, you
will get far better results if you
equip the two outside lines with
attractor flies and the two inside
lines with deceiver designs; no
two lines should be trolled at the
same distance, stagger your flies
and you’ll have better action.”
Art Libby has had a long, not
necessarily illustrious career.
But
he
has
received some
recognition many of us will never
see. One of his biggest thrills, he
claims, took place in 1963 when
he fished with Ed Blakeley, the
man who claimed the world’s
record landlocked salmon from
Sebago Lake in 1907. “Ed was 86
years old at the time,” Art
recalled, showing me a picture of
Blakeley which appeared in a
local newspaper, “but he was a
spry old fisherman even then. He
took a three pound salmon that
day and was as tickled as he was
when he took the biggie.”
As he has in the past Libby
continues to fish Sebago faith
fully
and
is
always
ex
perimenting with new streamer
designs. This season he and Bob
Thorne have come up with two
new patterns which still remain
nameless and will remain in

seclusion until both are certain of
their salmon taking potential.
There is no doubt in my mind,
however, that the new creations
will follow the other Libby flies
and will make a name for
themselves.

♦**

September
should
be
a
productive month on Sebago.
Action has been phenomenal this
season and if September follows
suit fisherman will have no
problem finding fish.
If we get a good rain at the
beginning of the month salmon
may be found off major tributary
rivers as early as the first week
but if low water plagues us as it
did in 1978 movement towards
the Songo, Panther and Nor
thwest Rivers may be later than
we would like.
The trolling of live bait will
take salmon at that time, but the
working of streamer flies will
show as much if not more results:
I would recommend the Miss
Sharon, Senator Muskie, Green
Wonder, Gordon Smelt, Red
Gray Ghost and Mickey Finn.
Don’t
forget
the Crooked
River
will
start
producing
salmon this month but action
success will depend a great deal
upon water level. According to
regional biologists, however, the
Crooked has been housing some
excellent salmon and trout all
summer bear the Bolster’s Dam.
Along with this Edes Falls and
Scribner’s Mill and stretches in
between should produce as well.

MIKE MEAGHER
GUNS—GUNS

Old Brunswick Rd.
Richmond

737-2637

MILO
SPORT SHOP
West Main St., Milo, Me
943-7465

•Johnson — Sales & A A
outboards

Service by
technician.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fishing Tackle
Waders & Hip Boots
Marine Hardware
Stearns Lifevests
Guns & Ammo
Sportsman Trailers

NON RESIDENT LICENSES

factory

trained
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Spaulding Wins UKC Nite Hunt
Brown trout over five pounds
are a fine catch from any Maine
lake at anytime, but when you
double that weight and then
some, you have a true trophy
fish. Clair Mitchell of Appleton,
Maine did just that recently.
Fishing Lake St. George in
Liberty, Clair’s monster brown
trout hit a fresh water smelt and
fought valiantly for a half hour or
more. Just as it was about to be
landed, and all eyeballs were
popping, the line broke. Quick
reflexes and some nifty network
by fishing buddy David Wad
sworth of Searsmont saved the
trophy from being one that really
did get away! Mitchell’s brown
trout tipped the scales at a
wopping 10-pounds, 13-ounces,
was 29 Vz inches long and had an
18-inch girth. Clair says the fish
will be mounted by Pine State
Taxidermy of South China.

Central Area
Dick Drysdale
Rte. 2, Box 99A
Horn Hill Rd., Fairfield
worm resembles not a worm, but
a leech, when he works his bait.
Whether it resembles a worm, or
leech, the results of his fishing
black worms have been above
average.
White perch over a pound have
been caught regularly half way
between the Pleasant Point
Campground and the tiny island
on the north end of McGrath
Pond. The water depth there is
about 25 feet.

♦♦♦

Brook fishing has been ex
tremely slow this year because of
the below average precipitation.
Several fishermen noted some of
their pet fishing holes from
central Maine northward were
practically dry.
Lake fishing has also not been
up to par in the Belgrade chain,
although some isolated catches
have filtered in to this writer.
The
Belgrade
Lakes Camp
Owners Association, which runs
a monthly fishing derby, had
only a single entry during the
first
month’s
competition!
McGrath Pond, however has
been very productive for Jerry
Proulx and

♦♦♦
Woodchucks are numerous in
Central
Maine
this
year.
Vegetable
producers,
dairy
farmers and just plain home
gardeners have been plagued by
the pests. One individual we
happened
by recently, Ivan
Foresy th of Waterville, was
literally standing guard over his
Oakland garden. The chucks had
destroyed the majority of his
zucchini plants and with the help
of
a
12
gauge
Browning
Automatic,
Foresyth
figured
they had eaten enough! An

C/air Mitchell of Appleton with a 10-pound, 13ounce landlocked salmon from Lake St. George.
Winslow. These anglers have
been experiencing exceptional
fishing for bass, pickerel and
large white perch. The day
before conversing with Lessard,
Proulx had boated two bass near
four pounds and Lessard related
the pair had been quite con
sistent in their efforts.

hitting very well on sinking black
rubber worms. He uses a large
weedless hook and threads it so
the flat part of the worm is
nearest the bottom at all times.
No weight is used and the worm
is dragged slowly across the
bottom. A floating or light black
worm just doesn’t work Lessard
reported. Lessard feels the black

excellent chance exists for most
hunters to sharpen up their
shooting skills on chucks while
they gain a little more familiarity
with their deer rifles. Most
farmers will welcome the op
portunity to let you rid them of
these animals, just ask first.
Smokey River Blue Max, a
registered bluetick Coonhound,
handled by Michael Spaulding of
Waterville, was the winner of
the
Maine
Tree
Hound
Association’s U.K.C. Nite Hunt
held recently here in Central
Maine. Another U.K.C. wild
Coon Nite Hunt will be hosted by
the Central Maine Coonhunters
Association on August 18. The
entries will close at 8 p.m. while
the entry fee will be $8. There
will be competition for both
registered and non-registered
(grade)
coonhounds.
Headquarters for this hunt will
be at the clubhouse on the Lit
chfield Fairgrounds in Litchfield,
Maine. Further information for
this event can be had by phoning
Chris Chick at 933-4331.
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Coyotes Unpopular at Upper Kennebec
If one was to run a popularity
contest amongst those who live
along the upper Kennebec the
coyote would not be number one.
In fact, he would be the absolute
loser.
The vast majority of people
here blame the coyote for our low
deer population. The tales of the
terrible deeds of the coyote
abound and almost everyone has
his own personal horror stories
of particular coyote crimes.
The coyote, it seems, is not the
least bit bashful or ashamed
about acting out his misdeeds
right under the noses of the
general populace. He has, I’ve
been told, chased deer right
down the middle of Rt. 201 and
done them in, in full view of
motorists and local residents. He
will chase a deer right through
your backyard and dispatch of
them in front of your kitchen
window while you are having
your morning cup of coffee.
Hardly a way to win friends and
influence people, in this backwoods area, where the whitetail
deer is just a little more im
portant to the average man than
his wife and kids.
When the coyote first became
noticeable around the early ’70’s

the first reaction was to rub him
out, however, Mr. Coyote has
proven to be more than a match
for his antagonists and indeed
thumbs his nose at any such
attempts to get rid of him. Even
the most avid coyote haters are
coming to realize he is a very
stubborn tenant and will not be
evicted. Love him or hate him,
the coyote could care less. We’ve
got a new neighbor.
According to Henry Hilton,
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
biologist from Bingham, the
coyote has been here officially
from around 1961 or 1962. His
presence was known by woods
people in the early ’70’s and by
1975-1976
almost
all
Maine
people knew of his existance.
Hilton has examined hundreds of
coyotes and spent considerable
time studying their habits and
biological
functions.
He
has
found that there is significant
variation in the animal which he
attributes to the great range
they have spread across and the
varied breeding process they
have undergone. Their roots, he
believes, are in the mating of a
western coyote and a wolf. The
results of that mating have in
terbred and crossbred back and

Woodcock Hunters Get Extra Week
Granting
Maine
woodcock
hunters their wish, Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Glenn H.
Manuel has set a longer and
earlier-opening hunting season
this year on this popular game
bird.
Following a recent public
hearing of the Maine Waterfowl
Council
in
Auburn,
Manuel
selected September 24 as the
opening date this year, bringing
Maine’s woodcock season once
again in line with other states
which have had more liberal
seasons in recent years. The
season will end November 15.
Of the seasons on several
species discussed at the hearing,
the woodcock season was the
only one that generated any

discussion and resulted in any
change from last year. Hunting
dates and bag limits will remain
the same this year on snipe,
rails, and gallinules.
The sea duck season was set to
open October 1 and run through
January 15, with a daily limit of
seven scoter, eider, and old
squaw in the aggregate.
Maine wildlife biologists have
been concerned about the overall
status
of
the
woodcock
population and specifically about
Maine’s nesting woodcock. This
led
to
several
self-imposed
season
and
bag limit cur
tailments, beginning in 1975, as a
demonstration of concern to the
other states and the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.

forth with other coyotes and
wolves and probably with oc
casional dogs.
The
variation
process
is
probably stablizing he thinks. He
has found three distinct color
variations. A reddish blond, a
brownish yellow and a grayish
type.
Of 500 or more animals he has
examined the largest weighed
50 Vz pounds, the average male is
about 38 pounds and the average
female around 32 pounds. The
expected spring litter of 6 or 7
pups, has few survivors, with his
average age sample showing
80°/o are 6 months old or less.
The short life span of about 4 or 5
years is not always a hard and
fast rule as he has seen one old
codger that was in his ninth year.
When conditions are right they
will travel over distances of 25
miles. When heavy snow cover
predominates they can live in a
small thicket without traveling
very far at all.
Most attempts to kill a deer,
according to Hilton, end in
failure. If they can not kill in a
500 yard chase they give it up.
There are three main factors
that determine the size of our
deer herd; weather, habitat, and
predators
he
feels.
If the
weather and habitat were very
hospitable, the coyote would not
significantly
affect
the deer

population.
Colin Bates of The Forks is a
coyote trapper. He has seen

Upper
Kennebec
Valley
Wayne Hockmeyer
Box 100, The Forks 04985
many deer kills, but he also
agrees the coyote is not the
primary reason for our low deer
population. Lack of winter cover
and heavy snow he believes are
the more important factors. Like
most trappers, Colin is very
guarded about his knowledge of
coyote
trapping.
Hunting,
fishing, and trapping secrets are
generally hard won and guarded

by those who have paid the price
of years of work. As the years go
by more and more will be
discovered about the coyote. One
thing seems certain though, no
one is ever going to learn enough
about Mr. Coyote to drive him
out of this country. His howl will
be heard from atop the ridges of
the Kennebec for a long time.

Wilson's on Moosehead Lake

NORTHERN ZONE
Deer Season Opens October 29th!
Comfortable, well-equipped housekeeping cabins. Lo
cated on the shore of Moosehead at the East Outlet of the

Kennebec River. Add your deer to our game pole!

207-695-2549
Ron & Jane Fowler
Greenville Junction, Me. 04442

WE ASKED SOME FOLKS
ON PAYSON ROAD TO HELP
US PROVE A POINT.

BEDELL’S
Tackle Shop
6 St. Mark’s St. — Next to Dorr’s Marina
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
Tel. 474-8939

Fishing Equipment, Pack Baskets,
Boots, Shoes, Guns and Ammo. Large
display of Fly Tying Material. Buy and
Sell New and Old Traps.

Chick-A-Dee
Restaurant

Just Good Food

Auburn-Turner Line

6' Suing donation of Unfinished Furniture House Rainbow Mall - Portland

We wanted to show how easy it is to play, and win, the Lottery’s new Instant
Money game. So we asked some of the folks who live on Payson Road and their
friends to play the game for 5 minutes to see how many people would win.
When it was all over, everybody had won ... for a total of
11-4 times. Now, if they could win a bundle, why not you?

The Maine State Lottery L M
Today Could Be Your Day!
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Black Bear: More Than A Trophy
With the coming of fall frosts
thoughts turn to black bear.
Success is easily defined. A
rug, a trophy, a game animal,
and a number of good meals. In
the interim, the hunter gets to
hunt without the bother of a
warmer and more insect ridden
summer evening.
This is fall. Make no mistake
about it. The sun may warm the
scenery on the few days when
the solar light beams brightly
through the clouds. Otherwise,
you can expect cool nights sitting
in wait for the bruin.
When the trophy is shot it is
usually well-earned. The hunter
has to have the skill to pick the
right place, at the right time, and
by using the right gun he will get
to have an opportunity to make
the killing shot.
For the hound man this is
prime time too. Bear will be
visiting every apple orchard in
the area. Some will only visit at
night and the hunter who sits
over a stand will not have any
luck. To the hound man it makes
no difference because scent is
still fresh^at dawn.
It’s at dawn the dogs will get
their break. A lot of people
misunderstand the hound hunt
for bear, but the essence is in the
skill of one or two dogs. The
strike dog is the key. If he says
(by blowing his horn in a way
that the hunter can understand)
the scent is fresh, then the chase
is on. Good strike dogs are not

Southern
Aroostook
Dave O’Connor
Star Route.. Box 36-B
Sherman Station

Fresh bear ribs are the prime ingredient of a tasty
meal. Too many people waste bear meat in Maine.
(Photo by Dave O’Connor)

cheap because you can waste an
awful lot of time with a dog that
is not sharp enough on the trail
to identify the scent as that of a
fresh bear. A poor dog will yap at
coon, cat or some other “trash”
game not under consideration on
this hunt.
One of the reasons that bear
hunting is not more popular with
the native population is that the
meat is not highly desired. I can’t
understand that. I really can’t.
The bear is as good eating as any
other critter we annually hunt.
The meat is tender, sweet, and,

when grease free, it will keep in
the freezer an equal time with
the venison of November.
Some may find that hard to
believe. I have eaten bear meat
regularly for more than a decade.
Before that I too was a hunter of
bear, but never ate one. In fact,
my experiences with bear meat
on the dinner table had been
very unsatisfactory. The meat
was tough, poorly cooked, and
tasteless. I couldn’t imagine
using it at home as regular fare.
Then,
because
we
were
shooting a lot of bear and finding

SEPTEMBERFEST
SEPT. 3’9
COME JOIN US AND WIN PRIZES OF UP TO 1
$600 IN VALUE — MORE THAN 400 (YES,
FOUR HUNDRED) PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN
AWAY — A WEEK LONG BONANZA —
FABULOUS PRIZES AWARDED EVERY
10 MINUTES

on o'

little use for the meat I decided
to experiment a few times. I’m
glad I did. There are several
secrets to cooking bear meat and
having it turn out great, or at
least acceptable.
I don’t deserve any of the
credit for these “discoveries.”
My wife was the chef and she did
all the work. What I did was to
eat whatever she cooked; in
whatever way she cooked it. The
result was that we both became
experts in the field of tasting
bear
meat
and
what
was
properly cooked.
What is the best way to
prepare bear meat? There isn’t
any single way that is best. You
can cook bear meat in any way
that you would prepare pork, but
only when the meat is fresh.
Frozen bear must be FAT
FREE. Bear fat is rancid and I
am convinced that this is where
the
bear got such a
bad
reputation.
Ribs should
be
cooked within a few days after

STORE HOURS
9am Io 9 p m
SUNDAY

ONE FULL WEEK OF
SUPER BUYS
PLUS
EXHIBITS
DEMONSTRATIONS
AND FUN

Qojeman

• CROSS COUNTRY SKI
CLINIC
• ARCHERY
DEMONSTRATIONS
• FREEZE DRY FOOD
DEMONSTRATIONS
• MOCCASINS
BEING MADE
• WATCH THE PROS
TIE FLIES
• FIELD & FACTORY
PROS FROM ALL THE
MAJOR FIREARMS
MANUFACTURERS
• COLEMAN REPAIR
CLINIC
• SEE A REPLICA
CANNON BEING BUILT
• WILD LIFE DISPLAYS
• THE LAZY IKE' VAN
• RELOADING & BULLET
CASTING
DEMONSTRATION

REPAIR CLINIC
HENRY BONNEAU, Coleman’s
national repair parts manager,
will be at the Kittery Trading
Post Thursday & Friday,
Sept. 6 & 7 from 1 p.m. to
8 p.m. both days to fix and
tune up your Coleman lanterns,
stoves and heaters.
ALL LABOR IS FREE
You just pay for the parts
TALK TO

MOgE THAN

OVER

THIRTY

S10,000” " FREE PRIZES
NOTHING TO BUY-PRIZES EVERY DAY-ENTER IN STORE
CLOTHING • TACKLE • SHOES • GUNS • BOOTS • AND MORE

FACWM RE«

ZITTERY TRADING POfe
|H

MAINE'S YEAR ROUND SPORTSMAN'S SHOW

Vi]

1

»-------------------------------------- 1..™.’........................

-ROUTE 1 KITTERY,MAINE 03904 207 439 2700

..yS.:

the kill because there is no
practical way to get all the fat off
the ribs. The fat is okay as long
as it isn’* kept long or frozen.
The fat should be entirely
trimmed off the meat you want
to tu’ n to hamburger. Add about
a pc and of beef suet (beef fat) to
the bear meat before grinding.
This will give you the right
consistency for bear burgers and
the result will be a great meal for
the whole family.
Same goes for steaks. I cut
every last ounce of fat away from
them before they are frozen. If
you fail to do this properly the
meat will have a rancid taste
within a few weeks.
I know people who prefer the
front shoulder roasts above all
else. They should be fat stripped
and then frozen. When you cook
them the best way is in a wrap of
aluminum foil because the meat
is dry. They need help from a few
tomatoes, green peppers and
possibly a basting of butter. I
know my wife adds a full quarter
pound of butter (or margarine) to
each roast before putting it in the
oven.
Because bear are usually shot
in the weather that will spoil
meat quickly I like to skin the
meat out soon after it is shot.
You can get all the pictures you
want within a few minutes. A
couple of hours later I like to
have the meat hung in the shade,
or in a barn, where it can cool
properly. The meat should be
covered with cheesecloth to keep
the insects that are still in
evidence away.
Why is this written in a column
about
southern
Aroostook?
Easy. The natives of this area
waste thousands of pounds of
bear every year. They aren’t on
diets. They waste bear meat. It
is left in fields to rot (Hides are
often left right there too). And
that is a shame. It really is a
crime to leave perfectly good
meat to rot in the oat field where
it was shot.
I’m not a puritan either. I used
to do the same thing. I used to
waste bear meat because the
animal was thought of as a
nuisance
and
therefore not
edible. Nothing could be further
from
the
truth.
The bear
population of Aroostook is one of
the biggest in the state and the
meat should sit on the tables of
all the lucky hunters. That’s why
I have devoted a whole column to
the bear, and the use of the
meat.
Some will say, “Eat bear meat!
Do you know what bear eat each
year?” Yeh, I know. But, I eat
lobster, clams and crabs too and
their diets aren’t exactly pure.
The bear is a good animal. To
waste them in the field is not
right. They eat at the dump and
they ear carrion. So what? Their
meat is still a lot purer than a lot
of junk you pay good money for
at the supermarket. Ever think
of what the makeup is on a can of
“potted meat?” Look at the label!
Give the sporting black bear a
chance for the hunt, and give him
a chance on the family table. You
won’t go wrong if you follow
what I have outlined here.
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September Pursuit For Rare Sunapee
By Dave O’Connor
Prettier scenery you couldn’t
justify. There is none better in
Maine. With the addition of my
foot long Sunapee trout from
Upper South Branch Pond in
northern Baxter Park I was a
king sitting on the throne. The
day was worth living, the land
clean, the company superb.
My first Sunapee, a rare
member of the char family,
known as Salvelinus aureolus by
the taxonomists, was caught at
Floods Pond in Otis, east of
Bangor. At that time Floods held
the only
population of the
Sunapee in its true form in the
world. The fish was named after
Lake Sunapee in New Hamp
shire, but that population has
been polluted by inbreeding with
lake trout. The only true strain
was at Floods.
There is a complication at
Floods Pond. It is the official
water supply for the entire city
of Bangor. Because it is so
designated, the lake is off limits
to fishing and boat traffic for a
mile and a half from the intake
pipe. That means that all the
good fishing waters are off
limits. The best holes for the
Sunapee are located within the
protected zone.

In addition, the “pond”, ac
tually a lake of some 654 acres, is
a hard place to launch a boat.
That made no difference. We did
it anyway. We also caught some
very good Sunapees. One of
them I had mounted and it now
sits lazily over my den wall.
But, on the South Branch Pond
trip
I
was
renewing
a
relationship. The range of the
rare species has been enlarged
now. There are several new
Sunapee homes and Baxter is one
of them. I went to South Branch
is one of them. I went to South
Branch because this pond is an
ideal location.
The state spent a lot of time
and effort in getting the species
established here. The lake trout,
an inhabitant of the bottom just
as the Sunapee is, would not be
competition.
They
are
not
natives of the water and have
never been stocked. Thus, the
Sunapee could live in the coldwater depths there without
being bothered by the laker.
For surrounding scenery you
have Traveler Mountain, a near
4,000 footer on the one side, and
the
mass of South
Branch
Mountain (a 3,000 plus footer) on
the other side. If you think that
makes ugly gazing then you can
look down the connecting brook

M’LEBAN’S

between the upper and lower
ponds or stare at Poggy Notch, a
beautiful lowland valley with
overhanging mounds of bedrock.
Beauty unsurpassed! An ideal
above water location for the rare
fish that swim in the clear depths
below. Both the angler and the
fish should be pleased.
In case you are unaware of the
special regulations concerning
both
Baxter Park and
the
Sunapee let me bring you up to
date. The legal length is a
minimum of 12 inches. The fish is
further protected in the park by
a five fish limit daily and the fact
that there can be no live fish used
as bait.
For the serious angler this
presents no problem. It does
assure
the survival of the
species. Brad Davis, a very
congenial ranger who runs the
Soufeh
Branch
campground
facility for Baxter, told me that
the Sunapee is the highest
priority on the list of visiting
anglers. There are also brook
trout in the waters of both
ponds, but they get second
fiddle.
While lures are legal, they are
not as effective on the South
Branch Sunapees as are the
garden hackles of spring. The
common worm is most popular
and takes the most fish.

The most successful fishing
method is the bottom fishing
from an anchored boat. You
simply paddle a canoe (boats and
motors are illegal in the park and
canoes can be rented for $5 per
day from the ranger) out to a
likely looking spot and drop
anchor. Drop your line to bottom
with a lead sinker. Leave a foot
of breathing room from the lead
to the worm and you are in
business. If the weather is good

you can gaze at the mountains
that dominate the scenery. If
not, then you can look at the
beauty of the pond itself.

Sunapees do not grow big. The
growth is very slow and a two
pounder that ranges to 18 inches
is very big indeed. The average
12 incher is not as fat as brookies
from the same waters. They
don’t fight as well, either. But,

Continued on next page

Fox Trapping

FOX TRAPPING

MAINE METHODS

A must for all northland
trappers. New approach
to dirt hole set. Weath
erized without anti-freeze.
30 pagesof valuabletips&
illustrations. The author

By Now Bxadtaj

reveals
the
tricks
&
methods he has used for
continued
large
fox
catches in Maine.
Distributed by Mowatt Fur Com
pany

p’lease send me---------- copies of Fox Trapping at $6.00 plus .75 j
• postage and handling.
j NAME _________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
|
—
---------------------

I -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ZIP_________
. Send to N.T. Bradley. Birch Point. Island Falls, Maine 04747

Inc.

SNOWSHOES
for the entire family from

Maine’s most unique open-air
seafood restaurant and market
Open Daily — Year Round

TITCOMB’S GENERAL STORE

Coastal Rt. 1
near Wiscasset Bridge

W.V

Deer — Bear
Hunting has been excellent
for Trophy Deer and Bear
in the Large Wilderness
Area around Sebec Lake
With the change in boundary we can now take hun
ters for the Northern and Southern Deer Hunting
Season.

Packards Camps
Burt and Jerry Packard
Sebec Lake, Maine 04482
Tel. [207] 997-3300”

ABBOT VILLAGE
MAINE 04406
207-876-4575
serving Maine Sportsmen for 30 years
FABER BRAND SNOWSHOES
Handcrafted in Canada from selected ash and full-grain leather.
Biggest selection, Lowest prices in Maine
All prices include $11.00 binding
Money Back Guarantee-Same Day Shipment
DEALER INQUIRIES ENCOURAGED
• MAINE CONVENTIONAL SNOWSHOE
______ No.
_______ No.
------------No.
----------- No.
------------ No.
------------ No.
_______ No.
_______ No.
_______ No
_______ No.

1
2
3
4
5
37
37B
37A
38
39

9” x 29"
10"x33"
11"x36"
12”x42"
14"x42”
12"x42"
14"x42"
12”x48”
14"x48”
16"x48"

KidsSm.
Kids Med.
KidsLg.
Small
Med.
H.D. Sm
H.D. Med.
H.D. Lg.
H.D. XLg.
H.D. Xlg.

• HARNESSES

$36.95
$39.95
$42.95
$46.95
$50.95
$50.95
$57.95
$53.95
$57.95
$62.95

• ALASKAN TRAIL SHOE

OUTFITTERS

HUNT THE BIG WOODS
from

Huts With Wood Stoves
& Guides
PACKAGED 6-DAY HUNTS

------------ No. 58
_______ No. 56
_______ No. 57
_______ No. 9

10"x46”
10"x56”
10”x60”
12”x60"

Med.
Lg.
XLg.
XXLg.

$55.95
$60.95
$6395

______ A2
_______ A3
_______ B3
_______ H2
_______ H3
_______ F3
_______ Mini

$18.95
$22.95
$13.95
$ 9.95
$11.95
$12.95
$ 1.00

All have curved toe except No. 34 Bear Paw
Please add $3.00 per order, freight—Special
Handling
Maine Residents 5% Tax
□ Check or Money Order Included
□ VISA □ Master Charge

$69.95

Card Number

• BEAR PAW
_______ No. 34
_______ No. 33

12"x26"
14"x30”

$43.95

H.D.

$57.95

Exp. Date

Name
Address

• GREEN MOUNTAIN MOD BEAR PAW
_______ No. 34B
_______ No. 34A

11” x30"
10"x36”

Kids or Ladies
Mens

$50.95
$52.95

City

State

Zip

Telephone

P.O. BOX 57
ROCKWOOD, MAINE 04478

• MINI

|
I
I
.

$10.95

Prices subject to change without notice. .

TITCOMB'S GENERAL STORE
ABBOT VILLAGE, MAINE 04406

1
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Fishing Top Allagash Pursuit
the Tramway — between Eagle
and Chamberlain Lakes — is the
most “common point of interest,”
that more information is needed
about the pressure being exerted
on Allagash Lake, and that user
fees and regulated group size
have tended to stabilize the
number of persons using the
Waterway.

The Maine Bureau of Parks
and Recreation’s latest survey of
persons visiting the Allagash
Wilderness Waterway indicates
that Maine resident use of the
Waterway is increasing and that
the
primary interest among
residents is fishing.
The report also indicates that

r~L L

Bean

FREE
HUNTER SAFETY
CLINICS
A must for new
or seasoned hunters
Bow Hunting Safety Clinic
Tuesday,’September 11

7-9 pm

Led by Maurice A. Drouin
Certified Archery Instructor
An open question and
answer discussion of
hunter safety as it applies to
the rapidly growing sport of
Archery hunting.

Upland Game
& Deer Hunter
Safety Clinic Tuesday, Sept

The survey involved 5,493
persons — about half the people
who visited the Waterway in
1978. Among the conclusions and
recommendations in the report
are that additional campsites are
needed in a few areas of heaviest
use and methods need to be
developed to continue to reduce
the impact of large groups.
Heavy
use
areas
include
Churchill, Umsaskis, Eagle and
Long Lakes, and Round Pond.
The number of campsites — 72
— has remained stable since
1973,
the year of highest
waterway use.
Motorized
campers
make
extensive use of the Waterway
at
several
points
including
Chamberlain Bridge and Um
saskis Bridge. The popularity of
such access — both summer and
winter — has led to special
management problems.
Group size is limited to 12 or
fewer persons although larger
groups which had been coming to
the Waterway prior to the 1974
limitation on party size have
been allowed to continue doing
so. The report indicates that
although there has been a
fourfold decrease in the number
of people coming in large groups
since 1974, continued efforts are
needed to lessen their impact on
the “wilderness” experience.
Persons who wish to have a
copy of the report should contact
the Department of Conservation,
Information
and
Education
Section, State Office Building,
Augusta 04333, telephone 2892212.

September
Pursuit For

18 7-9 pm

Led by Gary Anderson
Safety Director for the
State of Maine Fish and
Game Department.

Rare Simapee
Continued from previous page
they are a rare species, very
similar to the blueback trout, and
are
therefore
sought
by
thousands of anglers who are
happy just to catch one.
I have known some fishermen
who have driven from New York
just to catch a single Sunapee to
complete their trout (actually
char) members of the finny
family. These guys were com
petent, anxious, and serious,
They got their fish. They spent
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of
dollars to catch the Sunapee.
That shows you how rare, and
how valuable, some people think
they are.
Maine is fortunate to have the
Sunapee. September is the best
month to fish for them. The
waters are cool. The crowds are
gone. The fish are there. If you
want to make the best of an “off
season” month, why not give
them a try. It’s legal fare until
the last day of this month.

Movies, a speaker and open
discussion covering all
aspects on deer hunting
safety for the upcoming season.

Duck Hunter Safety Clinic
Tuesday, September 25
7-9 pm
Led by Gary Anderson • Safety Director for the
State of Maine Fish and Game Department.
Movies and open discussion of Duck Hunter’s
safety. Special commentary by noted water
fowl expert, George V. Soule.

Sponsored by L.L. Bean, Inc. Held in the Bean
“Rec Room’’, located in the salesroom building.
(Not intended as certified safety courses.)

L.L. Bean, Inc.
Located on Rte. 1, Freeport
Only 20 minutes from Portland
Open 24 Hours a Day - 365 Days a Year
Outdoor Sporting Specialties

RUSTIC LOG BUNK BEDS
Specially
Priced

$179.95

Designed entirely of carefully
selected solid white cedar logs.
Beautiful hand-rubbed satin
lacquer finish.
Send for free catalog

Free bed rails, ladder & safety bar.

NORTHERN FURNITURE
DESIGNS, INC.
DINING ROOMS
BEDROOMS
LIVING ROOMS

“The Finest in White Cedar Furniture”
377 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine. Tel. 772-5268

TPADINCPOST
FOR SALE
AKC Registered Chesapeake Bay
Retriever pups. Call Rockport,
236-4787 anytime.

FOR SALE
Bear dog — Bluetick — spayed: Ex
perienced. Cat Dog — Bluetick —
Walker Male: Cold nose, open
brawl, good on tree. 796-2213.

DUCK HUNTERS
Hunt ducks and geese in Mer
rymeeting Bay or private secluded
ponds. Reasonable rates. Call 207443-4156.

LOTS FOR SALE
Northern Maine camp lots at Upper
Shin Pond near Baxter State Park.
Excellent views of Upper Shin Pond
and mountains. Use of common
owned lake frontage. Size from 3 to
7 acres. Priced $4000 to $7900.
Financing available. Write for de
scriptive brochure. E. Henderson,
17 Wadsworth St., Thomaston,
Maine 04861.

BEAR HUNTERS
Hunt Bear in the Rugged Western
Mountains of Maine over live baits
June 15 to August 15. Private indi
vidual cabins with main dining
room. Private access. American
Plan.
Reasonable rates. Write
Bosebuck Camps, Wilson’s Mills,
Maine 04293. 207-243-2945.

AIR TAXI
Millinocket Lake Flying Service op
erates two Cessna 180 float planes
daily from Ambajejus Lake. Also
canoe and boat rentals. P.O. Box
171, Millinocket, ME. 04462. 207723-8378.

REMOTE PONDS
Pleasant Point Camps on 4th Debsconeag Lake offers remote pond
fishing. Registered Maine Guide on
premises. Flies expertly tied. Sal
mon. Togue and Trout. Boats on 5
lakes. Reasonable rates...Call or
write: Hal Ware, RFD # 2, Sebago
Lake, ME 04075. 642-2757.

CHESAPEAKE BAY
RETRIEVER PUPS
OFA certified stock. Stud service.
Maine Guide Kennels, RFD 1, Box
58, So. China, ME 04358. Tel: 4452203.

HUNT — FISH — RELAX
HUNT...Black Bear...May thru Oct.
Best Ruffled Grouse hunting in the
country. Oct.-Nov. 15. Grouse —
Woodcock — Ducks — Geese —
Deer Nov. FISH...Salmon — Togue
— Brook Trout — May.-Sept. RE
LAX...With the family in your house
keeping cabin which overlooks the
mountains from the shore of beauti
ful Bigwood Lake. Boats — motors
— canoes — topomaps — license —
private beach — gas. SPECIAL
FAMILY RATES!!!! Call or write:
Your hosts: JACK & KATHY
HEGARTY Reg. Guides Cozy Cove
Cabins, Bigwood Lake, Jackman,
Me. 04946. 207-668-5091.

HANDMADE KNIVES
Handmade hunting and camping
knives. Beautifully crafted of high
carbon tool steel with handrubbed
walnut or cherry handles. Send $1
for illustrated catalog. Bohrmann
Knives, 29 Portland Street, Yar
mouth, Maine 04096. 207-846-3385.

DEER HUNTERS
Hunt the Western Mountains of
Maine. Private individual cabins
with main dining room. Private ac
cess.
American
Plan.
Write
Bosebuck Camps, Wilson’s Mills,
Maine 04293. 207-243-2945.

LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
CAMPS WITH LAKE FRONTAGE
LINCOLN — Cambalasse Pond,
good perch, pickerel, small mouth
bass fishing, 24x32 cedar camp with
toilet, extra large and secluded lot,
two bedrooms, spacious loft, porch.
Owner financing available. $19,900.

LINCOLN — Caribou Pond, partially
insulated two oedroom camp with
loft, chemical toilet. Could be year
round. Leased lot, $12,000.
LINCOLN — Reduced price on
trailer, sandy beach, leased lot,
$4,500.
LEE — Reduced price on two bed
room cabin on Silver Lake. $9,500.

LINCOLN — Upper Cold Stream,
two bedroom camp with loft, good
salmon fishing. $16,000.

SPORTING CAMPS
Sportsman paradise — five house
keeping cabins located on excellent
fishing lake, over 10 acres of land.
$98,000.
HOMES
Chalet type home located in town
with population under 25. Wood
heat,
free
standing
fireplace,
cathedral ceiling, located on 4 pre
tty acres. $29,500.

Lincoln — year round home on a
lake, town water and sewer.
$12,000.
Springfield — 11/2 story home, 2-3
bedrooms, acre of land. $12,500.
Lee — 3 bedroom home on one acre
of land, good location for a busi
ness. $24,500.
Macwahoc — Eight room home
with garage, a cold water trout
stream runs beside this property.
$21,000 — Owner will finance down
payment.

Burlington — Five acres of fields
with immaculate farmhouse and
barn.
Lee — natural cedar throughout
this two bedroom ranch, two acres
of land,
concrete foundation.
$19,000.
ACREAGE
Lee — 7 acre woodlot, mainly
hardwood. $3,500.

Lincoln — 50 acre woodlot with de
eded access. $10,000.
Lee — 100 acre woodlot, mostly
hardwood. $22,000.
Enfield — 44 acres with 100’ fron
tage on Salmon and Togue Lake.
Excellent
investment
potential.
$55,000.
Lincoln — one acre lot bordered by
beautiful trout stream. Owner
financing available.

Lincoln — 5 acres, half fields, half
woods. Yr. round accessibility.
$4,500.
Lincoln — 650’ road frontage on
well travelled route, 46 acres heavily
wooded with cedar. $7,500.

Carroll — 5 acres, pine
softwood. Only $3,000.

trees,

This is just a partial list. Call, write or
stop by our off ice for a complete list.
Lake Street Real Estate, 5 Lake
Street, Box 66, Lincoln, Maine
04457. Brokers Carleton W. Aylward
— Home 207-794-2460; Pamela P.
Hamilton — Home 207-738-4741;
Sharon M. Aiken — Home 207-7943370; Margaret Rivard — Home
207-794-8870. Salesperson Laurie
T. Parise — Home 207-738-4151.

NOTICE
In our trapping supply ad last month, we inadver
tently listed our Canadian fox, bobcat, and coyote
snares. Please be advised that they are not available
for sale in Maine nor will they be listed in any of our
future Maine advertising.

MOWATT FUR CORP.
BREWER, MAINE

SPORTSMAN'S TUAPING POS=^
THE LAST FRONTIER
Something for Everyone. Bear,
Deer, Partridge hunting, Fishing,
Vacationing, Canoe rental, Am.
plan, Boats, motors & guides.
CAMPS OF ACADIA, Box 202, Eagle
Lake, Maine 04739. Tel. 207-4445207.

HUNTING CAMP FOR SALE
Rustic camp on 3.8 acres in Green
field, Me. Excellent hunting and
fishing. Accessible all year. Wood
stoveb screen porch, well and
spring. ^7,500. Penobscot Real Es
tate 207-827-3619.

FLIES AND FLY TYING
Largest fly tying materials display in
the Northeast. Atlantic Salmon flies
specialty.
Free
catalog.
Bob
Leeman’s Trout Shop, (Tamarak
Motel) 807 Wilson St., Brewer, ME
04412.

SPORTSMEN’S DEN, INC.
Stephen Kovacs — Sumner Stowe
1805' Boston Ave., Bridgeport,
Conn. 06610. (203) 367-3564.
ESTATE LIQUIDATIONS AND AP
PRAISALS — No collection too
small or too large. WANTED: An
tique
and
modern
firearms.
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH SHOT
GUNS: Parkers. L.C. Smith, Ansley
Fox,
Winchester,
Remington,
'ith’aca, etc. RIFLES: Winchester,
Sharps, Colt, Remington, Military
Rifles, etc. PISTOLS: Smith & Wes
son, Colt, etc.
We can find a home for your collec
tion.

CANOES RECANVASED

FOR SALE

Major and minor repairs made on
wooden canoes and boats. Call
207-846-9379. Write Boats Etc. 27
Bridge Street, Yarmouth, Maine
04096.

FOR SALE

Registered Blueticks — Pups and
started dogs. Excellent bloodlines.
Rosalie Humphrey, Route 100, Bur
nham, Maine. Phone 207-487-5008.

Collector’s Item: Remington pump
shotgun Model 10 in excellent con
dition. $250.00. Call after 4:30 p.m.
(207) 729-8109.

MAINE BEAR HUNTING

CAMP FOR SALE

BEAR HUNTERS

Guaranteed results, booking bear
hunts 1980 season. Over bait,
May-Oct. Several camps in best
areas. Registered Maine Guides.
Boyd A. Ward, RFD 1, Fairfield,
Maine 04937. Tel. 207-873-1855.

Located on the south branch of the
famous Mirimichi River in Juniper,
New Brunswick, Canada. Camp has
rock fireplace, log construction,
drilled well. Including 20 acres
forest land. Ideal fishing and hunt
ing. Excellent investment property.
Priced for quick sale. Low 20’s. For
more information, write: P.O. Box
349, Mars Hill, ME 04758 or phone
(207) 425-2111.

Now booking parties for 1979 sea
son, May through Nov. Baited areas.
Write for folder or call 732-3586.
John G. York, Box 178, Howland,
Maine 04448.

BUYING DUCK STAMPS

FLY-TYER’S SALE

Out of date stamps wanted by col
lector. $.50-$165.00 per stamp.
Write: John Lorden, 16 Maple St.,
Hingham, MA 02043.

Choose from largest selection ma
terials in Maine. All necks reduced
15%. “B” grade neck special
cream, badger, black, brown...$2.00
each, your choice. Also feathers,
fur, tinsel, chenille, and floss in our
special 15-30c bins. Professional
service — free catalog. Eddie's
Flies, 303 Broadway. Bangor, ME.

HOUSE FOR SALE
3 bedroom house in Rockwood
overlooking Moosehead Lake. Fur
nished, drilled well, electric lights,
telephone, flush, country main
tained
road.
Fishing-hunting
skiing. Will swap for camp or land
on Moosehead Lake or sell outright.
Call or write: Chet Tomaszek, 19
Lamphere Rd., Waterford, CT
06385. 203-443-7565.

IRVING’S ANECDOPES
Found bugs of which he couldn’t
cope;
Ole Doc’ while reading a label
warning,
Used two bottles of Irving’s Fly
Dope,
“And called us first thing in the
morning.”

SEBAGO BASIN
CAMPING AREA
Box 178E — Route 302
North Windham, Me. 04062
Telephone: (207 892-4839
Fishing, bo'ating, beach on beautiful Sebago Lake.
Walking distance to shopping center.

Quimby Pond Camps
RANGELEY, ME.
207-864-3675

ON ONE OF MAINE’S FINEST TROUT WATERS
AMERICAN PLAN OR HOUSEKEEPING
DINNER AT THE “SPORTSMAN’S TABLE”
REG. GUIDE SERVICE - FISHING - BEAR, DEER, BIRDS
FISH THE BACK-IN PONDS FOR TROUT & SALMON

Ray & Ev Soriano

7'/2

BORON/GRAPHITE RODS

or 8’ #3-4 line ............ $110.00
9’ #5-6 line .......................... $115.00
9’ #7-8 line .......................... $125.00
9’ #9-10 line ....................... $150.00
Also
9’
graphites
for
#9
line...$99.95. Other models avail
able. Eddie’s Flies, 303 Broadway,
Bangor, ME. 945-5587.

WANTED
Cottage on lake — private — yet ac
cessible by car. Excellent fishing for
bass and trout a must. Prefer Wash
ington County. Send replies to:
Geoffrey P. Radoff, M.D., 2193 West
Chester Pike, Broomall, PA 19008.
Tel. 353-4951.

MAINE (WEST CENTRAL)
5 acre lot, good hunting, 4 miles
from airstrip. $10,000. 207-897-4056
after 5:00 p.m.

HUNTING AND FISHING
CAMP FOR SALE
Located in Aroostook County, Me.
T8R4. Completely furnished, insu
lated, kitchen, two bedrooms,
porch, 1/2 bath, attached workshop
and root cellar. Asking $5,000. Call
723-9342.

HUNTING CAMP Fb.
Log camp on 1/3 acre on
Ridge, Me. Sleeps six with b
lights, refrigerator, cooking stove
and wood stove. Accessible all year.
Excellent hunting and fishing.
$6,000. L. Hewey, 22 Frank Cutler
Drive. Wareham, Mass. 02571 —
617-295-1787._________________

TRAILER FOR SALE
1968 Blazon 31’ travel trailer. Cen
tral gas htr. 10 cu/ft. refer. Excellent
cond. Call 207-738-3523 evenings.

WANTED CAMP
ON WATERFRONT
Secluded or wilderness. Good fish
ing and hunting. Write to: James J.
Hayden. 149 Hayden Rowe St.,
Hopkinton, MA. 01748.

REGISTERED HOUNDS
Mother excellent hunter. Father is
one of Sonny Wade's best hunting
dogs. Cail: 474-9125.

FRANKLIN STOVE
2 years old. Perfect condition. Best
offer over $150.00. Also home-made
snowmobile trailer. $30.00. Call
797-6931.

FOR SALE
Electric dog training outfit. Cost
$100.00. Sell $50.00. E. Smith, 14
Lambert St., Winthrop, ME. 3778423.

HUNTERS
Pleasant Point Camps offers excel
lent Northern Zone deer, bear and
upland grouse hunting. Lowest
rates around. Registered Maine
Guide available.
Housekeeping
only. Write Hal Ware, RFD 2, Sebago
Lake, ME. 04075. Tel: 207-642-2757.

UKC REG. PLOTTS
UKC registered Plotts, 3 months
old. Sire: Grand Champion-Nite
Champion — Pioneer-Verd-Mont
breeding.
Dam:
Everson-Sugar
Creek. $100 each. Grantham, N.H.
603-863-4755.

SPORTSMAN PARADISE
Excellent camp with long frontage
on river. Nearly 6 acres. For further
info and free property list contact
•Century 21 Acres Away, 15 Lake
Street, Lincoln, Maine 04457. Tel.
207-794-6136.

FOR SALE
Red Bone female. Ready to start.
Also half Walker half Lab pups.
Ready Sept. David Mangin, Old
Lewiston Rd., Winthrop, ME 04364.
Tel. 377-8269.

HUNTING — FISHING CAMPS
Lincoln, Maine — Cedar Log Camp
on Caribou Pond — Bass, Pickerel,
Perch Fishing. Completely Fur
nished. 2 Bedrooms, Living Room,
Kitchen, Porch, Shed. With oil fur
nace. Leased Lot 100x200. Includes
Boat and Motor.
Burlington, Maine — Hunting camp
with garage. Well finished with
beautiful
fireplace.
Secluded
Hideaway with excellent view. In
one of the best game areas in the
State. One and one half acres.

FOR SALE
Winchester 21 shotgun, 20 gauge.
Excellent condition. W.H. Dunham,
Manchester, ME. Tel. 622-5678.

WANTED
#220 Conibear traps new or used.
Single spring only. 617-688-4303.10
Washington St., #42, Methuen, MA.
01844.

MAINE’S BEST FISHING

We
have
acreage
available
throughout
Eastern
Penobscot
County — Wood Lots, Camp Lots
and Hunting Lots — plus other
camps and properties. If you are in
terested, contact us. We are: Main
Street Real Estate, 48 Main Street,
Lincoln, ME. 04457. Beth Davis,
Broker — 207-794-8539;
Mary
Folnsbee — 207-794-6784; Peter
Preble — 207-732-3774.

Moose River and Moosehead Lake Region

Salmon-Trout-Togue
Housekeeping Cottages-Trailer Sites-Tenting
Rooms-Seasonal Trailer Rates

Have Coot Will Travel

FOR SALE
5 acre lake lots, Farrow Lake, 200’
frontage. Call 207-738-2601.

Woody and Elsie Martin, Rockwood, Maine

Roy’s Riverside Camps

Advertise FREE or at Low Cost
/

on Moose River, Rockwood, Me.
Furnished
Housekeeping
Electricity
Docking
Running Water

Rates
$9.00-$12.00
Daily Per Couple
Phone 207-534-2231

B&L ARCHERY
RFD #2 Cummings Rd.
So. Portland, ME
Tel. 773-6027
1 Mile From Maine Mall

Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

WITH OVER 10 YRS. SUCCESSFUL
BOWHUNTING EXPERIENCE TO ASSIST
THE HUNTING ARCHER

You can tell 40,000 Maine and out-of-state
sportsmen what you have to buy, sell or trade.
The Maine Sportsman Trading Post has brought
results to hundreds of satisfied readers.
We offer free classifieds of not more than 20
words to subscribers on a one-time basis. This
offer does not extend to full or part time
businesses.
For non-subscribers and businesses the
minimum rate is $3.50 for 20 words or less. For
over 20 words, add 15 cents per word. Payment
must be made with your order.
The Maine Sportsman also offers low-cost
display advertising. For more information on the
Sportsmans Trading Post or other advertising
rates, call or write: The Maine Sportsman, Box
507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096. Telephone
846-9501

Place my ad in the Sportsman’s Trading Post as Follows: [Print or type]
Buy ad for 12 months, get one month free! Deadline 15th of month.

Jennings Full Service Dealer

Custom Aluminum & Cedar Hunting Arrows
With Vanes or Feathers

Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
[Make checks or money orders payable to The Maine Sportsman]
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TRAPPERS, COON HUNTERS, TRAPPING SUPPLY DEALERS
We are wholesale/retail distributors of all trapping and coon hunting supplies
VICTOR, MONTGOMERY & NORTHWOOD TRAPS, HAWBAKER S LURES AND URINES,
MOWATT’S BAITS, PACKBASKETS, WOODEN & WIRE STRETCHERS, SIFTERS, STAKES, DRAGS,
ALDRICH CABLE TRAPS, LIVE TRAPS, GLASS & PLASTIC BOTTLES,
TRAPPING BOOKS, PEERLESS CHAIN, S-HOOKS, WEBLEY SWIVELS, BRASS SWIVELS,
WILSON GLOVES, NITE LITES & ACCESSORIES, PREDATOR CALLS & TAPES, KNIVES, AXES,
SUPERJACKS, RED VIKING MULTI-USE TOOLS.

- OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION I4fe manufacture many of these items ourselves and carry a large, complete stock at all times.
Trappers, visit our store 2 miles from Brewer on Rt. 1A in Holden, or call toll-free to order
by credit card or C.O.D. No more waiting - all orders shipped within 24 hours. Catalog
available September 1st.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED - BUY DIRECT FROM THE SOURCE
For all orders and inquires call toll-free in Maine 1-800-432-1723. From outside Maine, call
toll-free 1-800-341-1562. From Canada and Alaska, call 1-207-989-6191 (this is not tollfree). We will be happy to take phone orders Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST.

VISA/MC Accepted or we will ship C.O.D.
□ I am a trapper/coonhunter. Please send your new catalogue.

MOWATT FUR CORP

□ I am a trapping supply dealer.

Div. 1 - P.O. BOX 246
BREWER, MAINE 04412

My business card or letterhead is enclosed.

Please send catalogue and confidential wholesale price list.

Name

MARK R. MOWATT, President
THOMAS L. STEVENS, General Manager

Address

We aim to please

|

Zip

State

Town

From the people who brought you Muskol, comes . . . .

TM

An all purpose jack for the hunter, trapper,

Extra low pickup - lifting nose only 4" from

farmer, logger, construction worker and all

the ground.

4 WD users.

Lightweight - weighs only 29 pounds.
The Super Jack is 48" high with a 38" continuous lift to get you out of the deepest

For winching, use a piece of chain with the
Super Jack in the horizontal position.

mudhole.

7000 lb. capacity for heavy duty use.
The SuperJack has a safety shear pin to pre
vent jack from dropping if overloaded.

This is a professional quality piece of equip
ment made to stand years and years of heavy
use.

* THREE YEAR GUARANTEE *
Every unit is fully tested before it leaves our warehouse. PVe are so confident
of the quality and durability of the SuperJack that we guarantee satisfaction
or your money back within 10 days. PVe also guarantee all parts and workman
ship for three full years!
To order by phone from any
where in Maine, dial toll-free
1-800-432-1723. From out
side Maine, dial 1 -800-341-1562
We will be happy to take
phone orders Monday through
Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST.
VISA/MC accepted, or we will
ship C.O.D.

Ask for SuperJack at your local sporting goods
store, hardware store, farm supply store or use this
handy order form.
J Please send me------- SuperJack(s) at $54.50 ea. plus $4.50 postage
|
| NAME__

MOWATT FUR CORP. I
SUPERJACK DIVISION 1

P.O. BOX 246
BREWER, MAINE 04412

ADDRESS
TOWN__

STATE

ZIP.

3 SuperJacks or more postpaid. Maine residents add 5% sales tax.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Please write or phone for complete information

